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Aboriginal Law – Specific Claim – Admissibility of Evidence – Report
The ʔaq̓am First Nation (Claimant), formerly known as the St. Mary’s Indian Band,
asserts that the Crown breached fiduciary duties by failing to set aside land (known as the
Mission Farm Lands), adjacent to land that was established as reserve lands under the provisions
of the Indian Act. The reserves are known as Kootenay Indian Reserve No.1 and St. Mary’s
Indian Reserve No. 1A.
The Respondent denies the validity of the Claim.
The Respondent seeks an order that an Expert Report authored by Ryan Blaak is found to
be inadmissible in evidence on the grounds that it is unnecessary because it contains conclusions
on questions of law, and is irrelevant and unreliable based on its use of secondary sources. The
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Respondent also claims that Mr. Blaak provides analysis beyond the scope of his expertise as a
historian.
Held: The Application is allowed, in part.
The Blaak Report is relevant to the Claim as it provides necessary explanations for the
Tribunal to understand the historical context relating to the pre-emption of the Mission Farm
Lands, the history of the pre-emption process in British Columbia, and the history of the reserve
creation process.
As a qualified historian, Mr. Blaak is permitted to comment on social science disciplines
related to the historical matter at hand.
Portions of the Blaak Report contain legal interpretation, argument or conclusion and are
to that extent inadmissible.
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I.

THE CLAIM

[1]

This specific claim asserts that the Crown breached fiduciary duties by failing to establish

land adjacent to land that was established as reserve lands under the provisions of the Indian Act.
The reserves are known as Kootenay Indian Reserve No.1 and St. Mary’s Indian Reserve No.
1A.
[2]

The adjacent land is described as:
…Lots 1, 2, 3, and 1063, consisting of 627.75 acres, otherwise known as the St.
Eugene Mission Residential School Farm Lands, (“Mission Farm Lands”).
[Further Further Amended Declaration of Claim at para 3]

[3]

The history of the Mission Farm Lands, set out below, is taken from the facts pled in the

Further Further Amended Declaration of Claim. As certain of the allegations of fact may be in
dispute, their recitation does not represent findings of fact in the disposition of the Claim.
[4]

Lot 1, comprising 160 acres, was pre-empted by a settler, John Shaw, in 1868. On May

19, 1875, Shaw transferred his interest to Reverend Foquet, a Catholic Missionary. This became
the site of the “St. Eugene Mission”.
[5]

Between 1877 and 1896, the Mission acquired additional land through pre-emptions of

Lot 2 (280 acres), Lot 3 (72 acres), and a Crown Grant for Lot 1063 (208 acres). This land was
transferred to the Order of the Oblates of the Catholic Church in 1897.
[6]

The land occupied by the Mission included Lots 494 and 1758, owned by the Sisters of

Providence, and additional land, Lot 11558.
[7]

In 1898, the federal government acquired 33 and 1/3 acres of Lot 1 on which it

constructed an Indian Residential School. The school was operated by the Oblates until it closed
in 1970.
[8]

The Mission Farm Lands and Lot 11558 were utilized for farming purposes in support of

the operation of the school. Students worked on the farm under the direction of the Oblates.
[9]

In 1925, Canada purchased 26.96 acres of Lot 1, on which there were “Indian houses”,

and in 1951, established the land as reserve for the Claimant and five other bands in the area.
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[10]

In 1974, Canada set apart 320.71 acres of land, which included several parcels from the

lands described above, as a reserve for the Claimant and four other bands in the general area.
[11]

In 1976, the Order of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate sold the remaining Mission Farm

Lands to Ernest Pighin.
II.

APPLICATION
A.

[12]

The Issue

The Tribunal has before it an Application from the Respondent (Applicant) challenging

the admissibility of an expert report that the Claimant, ʔaq̓am, seeks to introduce in evidence
(Respondent on the Application).
[13]

Mr. Ryan Blaak was tasked by the Claimant to offer expert evidence in the field of

history to assist the Tribunal in understanding:
•

the pre-emption history of the Mission Farm Lands which consist of District Lots 1,
2, 3, and 1063 (the Mission Farm Lands);

•

the reserve creation history in the 19th century for ʔaq̓am within the historical context
of reserve creation in British Columbia; and,

•

whether ʔaq̓am habitually used and occupied the Mission Farm Lands prior to and
during the reserve creation process for ʔaq̓am.

[14]

Mr. Blaak produced a report entitled History of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands –

September 22, 2016 (Blaak Report).
[15]

The Respondent has raised admissibility issues with all four criteria set out in R v Mohan,

[1994] 2 SCR 9, 114 DLR (4th) 419 [Mohan]. The Respondent seeks an Order that:
a. the Blaak Report is not admissible as expert evidence in this proceeding; and,
b. in the alternative, an Order pursuant to paragraph 13(1)(b) of the Specific Claims
Tribunal Act, SC 2008, c 22 [SCTA] striking the following from the Blaak Report:
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i.

any analysis and conclusions beyond Mr. Blaak’s scope of expertise,
including opinions on archaeology, case law, or the adequacy of the preemption land descriptions and land survey process;

ii.

any conclusions of fact or law or both;

iii.

any conclusions on the issues to be decided by the Tribunal;

iv.

any conclusions based on unreliable non-expert hearsay sources; and,

v.

any conclusions based on the adoption of analysis and conclusions from
secondary sources where Mr. Blaak has not independently researched the
historical documents underlying those conclusions as set out in the proposed
redacted red-lined Blaak Report attached to the Notice of Application as
Appendix A and as otherwise redacted by the Tribunal.

B.
[16]

Positions of the Parties

In support of its Application, the Respondent has three main arguments:
1. Mr. Blaak is providing analysis beyond the scope of his expertise as a historian. The
Respondent alleges that Mr. Blaak’s academic background and experience are
insufficient to qualify him to adopt expert opinions relating to anthropology,
ethnography, oral history, archaeology, surveying, cartography or case law.
2. Secondary sources to support the Blaak Report are non-expert hearsay and
substantial paraphrasing from certain sources causes the prejudicial effects of the
Blaak Report to outweigh the probative value. The Respondent reproached Mr.
Blaak’s use of secondary sources that fail to cite primary sources, namely the use of
the Claimant’s websites, the Wayne Choquette report entitled The Heritage Resource
Base of the St. Eugene Mission Site, Southeastern British Columbia (Choquette
Report) and Naomi Miller’s 2002 book entitled Fort Steele: Gold Rush to Boom
Town (Miller Book). The Crown argues that these secondary sources are unreliable.
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3. The Blaak Report is unnecessary because it usurps the role of the Tribunal in opining
on questions of law. To support its position, during cross-examination the Respondent
addresses Mr. Blaak’s use of two legal concepts: “cognizable interest” and “habitual
use and occupation” (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 86–94).
[17]

The Claimant maintains that Mr. Blaak’s expertise qualifies him to adopt all opinions

found in the Blaak Report. The Claimant submits that historical analysis is multidisciplinary by
nature, with sources of relevant scholarship; namely anthropology, archaeology, cartography,
and ethnography. All come from disciplines which overlap with and are incidental to the expert’s
field.
[18]

The Claimant argues that the secondary sources in the Blaak Report are reliable. It relies

on Hartmann v McKerness, 2011 BCSC 927, to argue that experts do not have to prove into
evidence the literature on which the expert relies. It submits that the use of the Miller Book is
reliable due to the author’s extensive experience as a historian. It further asserts that secondary
sources that constitute hearsay are admissible but that their admitted facts go to weight (R v
Lavallee, [1990] 1 SCR 852 [Lavallee]; Mazur v Lucas, 2010 BCCA 473, 325 DLR (4th) 385).
The Claimant argues that the Blaak Report only minimally relies on suspect secondary sources
therefore having a minimal impact on the overall weight of the expert’s opinions.
[19]

The Claimant admits that expert evidence which opines on questions of law is not

admissible as the judge must decide on legal issues. It says, however, that Mr. Blaak relies on
case law only to narrow the scope of his historical research and to establish parameters for
“habitual use and occupation” or “cognizable interest” thereby justifying the use of case law in
his analysis. The Claimant argues that even if the Tribunal finds that the Blaak Report does
indeed proffer opinions on issues of law, it is not fatal to the necessity requirement of the Report.
III.

ANALYSIS
A.

[20]

The Admissibility Test

The inquiry for determining admissibility of expert opinion evidence is a two-step

process that was first proposed in R v Abbey, 2009 ONCA 624, 97 OR (3d) 330 [Abbey]. The
two-part test in Abbey is explained by Doherty J.A. as follows (at para 76):
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First, the party proffering the evidence must demonstrate the existence of certain
preconditions to the admissibility of expert evidence. For example, that party
must show that the proposed witness is qualified to give the relevant opinion.
Second, the trial judge must decide whether expert evidence that meets the
preconditions to admissibility is sufficiently beneficial to the trial process to
warrant its admission despite the potential harm to the trial process that may flow
from the admission of the expert evidence. This “gatekeeper” component of the
admissibility inquiry lies at the heart of the present evidentiary regime governing
the admissibility of expert opinion evidence: see Mohan; R. v. D. (D.), [2000] 2
S.C.R. 275, [2000] S.C.J. No. 44; J. (J.); R. v. Trochym, [2007] 1 S.C.R.
239, [2007] S.C.J. No. 6; K. (A.); Ranger; R. v. Osmar (2007), 84 O.R. (3d)
321, [2007] O.J. No. 244 (C.A.), leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused (2007), 85
O.R. (3d) xviii, [2007] S.C.C.A. No. 157.

[21]

Initially, the Claimant must establish the threshold requirements for admissibility based

on the four criteria set out in Mohan at page 20. The Claimant has the evidential and legal burden
to satisfy the Mohan threshold admissibility test and show that each criterion has been met.
[22]

Both Parties agree that admission of expert evidence depends on the application of the

following Mohan criteria:
a. relevance;
b. necessity in assisting the trier of fact;
c. the absence of any exclusionary rule; and,
d. a properly qualified expert.
[23]

If the evidence fails to meet these threshold requirements, it should be excluded. At the

second discretionary “gatekeep[ing]” step, the Tribunal must determine if the probative value of
the evidence outweighs its prejudicial effect. The gatekeeper inquiry requires an exercise of
judicial discretion (Abbey at para 79).
B.
[24]

Qualifying the Expert

On May 26, 2017, Mr. Blaak was examined and cross-examined on his affidavit

introducing the Blaak Report. Both Parties agreed that examination and cross-examination of Mr.
Blaak’s affidavit should be taken as voir dire testimony. The Tribunal agreed and considered
9

voir dire in assessing Mr. Blaak’s qualifications as an expert witness. Accordingly, the Mohan
analysis begins by examining whether Mr. Blaak is qualified to give expert testimony and adopt
the opinions captured in the Blaak Report. Should the Tribunal fail to qualify Mr. Blaak as an
expert based on his voir dire testimony, remaining admissibility issues is moot.
[25]

In Mohan, the Supreme Court of Canada noted that evidence must be given by a witness

who is shown to have acquired special or peculiar knowledge through study or experience in
respect of the matters on which he or she undertakes to testify (at 25).
[26]

Writing for the majority in R v Marquard, [1993] 4 SCR 223 at 243, 108 DLR (4th) 47,

McLachlin J., as she then was, quoted with approval from John Sopinka, Sidney N. Lederman,
and Alan W. Bryant, The Law of Evidence in Canada (Toronto: Butterworths, 1992), at pages
536 and 537:
The admissibility of such [expert] evidence does not depend upon the means by
which that skill was acquired. As long as the court is satisfied that the witness is
sufficiently experienced in the subject-matter at issue, the court will not be
concerned with whether his or her skill was derived from specific studies or by
practical training, although that may affect the weight to be given to the
evidence.

[27]

Mr. Blaak’s affidavit describes him as an expert in history with a focus on Aboriginal

land issues, particularly specific claims research relating to Indian Reserves in British Columbia.
Mr. Blaak has never been qualified as an expert by a court or tribunal to give expert evidence on
Aboriginal land issues (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 21–22).
[28]

Based on his curriculum vitae, Mr. Blaak earned a Bachelor of Arts majoring in history in

2002 from Trinity Western University and a Master’s Degree in history from the University of
British Columbia in 2003. During cross-examination, Mr. Blaak admits that his education did not
include courses in anthropology, ethnography, archaeology, cartography or anything on preemption policy in British Columbia; however, he testifies that his Master’s courses did delve into
Aboriginal issues (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 21). He acknowledges that his
Master’s thesis focused on late 20th century women’s movement and Canadian identity and had
no reference to Aboriginal land issues (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 17). He also
acknowledged that he never authored nor co-authored peer-reviewed publications (Voir Dire
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Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 48).
[29]

Considered alone, Mr. Blaak’s education does not establish expert knowledge on the pre-

emption of the Mission Farm Lands, the historical context of reserve creation in British
Columbia or the historical use of the Mission Farm Lands by ʔaq̓am. It does establish him as an
academic in the social sciences and thus trained in research and tools of analysis that cross the
several disciplines.
[30]

Mr. Blaak’s affidavit reveals over a decade of experience working on issues related to

the history of the Indian Residential Schools and specific claim research projects. The latter
include the analysis of cartographic and ethnographic documents and Aboriginal oral traditions
(curriculum vitae at 1–2). During cross-examination, he reiterated having over a decade’s
experience as a historical researcher (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 38). Mr. Blaak
testified to working on approximately 80 to 100 specific claim historic reports for over fifty First
Nations in British Columbia (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 31; Affidavit #1 of Ryan
Blaak at para 11).
[31]

Mr. Blaak worked on many specific claims regarding the pre-emption process in British

Columbia (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 34-35 Affidavit #1 of Ryan Blaak at para 12).
At paragraph 13 of his affidavit, he provides detailed experience researching the Indian Reserve
process in British Columbia.
[32]

During redirect, Mr. Blaak explained his work reviewing documents related to mapping

for Indian Residential Schools (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 98). He explains that
every specific claim project he worked on required assessing maps and surveys to glean into
what could be understood in terms of the issues examined:
Q Okay. Did any of these reports include mapping information that you
researched?
A So I would say basically every report that I work on with specific claims we
encounter -- I deal with maps, whether it’s maps, sketches, whether it’s going
back to the minutes of decision where we have the original sketches that
might have accompanied someone like Peter O’Reilly’s minutes of decision,
to later surveys that were done at the behest of O’Reilly, to the official
record/maps that Natural Resources Canada has available on Indian reserves
in Canada, and going all the way to looking at larger surveys that might have
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been done by the colony or province thereafter by individuals like Joseph
Trutch, for instance. These are the types of things -- there’s a lot of examples
here of the types of claims I worked on: roads, transmission lines, constantly
looking at survey plans/maps and those types of things and assessing them to
see what could be understood from them in terms of the issues that were
examined. [Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 105–06]

[33]

Regarding archeological evidence, Mr. Blaak testified that he has experience examining

archeological evidence and gives examples from other reports (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26,
2017, at 106–07). He admits to having no fieldwork experience in archaeology (Voir Dire
Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 38).
[34]

On redirect, Mr. Blaak testified to having relied, on numerous occasions, on

ethnographic/anthropologic evidence in preparing reports and in order to understand historic
developments:
Q Yes. In respect to these reports did you ever include anthropological sources?
A Yes, I have absolutely included that type of information,
anthropological/ethnographic sources on numerous occasions. There’s issues
where I’ve been looking at trapline rights, for instance, where I had to look at
ethnography/anthropology to understand some of the groups that are
involved, especially in northern BC where things are a little hazy in terms of
understanding. [Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 106]

[35]

He further asserts experience referencing oral history:
Q Right. Okay. And can you recall whether any oral history was referenced in
any of these reports that you had undertaken?
A. Yes, I have at times been provided with or encountered oral history that I
have taken into account as I’ve written my specific claims reports. [Voir Dire
Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 104]

[36]

During cross-examination, Mr. Blaak admits to having no formal education or trained

experience on how to conduct oral history (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 36).
[37]

The use of oral history, anthropological, archaeological, ethnographic, and cartographic

evidence is required for historians to place historical events and occurrences into context. In that
sense, historians must critically evaluate sources from related disciplines to glean into the past. I
do not accept the Respondent’s argument against the use of documents or sources from other,
interrelated, social science disciplines.
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[38]

I agree with the Claimant’s contention at paragraph 26 of its Memorandum of Fact and

Law that “[t]he claim that as a historian, Mr. Blaak is not qualified to adopt or interpret sources
which include archaeological findings creates a false dichotomy between the two disciplines
when the reality is that they are closely related”. I find that Mr. Blaak, as a qualified historian is,
based on his experience, permitted to comment on social science disciplines related to the
historical matter at hand.
[39]

In the voir dire, Mr. Blaak testified in a candid and credible manner, providing nuanced

answers where necessary and remaining impartial throughout. He testified to his extensive
practical experience as a historical researcher in the areas where he adopts expert opinion. As a
historian, Mr. Blaak described his experience interpreting documents from relating social
sciences. Based on his vast and detailed experience in specific claims research, the Tribunal is
prepared to accept Mr. Blaak as an expert witness in the field of history. Within this expertise, he
is permitted to adopt opinions in the areas canvassed by the Claimant. Qualification of Mr. Blaak
as an expert does not mean that his Report is immune from admissibility scrutiny under the other
Mohan criteria.
C.
[40]

Relevance

The Respondent uses Mohan to define the relevancy criterion. In Mohan, threshold

admissibility on relevance requires both logical relevance (does the evidence tend to prove the
proposition for which it is advanced) and legal relevance (does the opinion evidence have
probative value in establishing the existence or non-existence of a material fact at issue).
[41]

The jurisprudence has evolved since Mohan. At the initial threshold admissibility test,

only logical relevance is addressed. Logical relevance has a low threshold for admissibility,
erring on the side of inclusion of evidence (Abbey at paras 82–84).
[42]

In its Memorandum of Fact and Law, the Crown does not object to the logical relevancy

of the Blaak Report, the arguments go to legal relevancy. The Crown contends that Mr. Blaak
relies too heavily on two secondary sources: Robert Cail’s book, Land, Man, and the Law: The
Disposal of Crown Lands in British Columbia, 1871-1913 (Cail) and Cole Harris’s book, Making
Native Space (Harris).
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[43]

At the threshold admissibility step, Mr. Blaak’s Report is logically relevant as the topics

he addresses – the pre-emption history of the Mission Farm Lands, the historical use of the
Mission Farm Lands by ʔaq̓am, and the reserve creation history in British Columbia – are related
to the factual claims made by the Claimant and therefore meet the preconditions on admissibility.
[44]

Regarding the Crown’s argument on legal relevancy, the Tribunal found that much of the

Blaak Report is based on primary documents that would be admissible in evidence. Referenced
citations to Cail and Harris make up less than one-fifth of the 417 footnotes cited in the Report.
Moreover, Cail and Harris writings are widely accepted as authoritative. As Mr. Blaak also relies
in large measure on other primary and secondary sources, the Crown’s objection based on legal
relevancy cannot succeed.
D.
[45]

Necessity

In Mohan, Sopinka J. held that opinion evidence must be necessary in the sense that it

provides information outside of the knowledge of the trier of fact; necessity must not, however,
be applied too strictly (at 23).
[46]

The Blaak Report provides necessary explanations for the Tribunal to understand the

historical context relating to the pre-emption of the Mission Farm Lands, the history of the preemption process in British Columbia, and the history of the reserve creation process. In Ross
River Dena Council v Canada (AG), 2011 YKSC 87 [Ross River], the Court cites a passage from
Vickers J., in Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia, 2004 BCSC 1237, [2004] 4 CNLR 365,
stating the unique necessity of historical expertise in Aboriginal litigation (at para 37). In a
similar manner, the adjudication of specific claims requires professional assistance to interpret
the historical record which does not speak for itself.
[47]

Adjudicating specific claims in accordance with law is a “distinctive task”:
…there is a need to establish an independent tribunal that can resolve specific
claims and is designed to respond to the distinctive task of adjudicating such
claims in accordance with law and in a just and timely manner… [SCTA,
Preamble]

[48]

The task is distinctive as it calls for the adjudication of claims that arise in times long past

and in the context of a fiduciary relationship that has existed between Canada and Indigenous
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Peoples since the Royal Proclamation, 1763. Claims that allege a particular breach of treaty or
failure to establish a parcel of land as a reserve, call for an understanding of the historical context
in which the impugned action occurred. It is the context that informs the existence of Crown
duties and the Crown duties applicable in the matter at hand.
[49]

The context for the present understanding of Crown duties is found in the history of

Indigenous occupation of land and government policies and actions affecting Indigenous
interests. This is revealed in the Tribunal decisions in Kitselas First Nation v Her Majesty the
Queen in Right of Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, Beardy’s & Okemasis Band #96 and #97 v Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, 2015 SCTC 3, Williams Lake Indian Band v Her Majesty
the Queen in Right of Canada, 2014 SCTC 3, and Akisq’nuk First Nation v Her Majesty the
Queen in Right of Canada, 2016 SCTC 3.
[50]

Judges need the benefit of historical research, analysis, and opinions on matters of fact

from persons who have studied Indigenous culture, legal systems, territories, Crown perspectives
and actions, and Crown-Indigenous relations. This, together with Indigenous histories and
perspectives, along with the documentary record, is the material based on which facts may be
found.
[51]

To that end, the Blaak Report is largely necessary because it allows the Tribunal to

understand the historical context in which the Crown allegedly breached its fiduciary duties.
[52]

Under the necessity criterion, the Crown argues that Mr. Blaak proffers legal opinion that

usurps the functions of the Tribunal and is therefore unnecessary. The Crown is arguing that Mr.
Blaak draws inadmissible legal conclusions in his Report. Both Parties agree that the judge must
decide on legal issues and expert evidence which opines on questions of law is inadmissible
(Syrek v R, 2009 FCA 53 at paras 28–29, 307 DLR (4th) 636; Squamish Indian Band v R (1998),
144 FTR 106 at para 9 (FCTD)).
[53]

To distinguish this case from the applicable jurisprudence, the Claimant argues that case

law was used by Mr. Blaak only to establish a historical framework; legal concepts such as “use
and occupation” and “cognizable interest” helped to narrow the scope of the research.
[54]

During cross-examination, the Crown has a lengthy debate on this issue where Mr. Blaak
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argues that legal concepts (implying “cognizable interest” and “habitual use and occupation”) are
embedded in history:
Q So you’re not qualified to offer an opinion with respect to legal concepts and
case law; is that fair?
A That’s a challenging question to answer. It’s so embedded in history and the
things that I encounter on a daily basis in my work that I feel like my
professional experience has certainly given me enough experience to make -to put forth ideas about legal issues, certainly. And just my basic
understanding of the issues as well. [Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at
84]

[55]

In support of this view, the Claimant relies on the legal propositions in Ross River, citing

an Ontario Court of Appeal decision, R v Graat (1980), 116 DLR (3d) 143 at 14, 30 OR (2d) 247
(ONCA), that gives judicial discretion on the admissibility of expert evidence on “ultimate
issue[s]” (at paras 49–50; ʔaq̓am’s Memorandum of Fact and Law at para 71).
[56]

In Ross River, the Court found that even though an expert made several statements of

fact and law, these were made to establish the historical, legal, and political context of the time
and therefore admissible (at para 61). Ross River is factually distinguishable on the basis that the
expert in that case had a PhD from Cambridge University in Law, was a member of the
Cambridge Faculty of Law, and was specifically asked to address the legal understanding of an
1870 Order (at paras 4, 53).
[57]

Some sections of the Blaak Report do advance legal argument. Mr. Blaak’s added legal

opinions do not provide special knowledge of assistance to the Tribunal in findings of fact.
Based on the jurisprudence cited by the Parties, sections proffering legal opinion are held
inadmissible. The Report annexed shows passages for redaction, in red strikethrough, the
sections of the Report that contain inadmissible legal argument or conclusions. These passages
are found on the following pages: 5, 87, 89–92, 107, and 110.
E.
[58]

Applicable Exclusionary Rule

Because there is an acceptable hearsay component to every expert opinion, Mr. Blaak’s

opinions may be derived from secondary sources not before the Tribunal. In Lavallee, the
Supreme Court of Canada found an expert could rely on hearsay information or data so long as
there was other evidence forming part of the factual premises for the opinion (at 893). Writing
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for the majority, Wilson J. states the following proposition on hearsay evidence used by experts
(at 897):
Where the factual basis of an expert’s opinion is a mélange of admissible and
inadmissible evidence the duty of the trial judge is to caution the jury that the
weight attributable to the expert testimony is directly related to the amount and
quality of admissible evidence on which it relies.

[59]

In dissent from the majority in Lavallee, Sopinka J. agreed that where you have a mix of

admissible or inadmissible evidence, the question goes to weight (at 900).
[60]

In Mazur v Lucas, 2010 BCCA 473, 325 DLR (4th) 385, the British Columbia Court of

Appeal states that an expert may rely on a variety of sources including hearsay but that the
weight of the expert opinion will depend on the reliability of the hearsay (at para 40). Regarding
the admissibility of hearsay evidence, Garson J. writes that:
The correct judicial response to the question of the admissibility of hearsay
evidence in an expert opinion is not to withdraw the evidence from the trier of
fact unless, of course, there are some other factors at play such that it will be
prejudicial to one party, but rather to address the weight of the opinion and the
reliability of the hearsay in an appropriate self-instruction or instruction to a jury.

[61]

The consensus in these authorities is that hearsay is admissible, but its weight will depend

on its reliability. With respect to reliability, in R v J.-L.J., 2000 SCC 51, [2000] 2 SCR 600, the
Supreme Court of Canada states precautions need to be made to exclude “junk science” and
preserve and protect the role of the trier of fact (at para 25).
[62]

There are four main secondary sources used in the Blaak Report: Cail, Harris, the

Choquette Report, and the Miller Book. The affidavit and voir dire testimony show that both
Cail and Harris are authoritative sources that satisfy the test for threshold reliability. Moreover,
the Crown is not objecting to the trustworthiness of Cail and Harris, but rather to the extent of
their use i.e. relevance.
[63]

Paragraphs 29 and 30 of Mr. Blaak’s affidavit explain the reliability of the Cail and

Harris sources and, in cross-examination, the Crown acknowledges that Harris and Cail draw
heavily from verifiable primary sources (Voir Dire Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 73, 79).
[64]

During cross-examination, the Crown probed the witness on the use of the Miller Book
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and the Choquette Report. The question for the Tribunal is whether these two sources meet the
threshold of reliability.
[65]

In the voir dire testimony, Mr. Blaak admits that the Choquette archeological report

references no primary sources and has no footnotes:
Q And Mr. Choquette’s report does not contain any footnotes or references,
does it?
A No, it does not.
Q And you would agree with me that without footnotes you don’t know what
primary source documents Mr. Choquette considered in the formulation of
his opinion. Would that be fair?
A No, he doesn’t make mention of which sources he used. [Voir Dire
Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 58]

[66]

In cross-examination, he also admits that Naomi Miller’s book has no footnotes and that

she is not an authoritative historical source:
Q And you’ll agree with me that Ms. Miller’s book does not contain any
footnotes or references, does it?
A It does not, no.
Q And you would agree with me that without footnotes, you don’t know what
primary source documents Ms. Miller considered in relation to the opinions
that she expressed in her book; is that right?
A Yes, that is not known for -- based on no footnotes.
Q And Ms. Miller’s book is not a peer-reviewed academic publication on the
use and occupation of Mission farm lands, is it?
A Not as far as I’m aware.
…
Q So, just to be clear, is it your evidence that Ms. Miller’s unreferenced book is
an authoritative historical source on the use and occupation of the Mission
farm lands?
A I don’t believe I ever said her source was authoritative.
Q No. I’m asking you if that’s your evidence.
A Okay. I don’t necessarily consider authoritative, but I consider it to be a work
of a very, very experienced historian in local history. [Voir Dire Transcript,
May 26, 2017, at 67, 71–72]

[67]

The Choquette and Miller sources seem dubious at best, they are not peer-reviewed, lack
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footnotes, and have no appearance of general acceptance in the scientific community. The
Choquette Report came from Claimant’s counsel and was not independently sourced (Voir Dire
Transcript, May 26, 2017, at 60). Regarding the Miller Book, if Mr. Blaak does not adopt Ms.
Miller’s writing as authoritative, the Tribunal can hardly be expected to rely on it. Also, the
Miller source is only referenced once on page 103 of the Blaak Report and in a corroborative
manner, therefore it is both unreliable and unnecessary. The Choquette Report and Miller Book
do not meet the threshold of reliability.
[68]

The same considerations apply when analysing the limited use Mr. Blaak makes of the

Claimant’s non-academic websites. The guarantees of academic trustworthiness of these
websites do not satisfy threshold reliability.
[69]

The Crown argues that the prejudicial effect of the secondary sources used in the Blaak

Report outweighs their probative value and therefore the entire Report should be inadmissible.
[70]

The Claimant argues that the use of the sources goes to weight. The authorities cited in

this analysis favour the Claimant’s argument: the Blaak Report is based in small measure on
suspect information and in large measure admitted facts or facts sought to be proved, the matter
is purely one of weight and the Report is therefore admissible.
[71]

Portions of the annexed Report, underlined in green, are sections of the Report from

sources of questionable reliability. Where specific sources of hearsay are not proven by other
admissible evidence, the weight attributed to these sources by the Tribunal may be limited.
F.
[72]

Cost-Benefit Analysis

Parliament intended that the Tribunal have a broad discretion in the admission of relevant

information. Information may be considered as evidence whether or not admissible in a court of
law:
13 (1) The Tribunal has, with respect to the attendance, swearing and
examination of witnesses, the production and inspection of documents, the
enforcement of its orders and other matters necessary or proper for the due
exercise of its jurisdiction, all the powers, rights and privileges that are vested in
a superior court of record and may
…
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(b) receive and accept any evidence, including oral history, and other
information, whether on oath or by affidavit or otherwise, that it sees fit,
whether or not that evidence or information is or would be admissible in a
court of law, unless it would be inadmissible in a court by reason of any
privilege under the law of evidence;… [SCTA]

[73]

The Tribunal has wide discretion in deciding what information it will consider in

determining the validity of claims and, if found valid, information relevant to the assessment of
compensation. Except for expert opinions which are biased on their face, lack factual
information in support of opinion, or contain legal argument, the default will generally be
admissibility.
[74]

In proceedings before the Tribunal the second “gatekeeper” stage of the admissibility

analysis requires ample room for judicial discretion in weighing prejudicial effects and probative
value.
[75]

In R v J.-L.J., 2000 SCC 51, [2002] 2 SCR 600, Binnie J. concludes that

“[t]he Mohan analysis necessarily reposes a good deal of confidence in the trial judge’s ability to
discharge the gatekeeper function (Malbœuf, supra)” (at para 61). In its Memorandum of Fact
and Law, the Claimant cites Ross River on the difference between the potential for prejudicial
effects in a jury trial and judge-alone proceedings (at para 47). Specific claims litigation is before
a single member, a Superior Court judge. Tribunal members are less likely to be influenced by
prejudicial factors than a jury.
[76]

In its Application, the Respondent claims prejudicial effects outweigh probative value in

the three following ways:
•

Mr. Blaak’s reliance on Cail and Harris throughout the Report undermines its legal
relevance and is prejudicial;

•

the unnecessary legal opinion is prejudicial and outweighs the probative value of the
Report; and,

•

the use of certain secondary sources constitutes unreliable hearsay with prejudicial
effects that outweigh probative value.
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[77]

The first objection fails; the Blaak Report relies on both primary and secondary sources.

Cail and Harris are authoritative sources. The grounds advanced for the second objection does
not establish prejudice to a degree that would render the entirety of the Blaak Report
inadmissible, the Tribunal has redacted (in red strikethrough) any legal interpretation, argument
or conclusion. The third argument has merit, but the correct judicial response is not to withdraw
the evidence but rather to address its weight.
IV.

ORDER

[78]

The Application is allowed in part.

[79]

Appendix A to these Reasons is a copy of the Blaak Report showing in red strikethrough

the inadmissible content. The Claimant may introduce in evidence a revised report containing the
admissible portions of the Blaak Report. This may be supplemented by additional text to the
limited extent that it may, after redactions, enhance the report’s overall coherence and
readability.

HARRY SLADE
Honourable Harry Slade, Chairperson
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AFFIDAVIT #1 OF RYAN BLAAK

1, Ryan Blaak, in the city of Courtenay, British Columbia, SWEAR THAT:

1.

2.

1am a practising historian as well as an independent Historical Research
Specialist. 1have been retained by the Claimant's counsel, Callison & Hanna,
Barristers & Solicitors to provide expert opinion evidence in the within proceeding
on the following:
a)

The pre-emption history of the mission farm lands which consist of District
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 1063 (the "Mission Farm Lands");

b)

The reserve creation history in the 1gth century for ?aqam within the
historical context of reserve creation in British Columbia;

c)

Whether ?aqam habitually used and occupied the Mission Farm Lands
prior to and during the reserve creation process for ?aqam.

As such, 1have persona! knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to, save
and except where the sa me are stated to be upon information and belief, and
where so stated, 1verily believe them to be true.

3.

My expert report was finalized on September 22, 2016 and a copy was provided
to the Claimant and the Respondent. A true copy of my September 22, 2016
expert report is attached as Exhibit "A" to this affidavit.

4.

1 am a historian and Historical Research Specialist with expertise in the context
of Aboriginal land issues - particularly Specific Claims research which relates to
the history of lndian Reserves in British Columbia. 1 aise have expertise working
on the history of the lndian Residential School system in Canada especially in
relation to the Northwest Territories and Nunavut. Working within these areas
has given me proficiency within areas such as project management, research
planning, records management, file review (primarily in relation to records related
to Aboriginal peoples), document analysis, and reporting. As an instructor in
history, 1 aise have an expertise in Canadian and Aboriginal history, as a whole.

Formai Education
5.

1 obtained my Bachelor of Arts, with an Honours in History, from the Trinity
Western University in 2002 and my Masters Degree in Arts with a specialization
in History from the University of British Columbia in 2003. My most recent
Curriculum Vitae is attached as Exhibit "B" to this affidavit.

Professional Experience
6.

Over the past decade, 1 have worked as a Historical Research Specialist within
the context of various Aboriginal issues. A Historical Research Specialist is
someone who demonstrates professional experience and outcomes within a wide
range of historical matters including project management, research planning, file
review, records management, document analysis, and reporting.

7.

Moreover, being a Historical Research Specialist with a focus on A~original
issues requires an adaptability to the assortment of issues and areas which arise
in the process of Specific Claims research. This means utilizing the skills and
experience 1 have as a historian as· well as constantly learning and building
expertise in the wide range of areas in which First Nation lands in British
Columbia have historically been impacted and affected. Examples of this include
building expertise in regard to pre-emptions (and other ways in which land has
been dispensed), archaeology, ethnography, oral Aboriginal traditions and
histories as well as more practical areas like surveying and mapping.

8.

From 2006 to 2013, 1 worked as a Research Manager and Historical Researcher
for The History Group lnc. The History Group lnc. is one of Canada's leading
historical research firms and has a well-established track record of success in
supporting government, law firms and Aboriginal bands at all stages in the
settlement and civil litigation process.
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9.

As a Research Manager 1was responsible for managing Specific Claims and
other research processes, business development projects and assisting in the
development of corporate websites and other online resources. 1aise
coordinated and worked with university students completing the History Group's
practicum program.

10.

Since January 2014, 1have successfully continued my work as an independent
Historical Research Specialist. 1have extensive experience in both historical and
contemporary Aboriginal research, particularly in areas related to land issues and
primarily within the context of Specific Claims. 1aise have broad experience
working on issues related to the history of lndian Residential Schools including
work on the lndian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission.

11.

Since 2008, 1have worked on and managed countless Specific Claim research
projects that have dealt with complex and varied issues. 1have taken on this
work on behalf of more than fifty (50) Aboriginal bands in British Columbia. This
work has entailed comprehensive project management and research planning
which has included:
a)

b)

Reviewing and analysing thousands of documents and files from various
repositories like:
(i)

Library and Archives Canada (LAC) (primarily RG 10 records);

(ii)

lndigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) BC Region, Yukon
and Headquarters;

(iii)

lndian and First Nation Lands Registry Systems;

(iv)

Natural Resources Canada (NRCAN);

(v)

BC Archives;

(vi)

BC Land and Title Survey Authority;

(vii)

Province of BC (i.e. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure);

(viii)

Municipal archives; and

(ix)

Band/First Nation document collections.

Accessing and analysing cartographie, ethnographie, and Aboriginal oral
traditions and histories.
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c)

Managing tens of thousands of historical and contemporary records
including copying, scanning, organizing {archiving//filing), document
coding, and database management.

d)

Developing countless reports and other written deliverables which clearly,
concisely and effectively reflect the history of an issue or event.

12.

Over the course of working on many Specific Claims projects 1 have examined
many sketches and land descriptions in regard to the pre-emption process. Such
examinations of sketches and land descriptions were generally related to the
granting of lands to settlers in areas where lndian Reserves had been or would
be established. ln doing so, 1 have looked at such sketches and land
descriptions in order to determine if First Nation interests were adequately noted
and identified. This typically required me to review and assess such sketches
and land descriptions on their own as well as in relation to other relevant
documentation like Minutes of Decision, Survey Plans {Provincial or Federal),
archaeological evidence, ethnographie evidence, oral history, settler accounts,
governmental records, etc. Developing this expertise in the pre-emption process
is one of the many skills 1 have acquired over the course of my career as a
Historical Research Specialist.

13.

My work has given me very unique experience and skills in relation not only to
Specific Claim research but also the larger history of lndian Reserves in British
Columbia. ln particular, 1 have dealt with, on multiple occasions, the following
matters in the Specific Claims context:
a)

lndian Reserve allotments in British Columbia, both colonial and postconfederation, including a thorough understanding and knowledge of the
colonial Reserves, the Joint lndian Reserve Commission, the lndian
Reserve Commission, the McKenna-McBride Commission and beyond;

b)

Decisions by the McKenna-McBride Commission including Reserve cutoffs or reductions {including Ditchburn-Clark), new Reserves, Reserve
confirmations, additional land applications, testimony presented to the
McKenna-McBride Commission;

c)

Lands wrongfully excluded from Reserve boundaries;

d)

Non-Aboriginal acquisition of lands in British Columbia (pre-emptions,
Crown Grants and Homesteads);

e)

Reserve lands improperly surveyed;

f)

Reserve boundaries and related disputes;

g)

Encroachments upon lndian Reserves in British Columbia related to:
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14.

(i)

Road/highway rights-of-ways;

(ii)

Access road rights-of-ways;

(iii)

Airstrips;

(iv)

Railway rights-of-ways;

(v)

Transmission Line rights-of-ways;

(vi)

Pipeline rights-of-ways;

(vii)

Leasing and permits (e.g. sawmill, subdivisions and DND rifle or
artillery ranges);

(viii)

Timber extraction (e.g. surrenders, permits, licences, Scale and
Royalty reports);

(ix)

Flood and water contrai (e.g. dykes and erosion contrai); and

(x)

Hydroelectric projects (e.g. BC Hydra and ALCAN).

h)

Certificates of Possession, individual land holdings on Reserve lands;

i)

Lands set aside as Federal Crown lands for First Nations;

j)

The Veterans Land Act and lands provided to veterans from Reserve
lands;

k)

Reserve access issues;

1)

Environmental issues related to Reserve lands;

m)

Treaty 8 entitlements related to Reserve lands;

n)

Trap line rights of First Nations; and

o)

Band amalgamations and de-amalgamations.

ln the course of most historical research projects it is necessary for me to access
and analyse cartographie records. 1also have to access and analyse - as claims
require - ethnographie and Aboriginal oral traditions and histories. ln the
majority of cases, these types of evidence are accessed and analysed in relation
to the larger matter of Specific Claims research. As examples, 1have used
cartographie records to understand bath Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal uses of
lands (i.e. pre-emption maps, reserve allotment maps, etc.). 1have also used
ethnographie and Aboriginal oral traditions and histories to understand the
development, movement, and land requirements of Bands/Nations within British
Columbia.
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15.

My research and work focuses on the areas set out in paragraph 13 of this
affidavit and 1maintain expertise in these areas.

16.

ln working on the lndian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (through
resolution sector 1NAC) and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 1aise
completed a wide range of tasks, including:
a)

Acting as a primary school researcher responsible for document
collections, reports, and other deliverables related to several lndian
Residential Schools in the Northwest Territories and Nunavut;

b)

Preparing school narratives for Northwest Territories and Nunavut
residential schools which included the review and analysis of primary
documents, determining relevant information and writing/updating the
narrative or historical report;

c)

Regularly reviewing and summarizing documents from the Crown (RG
10), the Northwest Territories, and related religious groups;

d)

Preparing alternative dispute and independent assessment process
reports including Claimant, Persan of lnterest, and Witness Reports;

e)

Responding to Access to Information and Access to Information and
Privacy legislation informai requests;

f)

Being specifically selected to complete quality contrai for various research
and reporting processes; and

g)

Being tasked to work on some of the most challenging claims submitted to
the lndian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement.

Teaching Experience

17.

1currently teach at North Island College in Courtenay, B.C. 1 have taught here
since September of 2015. Prior to teaching at North Island College, 1taught at
Trinity Western University in Langley, B.C. Most recently, 1taught there from
September 2013 to December 2014. Previously, 1taught a wide range of
university history courses for more than a decade at Trinity Western University.

18.

ln my raie as a Professer, 1develop the concepts for the courses that 1teach.1
also develop the syllabus and format of the courses, and assemble course
reading materials. ln addition to giving lectures, facilitating discussions and
administering the courses 1teach, 1also facilitate and assess student research
papers and exams.
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19.

Prior to becoming a Professer, 1was: an advancement research assistant at
Trinity Western University (October 2004 -April 2006); a teaching assistant in
Trinity Western University's Faculty of History (September 2000 -April 2002);
and a research assistant for Dr. Bruce Shelvey in Trinity Western University's
Faculty of History (May 2001 - December 2001 ).

20.

At Trinity Western University 1taught History of the Department of lndian Affairs
(HIST 390) from January 2014 to April 2014. 1developed and instructed this
upper level course on key issues related to the Department of lndian Affairs and
its historical and contemporary legacies. 1also coordinated guest speakers to
provide First Nation and Faderai Government perspectives. This course
examined the following issues:

21.

a)

Aboriginal policies developed during Canada's colonial period (preconfederation );

b)

The development and evolution of the lndian Act,

c)

lndian Reserves in Canada;

d)

lndian Reserves in British Columbia, including lndian Reserve research
workshop whereby students learned about issues like Reserve allotment,
survey plans, lndian Affairs Annual Reports, the Royal Commission on
lndian Affairs for the Province of BC [McKenna-McBride Commission],
Reserve encroachments and archivai resources;

e)

The lndian Agent;

f)

Treaties, bath historical (i.e. Robinson Treaties, Numbered Treaties) and
contemporary;

g)

lndian Residential Schools and lndigenous education;

h)

The White Paper and the future of the lndian Act,

i)

Specific Claims;

j)

Comprehensive Claims; and

k)

Contemporary issues (i.e. Aboriginal affairs today, the Oka Crisis and the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples).

At Trinity Western University 1also taught "History of Canada, Pre- and PostConfederation" at various times between May 2004 and December 2014. This
course included key aspects about the history of Canada and its Aboriginal
peoples. We studied the following issues:
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a)

Pre-contact First Nation cultures;

b)

Contact with European societies including religious groups;

c)

Economie and military alliances;

d)

The Royal Proclamation;

e)

Treaties (i.e. Robinson Treaties, Numbered Treaties);

f)

The Métis;

g)

The fur trade;

h)

The British North America Act;

i)

The lndian Act,

j)

The 1982 Constitution Act.

22.

At Trinity Western University 1aise developed "History in Practice" from July
2007 to August 2007 and taught it from January 2008 to April 2008. 1instructed
third and fourth year students on the various manifestations of the practice of
history in the public sphere. 1exposed students to the way history is practiced in
the public sphere including the ways in which communities, regions, nations and
other polities collect, manage, create, present and understand their histories,
pasts and staries. This course examined understanding Aboriginal grievances in
the residential school context and law and history focusing on Aboriginal rights,
treaties and land claims.

23.

1aise taught a class entitled "History of the United States of America" at Trinity
Western University from September 2003 to April 2004 and from September
2007 to December 2007. 1lectured on numerous issues related to the Native
peoples of the United States.

24.

At North Island College 1teach Canadian history which canvasses history both
pre and post confederation. 1have taught this course since September 2015. A
key aspect of this course includes exploring the history of Canada and its
Aboriginal peoples by focusing on issues such as:
a)

Pre-contact First Nation cultures; contact with European societies
including religious groups;

b)

Economie and military alliances;

c)

The Royal Proclamation;
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d)

Treaties (i.e. Robinson Treaties and Numbered Treaties);

e)

The Métis;

f)

The fur trade;

g)

The British North America Act;

h)

The lndian Act; and

i)

The 1982 Constitution Act.

25.

1also have experience and training in interpreting archaeological findings through
my work on Specific Claims, especially those findings related to reserve
allotment issues. 1have needed to consult archaeological evidence and interpret
it in relation to other documentation as well.

26.

ln April 2015, 1provided a full day seminar to North American lndigenous
Ministries titled, "Key Aspects of Canada's Aboriginal History." This seminar
addressed important historical and contemporary Aboriginal issues like contact,
the Royal Proclamation, colonial British North America and Aboriginal peoples,
the development and evolution of the /ndian Act, lndian Reserves, the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the Tsilhqot'in decision, Treaties, Land
Claims, and INAC today.

Secondary Sources in Expert Report

27.

When considering whether to rely on a secondary source in my expert report, 1
first ensured that the secondary source had been written by a reputable author
with knowledge and experience within the area of focus of the work. As 1assess
a secondary source 1check to ensure that the source makes sense in light of the
other evidence. When needed (for instance if an anomaly presents itself or there
appears to be an error) 1will check the secondary source's reference to verify its
content. Lastly, if 1have any doubt(s) as to a source's reliability 1will not use
such a source. 1consider the secondary sources 1utilized in my expert report in
this claim reliable.
Wayne Choguette Report entitled 'The Heritaqe Resource Base of the St.
Euqene Mission Site. Southeastern British Columbia
11

28.

Wayne Choquette is an Archeologist who completed a July 16, 1992 Report
titled, "The Heritage Resource Base of the St. Eugene Mission Site,
Southeastem British Columbia" ta the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket Tribal Council. 1
consider Mr. Choquette to be an authoritative, reliable source.
Robert E. Cail Land. Man and the Law: The Disposai of Crown Lands in
British Columbia. 1871 - 1913 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press. 1974
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29.

Robert Cail's Land, Man and the Law, published in 1974, examines the evolution
of British Columbia's land policies from the colonial period to 1913. Cail's
analysis includes a thorough examination of the pre-emption process. Cail also
specifically addresses how British Columbia's land policies impacted and related
to the colony/province's First Nation peoples. Cail's work draws heavily from
primary sources in order develop his opinions and positions. Moreover, Cail's
work would later be referenced on multiple occasions in Cole Harris' Making
Native Space. Last, Land, Man and the Lawwas cited extensively by the
Honourable Justice Slade in the Specific Claims Tribunal's 2014 Akisq'nuk
decision (SCT-7006-12). ln consideration of all of the above, 1consider Land,
Man and the Law an authoritative, reliable source.
Cole Harris. Making Native Space: Colonialism. Resistance. and Reserves
in British Columbia {Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press.
2002)

30.

Cole Harris' Making Native Space was published in 2002 and represents the
definitive work, to date, on British Columbia and the establishment of lndian
Reserves in British Columbia. lt is a work that 1 have referred to on numerous
occasions during my career as a historian and Historical Research Specialist.
Moreover, Making Native Space relies upon a vast array of primary and
secondary (including Cail) sources through which Harris frames his
understanding of the establishment of lndian Reserves in British Columbia.
Making Native Space was also cited extensively by the Honourable Harry Slade
in the Specific Claims Tribunal's 2014 Akisq'nuk decision (SCT-7006-12).

31.

Making Native Space has also been positively received by key scholars on the
subject of Canadian and Aboriginal historical issues as well as garnering the
following awards and recognitions:
•
•
•
•
•

32.

Winner, 2002 Sir John A. Macdonald Prize, Canadian Historical Association
Winner, 2002 Clio Award for British Columbia, Canadian Historical
Association
Finalist, 2002 Hubert Evans Non-Fiction Prize for best non-fiction literary
book, BC Book Prizes
Winner, 2003 Massey Medal, Royal Canadian Geographical Society
Winner, 2003 K.O. Srivastava Prize for Excellence in Scholarly Publishing

ln light of the above, 1 consider Making Native Space an authoritative, reliable
source.
Naomi Miller. Fort Steele: Gold Rush to Boom Town {Surrey. B.C.:
Heritage House. 2002)

33.

1reviewed Naomi Miller's description in her 2002 book titled Fort Stee/e: Gold
Rush to Boom Town. Ms. Miller has a long history working within the context of
local history and museums. For example, after 1968 she and her husband
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"worked as directors to build and establish the Golden and District Museum."
Thereafter, she was the museum curator in Golden for 12 years . She served as
president of the BC Historical Federation and was the editor of the British
Columbia Historical News for more than ten years . She also acted as the
Director of the BC Heritage Trust and was honoured in 1999 with the BC
Heritage Award . Last, she was an interpreter at the Fort Steele Heritage Town
from 1987 to at least 2002. ln light of this considerable historical experience, 1
consider her more than an amateur historian.
Counterevidence and Expert Report

34.

Ali the evidence 1 relied upon in my expert report was assessed and analysed on
both its own merit and in relation to the scope of the report (as stipulated by
Callison & Hanna). This also goes for counterevidence that is encountered in the
course of research . ln the narrative portion of the expert report all evidence that
was deemed by me to be relevant to the matter of the Mission Farms Lands was
included. My opinions, thereafter, were based on the content of these narrative
sections.

35.

An example of my dealing with counterevidence would be the matter of the preemption policy in regard to "lndian rights to Pre-empt Lands." ln my expert
report, 1 fully acknowledged that First Nations peoples had the legal right to preempt lands from 1860-1866 and that thereafter the right continued subject to the
written approval of the Governor. However, 1 also contextualized this right in light
of further evidence from my reputable secondary sources (Harris and Cail). This
provided important context in which to understand that though this legal right
existed it needed to be framed within the larger status of Aboriginal peoples at
that time . 1 considered , documented and discussed bath perspectives.
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SUMMARY
This Expert Report had been prepared at the request of the ?aqam 1 (formerly
known as the St. Mary's lndian Band) and Callison & Hanna concerning:
?aqam's allegation that Canada failed to reserve lands for ?aqam that ?aqam
habitually used and occupied prior to and during the establishment and operation
of the St. Eugene Mission run by the Oblates (the "Mission Farm Lands"). The
Mission Farm Lands consist of portions of [District] Lots 1, 2, 3 and 1063
[Kootenay District]. The Mission Farm Lands comprise the former farmlands
portion of the St. Eugene Mission Residential School lands. ?aqam asserts that
Canada breached its common law fiduciary duty and legal obligation by failing to:
a. challenge the pre-emptions of the Mission Farm Lands;
b. complete the reserve creation process relating to the Mission Farm Lands
c. ensure that the Mission Farm Lands were surveyed as an lndian reserve
and protected for the exclusive use and benefrt of the Band; and
d. acquire the Mission Farm Lands as a reserve for the Band during the
operations of the school and when the school closed in 1970.

ln particular, ?aqam and Callison & Hanna requested that 1prepare an Expert
Report that addresses the following:
1. The pre-emption history of the Mission Farm Lands;
2. The reserve creation history in the 19th century for ?aqam within the
historical context of reserve creation in British Columbia;
3. Your [my] opinion on whether ?aqam habitually used and occupied the
Mission Farm Lands prior to and during the reserve creation process for
?aqam;
4. The reasons for each opinion expressed; and
5. Any materials specifically relied on in support of the opinions.

This Report has been constructed using historical and contemporary documents
provided by both the claimant (?aqam) as well as the Government of Canada in
the matter of the Specific Claim Tribunal's ?aqam v. Her Majesty the Queen in
Right of Canada (SCT-7007-13). Where necessary 1 have secured and utilized
bath more legible or complete copies of provided documents as well as additional
documents that are relevant to the focus of this Report (referred to in Report as
EXP-XXXXXX).

1

On September 11, 2015, the St. Mary's Band (formerly the Upper Kootenay) changed its name
to ?aqam [Information provided by the ?aqam]. Historically, the ?aqam have been known as the
Kootenay, Upper Kootenay Tribe, and St. Mary's Band [See Document EXP- 000001]. The
?aqam are also part of the Ktunaxa Nation [See Documents EXP-000034, EXP-000036 to EXP000037].
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My opinions are based on my review and analysis of these documents in light of
my experiences over the past decade working on a wide-range of Specific Claim
historical research projects. My opinions were also constructed using key
secondary academic sources utilized in the Specific Claim Tribunal's Akisq'nuk
First Nation v. Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada (SCT-7006-12). These
include:
•

•

RobertE Cail, Land, Man, and the Law: The Disposai of Crown Lands in
British Columbia, 1871-1913 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 1974).
Cole Harris, Making Native Space: Colonialism, Resistance, and
Reserves in British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 2002).

ln understanding habituai use and occupation, a very important concept to this
claim, 1 have relied upon the on the decision of the Specific Claims Tribunal in
relation to the Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1 as well as its
affirmation in 2014 by the Faderai Court of Appeal in Canada v. Kitse/as First
Nation (2014 FCA 150).
The following outlines opinions expressed in this Report:
•

•

•

Those opinions related to the pre-emption history of the Mission Farm Lands
which includes the inadequacy of the larger pre-emption process in British
Columbia for: the protection of First Nation lands; the description and sketching
of lands to be pre-empted; and the ability of First Nations peoples to pre-empt
lands. Further, several areas of concern, including alleged improper conduct at
the time of pre-emption, were highlighted in regard to the pre-emption of the
Mission Farm Lands.
Those opinions related to the history of the Reserve creation process in the 19th
Century for the ?aqam as well as the Kootenay peoples. This includes
addressing: the impact of the delay in allotting lndian Reserves in the Kootenay
District until 1884; that Peter O'Reilly, lndian Reserve Commissioner, failed to
address the existence of the "principal" village of the ?aqam that was located on
the Mission Farm Lands at the time of Reserve creation; that the Reserves
O'Reilly allotted in the Kootenay District in 1884 did not meet their needs and
additional Reserves were required to be allotted in 1887; and that lndian Reserve
Commissioner O'Reilly was a proponent of British Columbia's settler society.
Those opinions related to the habituai use and occupation of the Mission Farm
Lands both prior to, during, and after, the Reserve creation process. ln this
regard, it was concluded that there existed a variety of "actual land uses," as
defined by the Kitselas decision, by the Ktunaxa or Kootenay peoples (which
includes the ?aqam) in the Kootenay District, which includes the Mission Farm
Lands. Further shown was that the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam, used and
occupied lands at the St. Eugene Mission in a historical sense as well as in the
years prior to, du ring, and after, the establishment of the Mission. Lastly, it was
established that the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam, used and occupied the
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Mission Farm Lands, most notably in the existence of a principal" village, after
the St. Eugene Mission was established. ln sum, this Expert Report determined
that the Ktunaxa, which include the ?aqam, used and occupied the Mission
Farms Lands and surrounding areas prior to and during the Reserve Creation
process.

1was provided with a copy of the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses, as set
out in the Schedule to the Federal Court Rules. 1have read the Code of Conduct
for Expert Witness, and 1agree to be bound by (as set out in the Certificate
attached to this Report in Appendix B).
1 have read a copy of Section 88 of the Specific Claims Tribunal Rules of Practice
and Procedure that sets out the information and documents required for an
Expert Report.
This Expert Report has not been prepared in response or in reply to another
Expert's Report.
Best Regards,

fr

f;LL
Dated: September 22. 2016

Signed:
Ryan Blaak
Ryan Blaak
1488 Sonora Place,
Comox. BC
V9M 3A2
ryan@historvnow.ca

250-792-2294
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

1, Ryan Blaak, am qualified to provide this Expert Report based on my standing
as a practicing historian as well as my experience conducting Aboriginal research
for the past decade. ln particular, this experience includes:
•

•

•

My continuing work as an independent Historical Research Specialist with
extensive experience (going back for over a decade) in Aboriginal research (both
historical and contemporary) including those areas related to numerous land
issues including, but not limited to:
o lndian Reserves,
o Reserve allotments [colonial and post-confederation BC],
o Treaty entitlements,
o Reserve Land encroachments i.e. rights-of-way [roads, railways,
transmission lines, pipelines, etc.), leasing, timber extraction, flood and
water contrai, environmental issues,
o The history of lndian Residential Schools, and
o The history of the Department of lndian Affairs.
Researching and writing more than forty plus Specific Claims Historical Reports
and working on various parts of sixty or more Specific Claims projects. 1have
also written several Schools Narratives for the lndian Residential Schools
Settlement Agreement as well as for ongoing Day Schools research.
Teaching a wide-range of university history courses over more than a decademany of which address matters related to Aboriginal issues in Canada. ln
particular, 1developed and taught a course on the "History of the Department of
lndian Affairs" which explored issues like: the lndian Act, the lndian Reserve, the
lndian Agent, Treaties (both historical and contemporary), lndian Residential
Schools, the White Paper, Specific Claims, Comprehensive Claims, and
Contemporary Issues.

My formai qualifications include:
•
•

Master of Arts, History, University of British Columbia, November 2003
Bachelor of Arts, Honours History (Major), Trinity Western University,
September 2002

For full details on my experience and qualifications please refer to my attached
Curriculum Vitae {Appendix A).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ST. EUGENE MISSION FARM LANDS
This Expert Report focuses on the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands ("Mission
Farm Lands") which, for the purposes of this Report, entails District Lots 1, 2, 3,
and 1063 (hereafter referred to as Lot 1, Lot 2, Lot 3, and Lot 1063). As such,
any references to "Mission Farm Lands" in this Report is a reference to Lots 1, 2,
3, and 1063, in part, or in whole [Figure 1]. As will be shown in this Report, the
Mission Farm Lands were acquired as follows:
•
•
•
•

Lot 1 (160 acres): Pre-empted in 18682 ; Crown Granted in 1881 3
Lot 2 (320 acres): Pre-empted in 18774 ; Crown Granted in 18805
Lot 3 (72 acres): Pre-empted in 18786 ; Crown Granted in 18807
Lot 1063 (208 acres): Pre-empted in 18908 ; Crown Granted in 1896.9

IR 1 KOOTENAY

DL42S

Figure 1 - Map showing lands comprising Mission Farms
Lands (Lots 1, 2, 3, and 1063), dated August 2016 10
2

See Document CAN000713; CAN000712.
See Document DLSC 1-A (Tab 2- Claimanfs First Supplemental LOD). For better copy of
Sketch see Document CAN000474.
4 See Document EXP-000012, p. 1; and EXP-000014.
5 See Document ND 5 (Tab 1 - Claimant's First Supplemental LOD). For better copy of Sketch
see Document CAN000475.
6
See Document CAN000794; EXP-000017.
7 See Document CAN000507; CAN000806. For better copy of Sketch see Document
CAN000476.
8 See Document SMT 13 (Tab 46 -Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
9 See Document CAN000578 [Crown Grant]; CAN000473 [Sketch]; or SMT 14 (Tab 47 Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
3
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This definition of the "Mission Farm Lands" as comprising Lots 1, 2, 3, and 1063
was also accepted by Canada in its Amended Response, dated September 26,
2014 (para. 9), as well as being defined as such by ?aqam 11 (formerly known as
the St. Mary's lndian Band) and Callison & Hanna in their instructions for the
creation of this Expert Report (see Summary section of the Report for further
details).
Please also note that the Sisters of Providence held lands (Lots 494 and 17 58)
that while part of the larger St. Eugene Mission are net considered part of the
"Mission Farms Lands" (Lots 1, 2, 3, and 1063) that are the focus of this Report
(see section titled "Mission Lands held by Sisters of Providence" for further
details).

10

See Document EXP-000035.
On September 11, 2015, the St. Mary's Band (formerly the Upper Kootenay) changed its name
to ?aqam [Information provided by the ?aqam]. Historically, the ?aqam have been known as the
Kootenay, Upper Kootenay Tribe, and St. Mary's Band [See Document EXP-000002]. The
?aqam are also part of the Ktunaxa Nation [See Documents EXP-000034, EXP-000036 ta EXP000037].
11
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RESEARCH FINDINGS
1. THE PRE-EMPTION HISTORY OF THE MISSION FARM LANDS

BRITISH COLUMBIA'S POUGY REGARDING PRE-EMPTIONS

British Columbia's Policy regarding Pre-emptions and "lndian" 12 Lands
The pre-emption process, largely created by Governor James Douglas, was the
result of British Columbia's need, both colonially and provincially, for settlers and
the ever important revenues that they generated. As such, the pre-emption was
geared to settlers in order to increase the settler population by giving access to
lands "on the most liberal terms" possible. 13 Also key was the idea of "beneficial
use" - meaning that one had to improve or better one's claim or abandon it. With
pre-emption, British Columbia "hoped to settle the country with people who would
develop the natural resources to benefit themselves and to contribute indirectly to
the government's invoice through duties, taxes, and royalties." 14 British
Columbia's pre-emption legislation would remain largely the same, with a few
changes to be noted subsequently, from the first Colonial Proclamation in 1860
to when British Columbia joined Confederation in 1871. 15
One important aspect of the British Columbia's pre-emption legislation from 1860
onward was that it did not allow the pre-emption of lands being "an lndian
Reserve or Settlements." As Robert Cail contends in Land, Man, and the Law,
this restriction would find itself in "every subsequent land law in British
Columbia." An important limitation of this restriction, however, was that a formai
definition of an "lndian settlement" was never provided in the context of the preemption of lands. 16
This lack of definition is certainly problematic, though in looking at Douglas' views
in ~elation how Reserves were to be set aside for lndians, a better understanding
may be developed. As Cole Harris argued in Making Native Space, Douglas'
12

This Report uses the word "lndiann where the historical context also utilizes it. ln some cases
the term "savagen is also shown as it appears in direct quotations. For current matters, the word
"First Nationn is employed.
13 See Document EXP-000029, Robert Cail, Land, Man, and the Law: The Disposai of Crown
Lands in British Columbia, 1871-1913 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1974),
pp. 1-17 [quotation from p. 17].
14 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 14.
15 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 17.
16 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 176, footnote 14. Note: Cail
incorrectly states that the first appearance of the clause restricting the pre-emption of "lndian
settlements" was in 1865. ln fact, this clause appeared from the very first Colonial Proclamation
or Land Act regarding pre-emption in January 1860.
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lndian Reserve policy was liberal - seeking ta create "generous reserves for the
lndians of British Columbia. 17
ln 1858, Douglas outlined his policy for the establishment of lndian Reserves,
stating that they should "in all cases include their cultivated fields and village
sites, for which from habit and association they invariably conceive a strong
attachment, and prize more, for that reason, than for the extent or value of the
land."18
Douglas' 1859 lndian policy for the mainland of British Columbia, sought to
provide lndians with "generous reserves" that were to be "to the extent of several
hundred acres round each village" with such land not open to pre-emption. By
1861, Douglas instructed that "the extent of the lndian Reserves ... be defined as
they may be severally pointed out by the Natives themselves. "19 ln 1864,
Douglas, confirmed that Reserves were to embrace "village sites, cultivated
fields, and favorite places of resort of the several tribes, and thus securing them
against the encroachment of settlers ... "20
On January 4, 1860, the Colony of British Columbia issued a Colonial
Proclamation [Land Act, 186021 ] "to provide means whereby unsurveyed
agricultural lands may be lawfully acquired by pre-emption in British Columbia ... "
As already noted, lands not available for pre-emption were those "being the site
of an existent or proposed town, or auriferous land available for mining purposes,
or an lndian Reserve or settlement [emphasis added] ... " Further stipulations, in
order to pre-empt "any particular plot of land, n required one to:
2. . .. enter into possession thereof and record his claim to any quantity of land
not exceeding 160 acres thereof...paying ... the sum of eight shillings for
recording such claim. Such piece of land shall be of a rectangular form, and the
shortest side of the rectangle shall be at least two-thirds of the longest side. The
claimant shall give the best possible description thereof to the magistrate with
whom the claim is recorded, together with a rough plan thereof, and identify the
plot in question by placing at the corners of the land four posts, and by stating in
his description any other land marks on the said 160 acres, which he may
consider of a noticeable character.
3. Whenever the Government survey shall extend to the land claims, the
claimant who has recorded his claim as aforesaid, or his heirs or in case of the
grant of certificate of improvement hereinafter mentioned, the assigns of such
17 See Document EXP-000032, Cole Harris, Making Native Space: Colonialism, Resistance, and
Reserves in British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2002), p. 34.
18 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 174. Cail quotes Douglas

directly.
19 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, pp. 34-35.
2o See Document CAN000727, p. 12.
21 Various manifestations of such colonial/provincial Land Acts referenced in this Report were
referred to, at different times, as Proclamations, Ordinances, and Acts.
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claimant shall, if he or they shall have been in continuous occupation of the same
land from the date of the record aforesaid, be entitled to purchase the land so
pre-empted at such rate as may for the time being be fixed by the Government of
British Columbia, not exceeding the sum of 1Os. [Shillings] per acre.
4. No interest in any plot of land required as aforesaid, shall before payment of
the purchase money, be capable of passing to a purchaser unless the vendor
shall have obtained a certificate from the nearest magistrate that has made
permanent improvements on the said plot value 1Os.
5. Upon payment of the purchase money, a conveyance of the land purchased
shall be executed in favor of the purchaser, reserving the precious minerais with
a right to enter and work the same in favor of the Crown, its assignees and
licencees.
6. Priority of title shall be obtained by the persan first in occupation, who shall
first record his claim in manner aforesaid.
7. Any persan authorized to acquire land under the provisions of this
Proclamation, may purchase in addition to the land pre-empted ... any number of
acres not otherwise appropriated, at such rates as may be fixed by the
Government, at the time when such land shall corne to be surveyed, not to
exceed 10 shillings per acre; five shillings to be paid down, and the residue at the
time of survey ... 22

ln the coming years and decades, the rules for pre-empting would remain largely
the same (key alterations will be noted subsequently). Of particular interest to
this Report, in regard to the rules of pre-emption, was the requirement that preemptors provide a full description and sketch or plan of the land desired. As Cole
Harris notes, pre-emption was "a process launched with little more than a few
scratched lines on a slip of paper ... that, in the eyes of the settler who happened
along and of the law that backed him, created enduring property rights." 23
The following year, on August 27, 1861, the Colony of British Columbia issued
Proclamation No. 9 known as the Pre-emption Consolidation Act [Land Act,
1861]. This Proclamation continued to restrict pre-emption to "unoccupied and
unsurveyed and unreserved Crown Lands in British Columbia" with unavailable
lands "being the site of an existent or proposed Town, or auriferous land
available for mining purposes, or an lndian Reserve or settlement. .. '' ln
comparison to 1860, the rules for pre-empting land remained largely the same in
1861, with exceptions being the reduction in the per acre price of lands to 4
shillings and 2 pence24 as well as the right to pre-empt additional lands being
now limited to lands "contiguous" to your original pre-emption. 25
22

See Document SCB 1 (Tab 1- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014). For a
complete list of all pre-emption requirements please review the full Proclamation.
23 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 76.
24 Proclamation No. 2, dated January 19, 1861, reduced the price of all unsurveyed country land
to four shillings and two pence [See Document EXP-000003].
25 See Document EXP-000004.
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Several years later, "An Ordinance for regulating the acquisition of land in British
Columbia (No. 23), dated April 11, 1865 [Land Act, 1865], maintained that those
lands not available for pre-emption were those "being the site of an existent or
proposed town, or auriferous land available for gold or silver mining purposes, or
an lndian Reserve or settlement..." ln comparison to 1860 and 1861, the rules
for pre-empting land remained largely the same with a few notable yet miner
changes. The first being that the plan provided by the pre-emptor was to now be
a "proper plan" (whereas before it was to be a "rough plan"). The second was
that additional pre-emptions, while required to remain contiguous, were limited to
480 acres (except if one had special permission from the Governor). 26
On June 1, 1870, "An Ordinance to amend and consolidate the Laws affecting
Crown lands in British Columbia" [Land Act, 1870], was passed by the colonial
government of British Columbia. This Ordinance, passed one year before BC's
entry into Confederation, was to be foundational to the next forty years of land
laws in BC. 27 As with previous laws surrounding pre-emption, the 1870
Ordinance continued to limit pre-emption to "any tract of unoccupied,
unsurveyed, and unreserved Crown Lands (not being an lndian settlement) ... "
ln comparison to the Land Act, 1865, these rules for pre-empting land remained
largely the same aside from the following notable alterations:
•

•

•

•

Lands available for pre-emption were now to be limited to 320 acres in the
portions of British Columbia northward and eastward of the Cascade or Coast
Range of Mountains. This area included the Kootenay District of focus in this
Report. ln the rest of the colony 160 acres would remain the limit.
Previously, all pre-emptions had been limited to a maximum of 160 acres;
11
The description provided by the pre-emptor needed to be fully described in
writing" with a plan "deposited with the Commissioner [Chief Commissioner of
Lands]";
Provided a formai definition of occupation as "a continuous bona fide
personal residence of the pre-emption claim" for period of 4 years. Further,
all pre-emptors were now permitted to be absent for up to 2 months per year
with a special leave of up to 4 months with the permission from the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works. A pre-emptor could also acquire a
"Licence [sic] to Substitute" to allow a substitute person to actas continuous
occupant for up to six months.
Only one pre-emption claim could now be held at one time. 28

26

See Document SCB 3 (Tab 3- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014). For a
complete list of all pre-emption requirements please review the full Ordinance.
27 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 19.
28 See Document SCB 5 (Tab 6 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014). For a
complete list of all pre-emption requirements please review the full Ordinance.
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As in previous Land Acts, "An Ordinance to amend and consolidate the Laws
affecting Crown Lands in British Columbia" (No.~), dated April 22, 1875 [Land
Act, 1875], continued ta restrict pre-emption to "... any tract of unoccupied,
unsurveyed, and unreserved Crown Lands (not being an lndian settlement) ... "
Section 36 of this Ordinance stated that aside from the payment of a fee, Crown
Grants for pre-empted lands would net require "any payment for the land ... " This
was because the 1875 Land Act fell within the "Free Granf' era in British
Columbia when pre-empted lands were now effectively free - attainable simply
by residence and improvement."29 Aside from its place within the "Free Grant"
era, the rules for pre-empting land were only slightly altered from 1870, including:
•

•
•

The description provided by the pre-emptor needed to be a "full description of
the land intended to be recorded" along with a "sketch plan." ln regard to
both of these, the pre-emptor was to make a formai Declaration supporting
their description and plan;
ln regard to the ability to have a substitute actas a continuous occupant,
"lndians or Chinamen" were not allowed to act in this capacity;
Guidelines for "Pre-emption for partnership purposes" were also now
provided, stipulating:
Any number of persans, not exceeding four, uniting in partnership for
the purpose of pre-empting, holding, and working land, shall be
eligible to pre-empt, as a firm, an area of land to the extent to each
partner in the firm of one hundred and sixty acres west, and three
hundred and twenty acres east, of the Cascades. Each partner in any
such firm shall, by himself or agent, represent his interest in the firm
by actual residence upon some portion of the land so held by such
firm; but it shall not be necessary in such case that each partner or his
agent shall reside on his particular pre-emption. Partners in such firm,
or their agents, may reside together on one homestead; provided
such homestead be situated upon some portion of the land preempted and occupied by such firm. For the purpose of obtaining a
Certificate of lmprovement to land so pre-empted, it shall be sufficient
to show to the Commissioner that improvements amounting in the
aggregate to two dollars and fifty cents per acre on the whole land,
has been made on some portion thereof. 30

"An Act to amend the Land Act, 1875,"' dated April 29, 1879 and which updated
Section 61, continued to affirm that the lands available for pre-emption were
"Unappropriated, unoccupied and unreserved lands, the surveys of which have
1

29

See EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 29-30. The "Free Grant" system would
be in effect from 1874 to 1879 [EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 34]. For example,
Section 36 of the Land Act, 1875 stated Crown Grants would be recorded "without any payment
for the land ... " [See Document EXP-000009].
30 See Document EXP-000009.
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been duly made and confirmed by notice in the British Columbia Gazette" with
the exception of "sites of towns or the suburbs thereof, and not lndian
settlements ... "31
"An Act to amend and consolidate the Laws affecting the Crown Lands in British
Columbia, dated February 18, 1884 [Land Act, 1884], maintained the restriction
of pre-emption to "any tract of unoccupied and unreserved Crown lands (not
11
being an lndian settlement). As previously, the rule for pre-empting land
remained largely the same in comparison to the 1875 Act with the major change
that the "Free Granr system was no longer in place and pre-empted lands,
surveyed or unsurveyed, now cost $2.50 per acre. 32

British Columbia's Policy regarding lndian rights to Pre-empt Lands
The Colony of British Columbia's Land Acts regarding pre-emption laws in 1860
and 1861 did not deny the right of pre-emption to the lndians of British Columbia.
Pre-emption was open, generally, to British subjects and those taking the oath of
loyalty to the Crown. Such persans could "acquire unoccupied and unreserved,
and unsurveyed Crown land in British Columbia" except those, as previously
noted, "being the site of an existent or proposed town, or auriferous land
available for mining purposes, or an lndian Reserve or settlement. .. " 33
This right of lndians to pre-empt was affirmed in January 1864, when Governor
Douglas, addressing the opening of the first Legislative Council, advised that
lndians had "precisely the same rights of acquiring and possessing land in their
individual capacity, either by purchase or by occupation under the Pre-emption
Law, as other classes of Her Majesty's subjects; provided they in all respects
comply with the legal condition of tenure by which land is held in this colony." 34
The 1865 Land Act continued to state that British subjects and those taking the
oath of loyalty to the Crown could "acquire the right to pre-empt and hold in fee
simple unoccupied and unsurveyed and unreserved Crown Lands" except those
previously mentioned as restricted which included lndian Reserves or
settlements. 35

31

See Document SCB 11 (Tab 20 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
See Document SCB 14 (Tab 31 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
33 See Documents SCB 1 (Tab 1 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014) and
EXP-00004. See also EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 177-178; and EXP000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 36
34 See Document CAN000727, p. 12.
35 See Document SCB 3 (Tab 3- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).

32
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ln 1866, however, "An Ordinance further to define the law rf:lgulating the
acquisition of Land in British Columbia," included a new restriction that the right
to pre-empt did not extend to "Aborigines," except with the "special
permission ... of the Governor... in writing." 36
The 1870 Land Act, as with previous laws surrounding pre-emption, affirmed that
British male subjects over eighteen could "acquire the right to pre-empt any tract
of unoccupied, unsurveyed, and unreserved Crown Lands (not being an lndian
settlement) ... " As with the 1866 Ordinance, Aborigines continued to be barred
from pre-empting unless they had "obtained the Governor's special permission in
writing ... "37
11

11

The 1875 Land Act continued to state that the right of pre-emption" shall not be
held to extend to any of the Aborigines of this Continent, except to such as shall
have obtained permission in writing to so record by a special order of the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council." Generally, however, the right to pre-empt was
available to "[a]ny person being the head of a family, a widow, or single man over
the age of eighteen years" who was a British subject or who declared the
intention to become a British subject. .. "38 These restrictions on lndians ability to
pre-empt would remain in effect until at least 1884. 39
While pre-emption was seemingly fully open to First Nations until 1866 and
thereafter in a limited manner. the reality remains that it was indeed a process
that was well out of the reach of the majority of First Nations in the nineteenth
century. As Cole Harris' argues in Making Native Space, the requirements of
pre-emption during the Douglas era and just beyond were "arduous," as First
Nations people faced:
... an eight shilling record fee, permanent occupation (allowing up to two months
away each year), purchase after survey at a price not exceeding four shillings 2
pence an acre (not exceeding 10 shillings an acre before 19 January 1861 ), and
improvements to the extent of ten shillings an acre (i.e., of f:BO on a 160-acre
pre-emption) before a certificate of improvement would be issued and a deed of
conveyance obtained. More than this, Natives taking out pre-emptions were
suddenly in a bureaucratie environment that assumed English language literacy,
paperwork, and the rudiments of Cartesian geometry. There were descriptions to
write of proposed pre-emptions, rough maps to prepare, and boundaries (laid out
in straight lines oriented as closely as possible to the "cardinal points of the
compass") to indicate with marked corner posts. ln the early 1860s, this was not
a world that Native people could enter on their own, even were they prepared to
replace traditional seasonal rounds with sedentary farming ...
See Document EXP-000005.
See Document SCB 5 (Tab 6- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
38 See Document EXP-000009.
39 See Document SCB 14 (Tab 31 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).

36
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For most Native people, pre-emption was still an unimaginable option ... 40

Robert Cail, in his book Land, Man and Law, further asserted that First Nations
peoples in the 1870s faced significant barriers to pre-empting from the provincial
government. So while First Nations peoples were:
... also aware that under the 1870 Land Ordinance they themselves were at
liberty to pre-empt large acreages after obtaining the written permission of the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council. However, they also knew that the provincial
government was not granting such permission, and had not been since 1872,
pending location of the railway lands. Even if this had not been the case, they
had a shrewd suspicion of the probable result if the chief commissioner of lands
and works received many applications for pre-emptions from lndians. Further,
unless an lndian had money to purchase provisions and implements and to
sustain himself over a long period of time, it is doubtful that he could have fulfilled
the pre-emption residence requirements of ten months annually on the claim. ln
all likelihood, he would have found it necessary to work elsewhere to finance his
holding. But he could not arrange for another lndian to live on his claim, since
under the 1873 Land Amendment Act no one could engage an lndian to live on a
pre-emption while he himself was absent. 41

And as Cail further points out, though First Nations people were reportedly able
to pre-empt lands, often with the help of missionaries, "ail along the Fraser River
up to Hope" in the early 1860s; such pre-emptions would, however, not led to
concrete land ownership as no record of Crown Grants being provided to these
First Nation pre-~mptors were located. 42

THE PRE-EMPTION OF THE ST. EUGENE'S MISSION FARM LANDS

The Establishment and History of the St. Eugene Mission
A permanent mission in the Kootenays, St. Eugene Mission, was established in
1874 by the Order of the Oblates of Mary lmmaculate and was situated on the
south bank of the St. Mary's River about 6 miles from Cranbrook. 43
According to archaeological evidence, there are sites from 3000 to 5000 years
old on the Mission Farm Lands. 44 Oral historical evidence states that the Mission
40
41
42

43
44

See
See
See
See
See

Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 36
Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 205-206.
Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 177-179.
Documents CAN000461, p. 1; CAN000468.
Document EXP-000031, pp. 5-6.
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Farm Lands contained permanent homes prior to the arrivai of white settlers. 45
For further details on the habituai use and occupation of the Mission Farm Lands
please refer to the section titled History of Ktunaxa and ?aqam Use and
Occupation of the Mission Farm Lands up to, and at, the establishment of the
Mission," later in this Report.
11

Prior to the establishment of the St. Eugene Mission by the Oblates, missionary
contact with Kootenay lndians went back to 1838 when Jesuits De Mers and
Blanchet met with ànd reportedly "baptized some of their children." Thereafter,
the Kootenay lndians continued to be visited by Jesuit Fathers from time to time
and "when the first resident priests [Father Fouquet and Brother Burns] arrived
among them," reportedly "all the lndians had already been baptized into the
Catholic Church."46 Effectively, then, prior to the establishment of the Mission,
the Kootenay peoples had a well-established relationship with itinerant Catholic
missionaries who did not permanently settle among their First Nation charges.
ln a Letter from L. Fouquet, O.M.I., to the R. Rev. D'Herbomez, dated October
29, 1874, Fouquet advised that he had arrived in the Kootenay on October 3rd,
1874. Following a fifteen day period of information gathering and area visits,
Fouquet "decided to purchase John Shaw's farm" [for further details on Shaw's
acquisition of his farm please refer to section titled "Land Tenure History of Lot 1,
Kootenay District"]. Fouquet noted that this area had been recommended as a
suitable mission site by the "Jesuits, the white people, and especially the
savages47." An attached Sketch showed Shaw's farm as·well as the surrounding
lands. A list on this Sketch noted that there was: 1 current house, 2 hen houses,
3 barns, 4 new houses, and 5 barns. The lot itself, Fouquet stated, was almost
entirely "fenced and cleared" and while the new house was "on the lot" the barns
appear to have been outside the boundaries of Shaw's farm. Fouquet also
indicated that he planned "... to secure a further 620 acres basides the 160 that
make up the. [Shaw) claim" and inquired how D'Herbomez wanted him to
proceed. Fouquet expressed uncertainty as to whether or not the 1865 preemption laws would apply to his desire to pre-empt further lands. Fouquet noted
that he would pre-empt in his "name and that of Brother John (Burns)" and "would
be compelled to move the new house onto our new claims. "48

45

See Documents EXP-000030, pp. 4-5; CAN000932, pp. 29, 38; CAN000927.
See Documents CAN000461, p. 2; CAN000468. Mary Ann Michel's oral history states that the
Kootenay lndians first encountered missionaries around 1840 [CAN000932, p. 7].
47 ln regard to Fouquet's assertion that the area was recommended "especially" by the lndians,
subsequent documents suggest that there were few lndians there when Fouquet arrived - with
the majority, including likely the Chief and leading men, on the buffalo and marten hunts. This is
laid out more fully in the section titled, "The Semi-Nomadic Nature of the Ktunaxa, 11 pp. 95-96.
48 See Document CAN000729; CAN000479.
46
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According ta the 1865 Land Act (Sec. 20), a pre-emptor had the right ta pre-empt
up 480 acres of lands "contiguous" ta his original pre-emption claim. 49 There is
no record, however, of Fouquet pre-empting any further lands for the Mission.
As is noted in subsequent sections, further lands for the Mission would be preempted by Brother Gregoire in 1877 (320 acres that would become Lot 2) and
Brother Burns in 1878 (72 acres that would become Lot 3). For further details on
land purchases by Fouquet, Gregoire, and Burns please refer ta sections titled
"Land Tenure History of Lot 1, Kootenay Districf'; "Land Tenure History of Lot 2,
Kootenay District"; and "Land Tenure History of Lot 3, Kootenay District".
Fouquet wrote again ta D'Herbomez on November 20, 1874 in regard ta his
purchase of Shaw's pre-emption and also requesting further instructions on the
best way ta proceed in regard to expanding beyond the Shaw's 160 acres which
he felt were insufficient. ln regard to the lands west of Shaw claim, 5 Fouquet
advised that a pre-emption of these lands "would have to be done irregularly" as
it "would have to take the savage's field." According to Fouquet, the owner of the
field had:

°

... not yet responded as to whether he would agree to remove his fence and
leave his field so that we may pre-empt the other side (west) of Joseph Prairie
Creek. The new claim would have the following form in order to use the plains
on the west side of St. Joseph's Creek. The field contains little arable soil, but
could easily be watered to form grassland with a few arable parts.

ln regard to the lands east of Shaw's farm, which Fouquet described as a "plain"
and including "40 to 60 acres of good land," 51 these tao, he noted, had been
chosen by the "savages." Fouquet argued that he had allowed them this "choice"
in light of his view that they were "so sensitive on the land issue ... " Fouquet also
advised that Shaw's farm enclosed land that was cultivated but did "not belong to
the claim" (although Fouquet did not specify who this land belonged to). Lastly,
Fouquet again expressed uncertainty over the application of the pre-emption
laws questioning if the 1865 Land Act would allow him to purchase more land in
order to enlarge an existing pre-emption [presumably Shaw's]. 52

49

See Document SCB 3 (Tab 3- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014),
Section 20. From 1870 onward, pre-emptors were only permitted to hold one pre-emption claim
at a time [See Documents SCB 5 (Tab 6- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014); EXP-000009; and SCB 14 (Tab 31 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014)].
50 Ralph's 1877 Survey Plan and related Field Notes of Lots 1, 2, and 3 shows an "lndian field"
west of Lot 1 of the Mission Farm Lands [See Documents CAN000498 and CAN000494, pp. 2124]
51 Ralph's 1877 Survey Plan and related Field Notes of Lots 1, 2, and 3 shows an "lndian field"
east of Lot 3 of the Mission Farm Lands [See Documents CAN000498 and CAN000494, pp. 2124]
52 See Document CAN000732; CAN000480.
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A further Note by Fouquet, dated November 22, (1874], which followed the above
Letter, noted Fouquet's discussions with the lndians about their lands, stated:
The savages have their land, and the priest must have his. 1told them to tell me
if they wanted us to have two lots for the schools, without which we will place the
main building elsewhere. 1still have not received an answer. The Chief talks as
little as possible. He seems like a good man, but 1still do not know him well
enough. 1have already managed to ensure that the savages not place their
horses in our field without my permission.· We have had in that unfortunate field
over 700 horses or mules belonging to white people and savages ... 53

ln a further Letter from Fouquet to D'Herbomez, dated February 8, 1875,
Fouquet discussed the nature of his and Burn's 54 pre-emptions noting that they
had been authorized by D'Herbomez to pre-empt. Such authorization, however,
assumed that they would live on their claims, "either each on his claim or bath on
the same claims as partners." Fouquet also discussed the location of the church
suggesting that it might be located "on the land of the savages, etc. and built at
their expense here as elsewhere?1155 According to the 1870 Land Act (Secs. 15. 19), and th.ose prier to it, continuous residence (with some allowance for short
absences or the short term use of an agent) on one's pre-emption was necessary
in order to meet the govemment's requirements for land ownership. 56
ln a March 30, 1875 Letter from Fouquet to D'Herbomez, Fouquet discussed the
land situation for the Mission, noting that "it would be more advantageous" due to
the cost of land taxes "to pre-emptjust one claim and to purchase the 100 acres
that lie between our current claim and the wooded hills that can never be
irrigated." As far as Fouquet understood the pre-emption laws, he was notable
to pre-empt Shaw's claim, which was under his name, or any other claim. As
such, Fouquet suggested that perhaps Gregoire could pre-empt instead. 57
According to the 1870 and 1875 Land Acts only one pre-emption could be held at
a time. 58
On July 10, 1875, Fouquet wrote to D'Herbomez in regard to the progress made
at the St. Eugene Mission. ln regard to the land, Fouquet noted difficulties with
the Kootenay First Nations, stating:
53

See Document CAN000732; CAN000480.
There is no record of a pre-emption by Burns in 1875. As will be discussed subsequently, in
1877, Burns pre-empted and then subsequently abandoned claims on two pieces of land in the
vicinity of the Mission. Later, in 1878, Burns would pre-empt the 72 acres that would become Lot
3 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands.
55 See Documents CAN000734; CAN000482.
56 See Document SCB 5 (Tab 6-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
57 See Document CAN000943; CAN000485.
58 See Documents SCB 5 (Tab 6-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014); EXP000009.
54
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1had [illegible] placed on our fences (over a mile in length) to prevent the
savages from throwing them to the ground, placing their horses in our fields, and
leaving our fields open to animais because they are too lazy to pick the fences
back up. This should avoid the need to continually quarre! with them. 1am also
placing a new fence on R.F. Gregoire's59 claim to protect our other fields and
fences and to keep an eye on the savages, show them where our land is before
they settle in as they see fit, and protect our water ditches.

Fouquet further advised that, in regard to the Shaw's claim, the local Government
Agent had indicated that Shaw could not sell his land to Fouquet. ln response,
Fouquet suggested proceeding with his own pre-emption or perhaps having
Gregoire (or Burns) pre-empt lands. ln regard to the latter, Fouquet again voiced
concern about the continuous residence requirements noting that the
government would "be less likely to deny R.F. Gregoire permission to pre-empt if
limits are used that are inconsistent with the law, otherwise we will have to go live
a mile away." Fouquet also spoke about his building plan for the Mission, noting:
... After much reluctance, 1have left in place the house begun by Manley. The
church will be on our land because of the white people who will write to you. lt
will be visible for two miles, from one end of the plain to the other. 1have also left
land for the savages to camp or even build on. These houses (which we can later
use as service buildings if we wish) will be on the same side as the barn and
around our house ... 60

Fouquet appears to have been unaware of the 1875 Land Act included a new
provision for pre-empting for partnership purposes (Sec. 32). Under this section,
it was not necessary for each partner to live on his particular pre-emption.
lnstead, partners could "reside together on one homestead." 61
ln a February 3, 1876 Letter Gregoire noted that for a second time his application
for pre-emption had been denied by the Lands and Works Commissioner for the
Kootenay because it did not conform to the legislation. Gregoire requested that
the Letter's recipient (who is not known) review the legislation. Fouquet,
Gregoire stated, wanted Gregoire to pre-empt "two legal claims and then fill out
the residence requirement on only one." 62 As previously noted, the 1875 Land
Act, which would have been in force at this time, allowed only one pre-emption at
a time. Further, as will be shown, Gregoire will eventually pre-empt just one
claim.

59

There is no record of a pre-emption by Gregoire in 1875. As will be discussed subsequently, in
1877 Gregoire pre-empted the 320 acres that would become Lot 2 of the St. Eugene Mission
Farm Lands.
60 See Document CAN000738; CAN000487.
61 See Document EXP-000009.
62 See Documents CAN000945; CAN000490.
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Fouquet wrote to Gregoire on November 23, 1876 discussing his belief that the
Vicariate Administration did "not appear to believe in the efforts l've made to
have you pre-empt." As such, Fouquet asked that Gregoire "certify that together
we have surveyed the [claim?] to be pre-empted by putting up corner-posts in
accordance with the law'' though "without following the legally prescribed
rectangular shape, but which we believe the land commissioner could give to
us ... " Nonetheless, the pre-emption claim had been denied by Victoria though
Fouquet was hopeful that a renewed pre-emption request would be successful.
ln a Note at the end of this Letter, Gregoire would certify that the claim had been
surveyed with corner-posts. 63
On November 24, 1876, Fouquet wrote again to D'Herbomez discussing the
challenges in attempting to pre-empt additional lands for the mission. ln
particular, Fouquet had attempted to pre-empt 320 acres on behalf of Gregoire
(as previously noted Gregoire did not pre-empt his 320 acres (Lot 2) until 1877).
But Gregoire's application for pre-emption had been refused (as apparently
Fouquet had applied for a pre-emption using the incorrect law). ln fact, Fouquet
argued, the manner in which he wished to pre-empt the additional 320 acres was
"not found in the regular form prescribed by law." As such, Fouquet suggest
three possible options for moving forward:
1. Resubmit or renew the above noted pre-emption that had been refused. This
option, Fouquet suggested, was highly unlikely ta succeed.
2. Have Gregoire pre-empt the lot east of Shaw's farm and then build a
residence that could be lived at by another persan. This option, however,
would cost a great deal and still did not "not secure the strip ta the south
between my claim and the hills on which my predecessor (Shaw) built a barn,
the battery and the stable." ln contrast, pre-empting that southern strip and
not the lot east of Shaw's farm, ''while leaving the east prairie to the savages
and white people," would not provide the Mission with enough land- not
even Cl200 acres for our crop fields or grazing prairies." This option was not,
however, considered a viable long term solution.
3. For Gregoire and Burns "to pre-empt two claims as partners and live on the
one adjacent to our buildings (the claim to the prairie to the east, and the
claim to the strip and hills to the south)." This option would give the Mission
"three claims to work, including mine (Fouquet's] from Shaw." This option
would require that when there were "no white or Metis workers, two should be
lodged (at least at night) in the residence of the two claims, since each
partner must be represented."

Fouquet requested that D'Herbomez advise as to which option he wanted
Fouquet to proceed with. 64 ln a further note written following the above letter,
Fouquet also discussed the government agent's view that Shaw did not have the
63
64

See Documents CAN000946; CAN000492.
See Document CAN000743; CAN000493.
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right ta sell his claim but only ta transfer it ta Fouquet. As a result, Fouquet could
"pre-empt no other claim but that of Shaw'' which was why Gregoire had been
asked ta pre-empt. 65
On March 24, 1877, Napoleon Gregoire pre-empted the 320 acres that would
become Lot 2 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands [For further details please
refer ta sections titled "Land Tenure History of Lot 2, Kootenay District"]. 66
On April 3, 1877, Fouquet advised A.C. Elliot, the Premier and Attorney General
of BC, that on March 23rd Fouquet, Gregoire and Burns had "made a deed of
partnership for holding and working land preempted and to be preempted." The
following day, Gregoire pre-empted 320 acres and Burns 160 acres. 67 A few
years prior, Fouquet advised that he had secured a "preemption claim transferred
ta me by its first preemptor J. Shaw" but that he was unsure as to the standing of
the transfer of deed, noting:
... 1fear our title, as it stands, is not good and that any newcomer might say to
either of the late preemptors who reside at the mission on my own claim: you are
bound by the Law to reside on your preemption, and that is what 1dread, the Law
say: partners may preempt. ..
We have made several fruitless attempts to secure the law necessary for a
model farm and the support of lndian children at schools without members of the
Mission being compelled to reside outside of the establishment, which we
succeeded at last in getting the affair settled in this manner.
1beg as a persona! favor you would kindly have me informed if we are secured in
the possession of the Law; and if not how is that security to be obtained without
having different members of the establishment residing in different places. 68
ln a Letter from Fouquet to D'Herbomez, dated May 25, 1877, Fouquet advised
that a response from Elliot had not been received. ln regard to additional lands,
Fouquet would "make no new request to secure land for the mission" unless
instructions were received from D'Herbomez. Further, Fouquet noted that
engineers would be coming to survey the land. 69 A Note at the bottom of this
Letter stated that Elliot had informed of the need for Fouquet to survey the land
himself. 70

65

See Document CAN000743; CAN000493.
See Documents EXP-000012, p. 1; EXP-000014.
67 Previously, in March 1877, Burns has made application for 160 acres south of Shaw's preemption (Lot 1). Burns, however, would later abandon this application [See New Document EXP000015].
68 See Document CAN000496.
69 See Document CAN000759; CAN000497.
70 See Document CAN000759; CAN000497.
66
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Surveyor William Ralph, in a December 10, 1877 Letter to the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, provided details on surveys completed
earlier that year, including the "Roman Catholic Mission lands on the St. Marys
[sic] river Kootenay District." Ralph also outlined the status of the Mission, noting
that the Mission Farm Lands belonging to Fouquet, Gregoire and Burns were to
be part of a partnership:
... The first location here was made by John Shaw on December 4th 1868. He
obtained a certificate of improvement on it, and sold to Lean Fouquet on Oct 28th
1874. Lean Fouquet built a dwelling house, church, barn &con it, and has a
large portion under fence and cultivation. lt is called the R.C. Mission of St.
Eugene.
On the 24th March 1877. Napoleon Gregoire RC Missionary of the same place
preempted [sic] 320 acres on the east and John Burns a missionary of the same
institution preempted 160 acres on the south of Lean Fouquet's land. 71 The three
parties agreed to hold this 640 acres in partnership if they cou Id legally do so
under clause 32 Land Act 1875 by one residence on the land that was located in
1868. None of these lands specify on the records that they [illegible] located in
partnership but 1was informed that they drew up a partnership agreement
between themselves subsequently.
Ali this land is included for the use of the Mission and Lean Foquet [sic] who is at
the head of this institution wants to ascertain whether they can hold the land
under this partnership arrangement. If they cannot do so then he wants to
purchase Napoleon Gregoire's part under claim 61 Land Act 1875.
ln surveying these claims they wanted their fences run on the same course as
the valley, about N.E. &: S.W. When 1would not survey them in that way John
burs [Burns] abandoned his claim as the greater part would be hills.
At the request of Lean Fouquet 1surveyed his lot 40 cils square instead of 20 chs
by 80 chs. lt fronts on the Rive[r] and the lines run to the cardinal points. This
includes a strip of the land abandoned by John Burns and puts the Lot into a
good shape.
With regard to the two Lots to the east of this one which you will see on the
maps, if they cannot be [illegible] under partnership as before explained. Then
Lean Fouquet wishes to purchase them and he will pay for the expenses of the
survey. 72

71

Previously, in March 1877, Burns has.made application for 160 acres south of Shaw's preemption (Lot 1). Burns, however, would later abandon this application [See New Document EXP-

000015].
72

See Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 -Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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On January 29, 1878, John Burns pre-empted 72 acres that would become Lot 3
of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands [For furtber details please refer to
sections titled "Land Tenure History of Lot 3, Kootenay District"]. 73
On November 2, 1880, Crown Grant No. 2259 was granted to Napoleon Gregoire
for the 320 acres of Lot 2, Group 1, Kootenay District. 74 Also, on Nove111ber 2,
1880, Crown Grant No. 2258 was granted to John Burns for the 72 acres of Lot
3, Group 1, Kootenay District. 75
On May 11, 1881, Crown Grant No. 2328 was granted to Leon Fouquet for the
160 acres of Lot 1, Group 1, Kootenay District. 76
ln a Letter dated November 18, 1886, the lndian Commissioner for BC reported
on his visit to the Kootenay District in August and September of 1886. ln regard
to the Roman Catholic [St. Eugene] Mission at St. Mary's River, the lndian
Commissioner stated:
... At the Mission Ranch, and on the land belonging toit, is the lndian Village -a
collection of forty or fifty log huts. There most of the Kootenays spend the winter
their numbers being considerably augmented at Xmas [sic] time, and Easter by
neighboring lndians who, corne to take part in devotionals exercises.
The Ranch itself consists of five hundred acres of land, possessing excellent soil
and well watered [sic] - one hundred and fifty acres of which are under
cultivation. The Revg Father Fouquet, who directs the farming operations,
shewed [sic] us some fine samples of wheat, and flour manufactured at a small
mill on the premises.
Besides the mill, there is a commodious dwelling house a church and a
pretentious looking building, intended at a future period for a boarding
school ... The population at the lndian Village is about 200 so that altogether the
settlement has an important and thriving appearance in approaching it. ...

The lndian Commissioner also included Chief lsadore's 77 comments that former
Chief Michel and Joseph had encouraged the "Fathers {R.C.)" "to take up and
work it [the land]."78

73

See Documents CAN000794; EXP-000017.
See Document ND 5 (Tab 1 -Claimant's First Supplemental LOD). For better copy of Sketch
see Document CAN000475.
75 See Document CAN000507; CAN000806. For better copy of Sketch see Document
CAN000476.
76 See Document DLSC 1-A (Tab 2-Claimant's First Supplemental LOD). For better copy of
Sketch see Document CAN000474.
n At the time lndian Reserves were allotted to the Upper Kootenay in the 1880s, lsadore or
Isidore was the Chief of the Upper Kootenay and, as will be shown later in this Report, the key
74
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St. Eugene's Mission was described again in a Letter dated February 10, 1890
from the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs following his visit to a
number of BC Reserves including those in the Kootenay. The Deputy
Superintendent described the Mission property, part of which was to be
transferred to the Department for a school, as being "situated at about four miles
from Fort ~teele. The portion of the Mission property to be transferred was
described as:
11

1found the site to be suitable in every respect with the exception that a portion of
the land is rather marshy, and 1expressed an apprehension to the Rev. the Cure,
who is in charge of the Mission that it might be productive of miasmatic
influences and the health of the lndian children and other inmates of the
Institution injuriously affected thereby. He however did not apparently consider
such would be the case. 1beg to report that an lndian Winter Village consisting
of probably between 30 and 40 cottages, exists on the Mission property. These
houses are very close to one another and 1could not but feel that they were too
close to be healthful. The lndians who inhabit these domiciles spend many
months in them during the Winter and 1assume that they have been induced to
congregate there for the convenience of the Missionaries, in order to save them
the trouble and expense of visiting them on the Reserves. 79

ln 1887, Father Fouquet was replaced at the St. Eugene Mission by Father N.
Coccola. 80
ln 1890, an "lndian lndustrial School" was opened by the Oblates at the St.
Eugene Mission. 81
On September 13, 1890, the Province would issue a "Certificate of Pre-emption
Record to John Burns for his pre-emption of 320 acres that would become Lot
1063 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands [For further details please refer to
sections titled "Land Tenure History of Lot 1063, Kootenay District"]. 82 On April
22, 1896, Crown Grant 2388/78 was granted to John Burns for the 208 acres of
Lot 1063, Group 1, Kootenay District. 83
11

intermediary between the Upper Kootenay and government officiais - most notably lndian
Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly.
1a See Document CAN000370, p. 14.
79 See Document SMT 17 (Tab 45-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
80 See Document CAN000468.
81 See Documents CAN000468, CAN000919, and CAN000921.
82 See Document SMT 13 (Tab 46- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
83 See Document CAN000578 [Crown Grant]; CAN000473 [Sketch]; or SMT 14 (Tab 47 Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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On December 7, 1897, the Order of the Oblates of Mary [lmmaculate], Province
of BC, were shown to be the owner of Lots 1, 2, 3 (552 acres) and Lot 1063 (208
acres). The lands, totaling 760 acres, were noted to be worth $2000.00. 84
ln November 1898, the Government of Canada would be registered as the owner
of 33 and 1/3 acres from Lot 1. 85 Around 1912, the Government of Canada
funded and constructed an lndian Residential School that was situated on these
33 and 1/3 acres, as part of the St. Eugene Mission. 86
ln August 1915, the Oblates sold 21. 78 acres from the southwest corner of Lot 1
to the Sisters of Providence. 87 ln 1930, Canada purchased these 21.78 acres
from Lot 1 from the Sisters of Providence. 88
ln December 1925, the Government of Canada also purchased 25.05 acres from
Lot 1 from the Oblates. 89 ln September 1951, .these 25.05 acres were set aside
as St. Mary's IR No. 1A for the use and benefit of the Lower Kootenay,
Kinbasket, St. Mary's, Tobacco Plains, Lower Columbia Lake and Arrow Lake
Bands. 90
The St. Eugene Mission, including the lndian Residential School, closed in June
1970. 91
ln June 1974, 320.71 acres, including parcels A and B from Lot 1 of the former
Mission Farm Lands (as well as three other parcels}, were transferred as an
addition to St. Mary's IR No. 1A "for the use and benefit of the St. Mary's,
Columbia Lake, Shuswap, Tobacco Plains and Lower Kootenay Bands. 92
On March 28, 1976, the Order of the Oblates of Mary lmmaculate conveyed Lot
11558 as well as the remaining St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands, specifically Lots
1, 2, 3, and 1063 totaling 627.75 acres, to Ernest Pighin. 93

84

See Document SMT 15 (Tab 48-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
See Document SMT 20 (Tab 50-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
86
See Documents SMT 27 A-5: 3, SMT 21, and SMT 22 A-11: 10 (Tabs 107, 172, and 262 Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
87 See Document DLSC 11 (Tab 14-Claimant's Second Supplemental List of Documents).
88 See Documents DLSC 62 and DLSC 63 (Tabs 32 and 33 - Claimant's Second Supplemental
List of Documents).
89 See Document SMT 34 (Tab 99-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
90 See Document SMT 36 (Tab 122- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
91 See Documents CAN000919 to CAN000921.
92 See Document CAN000926.
93 See Documents SMT 43 (Tab 208- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
Amended Response from Canada, dated September 2~, 2014, p. 12.
85
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Mission Lands held by the Sisters of Providence
The Sisters of Providence also held lands that, while part of the larger St.
Eugene Mission, are not considered part of the Mission Farms Lands (Lots 1, 2,
3, and 1063) that are the focus of this Report.
These non-Mission Farm Lands held by the Sisters included Lots 494 (116
acres) and 1758 (143 acres). 94 Lot 494 was Crown Granted to an Edward Kelly
in March 1893 though it is not clear when Kelly conveyed it to the Sisters of
Providence. 95 Lot 1758 was Crown Granted to Louisa Kratz (also known as
Sister Conrad) in May 1897. 96 ln July 1897, Lot 1758 was conveyed from Kratz
(Sister Conrad) to the Sisters of Providence. 97
ln 1930, the government of Canada purchased 280. 78 from the Sisters of
Providence which included Lots 494 and 1758. 98
ln June 1974, Lots 494 and 1758, as well as three other parcels, were
transferred as an addition to St. Mary's IR No. 1A for the use and benefit of the
St. Mary's, Columbia Lake, Shuswap, Tobacco Plains and Lower Kootenay
Bands." 99
11

94

See Document SMT 27 A-5: 3 (Tab 107- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014).
95 See Document DLSC 1-B (Tab 3-Claimant's Second Supplemental List of Documents).
96 See Document DLSC 1-C (Tab 4-Claimant's Second Supplemental List of Documents).
97 See Document DLSC 6 (Tab 5 - Claimant's Second Supplemental List of Documents).
98 See Documents DLSC 62 and DLSC 63 (Tabs 32 and 33 - Claimant's Second Supplemental
List of Documents).
99 See Document CAN000926.
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LAND TENURE HISTORIES OF LOTS 1, 2, 3, AND 1063, KOOTENAY
DISTRICT
Land Tenure Historv of Lot 1. Kootenay District
On December 4, 1868, John Shaw pre-empted 160 acres in the District of
Kootenay. These 160 acres, which would later become Lot 1 of the St. Eugene
Mission Farm Lands, were described and sketched as follows:
... [1]60 acres of Land situated about 4 Y2 miles [from] the Kootenay Ferry
commencing at a stake [at] the mouth of Joseph's Prairie Creek on the South
[bank] of St. Mary's River and running down [said] river one mile, thence
Southerly one quarter [of] a mile, thence Westerly one mile, thence Northerly
[one] quarter of a mile along the bank of Joseph's Prairie [Creek] and closing on
starting Point [Figure 2].
Shaw also applied for the right to divert water from Joseph's Prairie Creek for the
purpose of irrigating the land. This application was signed by Justice of the
Peace P. O'Reilly, the future lndian Reserve Commissioner who would allot the
majority of Reserves in the Kootenay (as well as the province). 100 Shaw's preemption would have been subject to the rules of the 1865 Land Act. 101

·Figure 2 - Sketch of Land Water Right applied for by John Shaw, dated October 1868

100
101

See Documents CAN000712.
See Document SCB 3 (Tab 3 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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ln 1976, Mary Ann Michel of the St. Mary's Band recounted the oral history of the
St. Eugene's Mission stating that families lived on the Mission Farm Lands described as "on the south side of the St. Mary's River" on the "land the
missionaries have claimed." Michel recounted how they used to live there "long
before the white people ever laid their eyes" on it. Further, Michel told how there
were permanent log houses on the Mission Farms Lands that were destroyed by
a white pre-emptor [possibly John Shaw].102
Later, in 1979, Michel's oral history account of the St. Eugene's Mission area
again stated that it was the home of a permanent camp that included three
houses that were set up in a tepee camp at Joseph's Creek. Michel also
advised that there had been houses closer to the St. Mary's river. The
establishment of this permanent camp had been in response to the buying up of
land by settlers. Michel also recounted, in fuller detail, the story of the encounter
with the white pre-emptor, noting:
There was one boy, he was playing around. He went running inside and said,
"My Grandfather "There is a lot of smoke over there, ..
He was told, 'you run over there and take a look, there might be something
burning [']. That boy went running over, there. He must have been ....... Eight
years old or nine ...
He went running there and ... Just as he got there, that man was just leaving.
Who they call white people, people of fair skin. He was walking through the
Bushes. His Uncle's house and the other houses were burned. Sorne of the
teepees were already ail burned but there were some that were just starting to
burn. He saw everything and took in what he saw. Then he ran back to his
home. When he got back to his grandfather's place he told him. The white man
has burned down ail the houses.. 1had a good look at him, and he is leaving,
through the back way. He is walking through the bush, carrying his axe. This is
how the white man burned down those teepees. Today when someone burns a
house down they are put in jail. They are in jail for a long time. And, what that
white man did, burning those houses down that belonged to the lndians ...
lt was a while later, that... He said, 11 1have bought this land." He did not allow the
Ktunaxa there at that land anymore. One man told him, this land is where 1
belong and live. The man showed him a piece of paper, and he told him. "lt is
only writing. 11 There was a chief was hu * i *na [sic]. lt does not belong to the
Chief, 1said, "it is mine, 1am the one living here." The man did not listen to him.
102

See Document EXP-000030, pp. 4-5 Michel further referenced the First Nation interest in the
Mission Fanns Lands when recounting Chief lsadore's comments to government officiais
(presumably Peter O'Reilly) where he said: "the fiat between, along the two cliff [sic] where those
missionaries make their home, my people have made their home for years, they even build their
log houses there which was set to fire by your people which we told the law maker and nothing
was done ... it's one of the permanent home for my people for hundred [sic] of years" [See
Document CAN000932, p. 38].
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He was told, "you [sic] no longer can liver [sic] here." He should have told him to
pay him for it. Then that is when 1will leave. After that, that man was never able
to go back (to that place). The place they burned his house down ...
This is one place that it happened where the land was stolen from the people.
The people were never paid for it. 1said, that this is where the people used to
have their houses (teepees).

Michel also spoke to the later acquisition of these lands for the St. Eugene
Mission, noting:
They knew. The Blackrobes, that this is where the people lived. That is why
they c~ose this same place tao, to live...
This is what they did when they moved into the area. (The Blackrobes). Here at
Kamaquwuukski. They knew very well that this where the lndian people were
living. They did not pay the lndian people when they took this land. Because of
this, 1say that this land is still ours. Kamaquwuuki. Over there at aqu aqa [sic],
and, taxas tinwak, it is all our land. 103

*

Pre-emption Claim No. 55 was issued to John Shaw for these 160 acres of
"Prairie Land, situated on the South bank of St. Mary's River" (Lot -1) by P.
O'Reilly, now Assistant Commissioner of Lands, on March 22, 1869. A further
comment stated that this land had previously been recorded in favour of James
W. Galbraithn on February 21, 1868 but had since been "abandoned." 104
11

Galbraith's pre-emption, dated February 21, 1868, also described the land as
160 acres, situated 4 % miles from the Kootenay Ferry. An attached Sketch
showed these 160 acres as they were drawn in February 1868. Galbraith's preemption was also signed by P. O'Reilly. lt is not known why Galbraith
abandoned this pre-emption claim [Figure 3]. 105

See Document CAN000927.
See Documents EXP-000008; CAN000719.
105 See Documents EXP-000007; CAN000711; CAN000710.
103
104
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Figure 3 - Sketch of Land and Water Right by J.W. Galbraith, dated February 1868

A Certificate of lmprovement was issued to Shaw for Lot 1 on April 29, 1869.
Shaw's Certificate of lmprovement was approved by P. O'Reilly in an April 29,
1869 Letter. 106
As previously noted, in a Letter from L. Fouquet, O.M.I., to the R. Rev.
D'Herbomez, dated October 29, 1874, Fouquet advised that he had arrived in the
Kootenay on October 3, 1874. Following a fifteen day period of information
gathering and area visits, he had "decided to purchase John Shaw's farm."
Fouquet stated that he paid a total of $11 OO.OO for Lot 1 ($250 cash down, a
$250 note payable in January 1875 and a $600 note payable in July 1885).
Fouquet considered this a good deal as Shaw has originally been asking $2500
for the lot. 107
At this time, Fouquet also indicated that Shaw had gone outside of his preemption boundaries. Fouquet described this deviation from the claim's
boundaries as including several barns as well as some enclosed cultivated land
that did "not belong to the claim." 108
106

See Documents EXP-000008, pp. 2-3; CAN-000721.
See Document CAN-000729; CAN-000479.
108 See Document CAN-000729; CAN-000479; CAN000732; CAN000480.

1o1
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Fouquet in writing to D'Herbomez on November 20 1874 provided a copy of
what he referred to as the "deed of sale" with Shaw advising that he was net
certain the deed had been properly executed according to the laws of British
Columbia. As such, Fouquet requested that the Procurator of the Vicariate
determine if the "deed" was legal or not. 109
1

ln spite of Fouquet's apparent purchase of Shaw's claim in October 1874 there
appears to have been some delay in the transaction, which would not be finalized
until May 19 1875 when Shaw's pre-emption No. 55 was transferred - not sold via a ''Transfer of lnteresf' to Leon Fouquet, "Roman Catholic Missionary of
Kootenai." 110
1

1

ln spite of this transfer, in a July 10, 1875 Letter, Fouquet informed D'Herbomez
that the local government agent had advised that "Shaw could not sell me his
land," and had provided Shaw with a "conveyance form." 111 The only
conveyance type document located was the above "Transfer of lnteresr
completed by Shaw.
On November 24, 1876, Fouquet, writing again to D'Herbomez, advised on the
local government agenfs view that Shaw did not have the right to sell his claim
but only to transfer it to Fouquet. 112 As noted above, Shaw's pre-emption claim
was transferred to Fouquet in May 1875.
The following year, on April 3 1877, Fouquet wrote to the A.C. Elliot, the Premier
and Attorney General of British Columbia, advising that he was still "unsure as to
the standing of the transfer of deed" between himself and Shaw and requested
confirmation that the transfer was indeed in good standing. 113 While a response
from Elliot was not located; as mentioned, Shaw's pre-emption had already been
transferred to Fouquet.
1

On July 17, 1877, Surveyor William Ralph would survey Lot 1 (as well as Lots 2
and 3). 114 Ralph's resulting Survey Plan titled "Plan of Lots N°8 1, 2 and 3 on the
st Marys River, Kootenay District" showed Lot 1 to be 160 acres with several
trails crossing the Lot. This Survey Plan showed an "lndianfield [sic]" adjacent to,
and west of, Lot 1. Within Lot 1, a "Grave yard" was also shown [Figure 4]. 115
Ralph's Field Notes stated that the southeast corner of Lot 1 touched an "lndian

109

See
See
111 See
112 See
113 See
114 See
11s See
110

Document CAN000732; CAN000480.
Documents EXP-000008, p. 4; and CAN000737.
Document CAN000738; CAN000487.
Document CAN000743; CAN000493.
Document CAN000496.
Document CAN000494, pp. 21-24.
Document CAN000498.
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field of 15 acres." Ralph's Field Notes do not specify, however, if the existing
trails or Grave yard were First Nations in origin.116

Figure 4 - Lot 1 as it appears in Ralph's Survey Plan, dated 1877

Surveyor William Ralph , in a December 10, 1877 Letter to the Ch ief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, provided details on his aforementioned
surveys completed regarding the "Roman Catholic Mission lands on the St.
Marys river Kootenay District." ln regard to Lot 1, Ralph advised that he had
altered the shape of the Shaw pre-emption from its original 20 chains by 80
chains to a newly configured 40 chains by 40 chains at the request of Fouquet.
While this alteration maintained the original 160 acre size of the lot, it also
allowed for the inclusion of "a strip of the land abandoned by John Burns 117"
putting "the Lot into a good shape. " Ralph also provided a brief history of the lot,
noting:
... The first location here was made by John Shaw on December 4th 1868. He
obtained a certificate of improvement on it, and sold to Leon Fouquet on Oct 28th
1874. Leon Fouquet built a dwelling hou se, church, barn &c on it, and has a
11 s See

Document CAN000494, pp. 21-24 .
Previously, in March 1877, Burns has made application for 160 acres south of Shaw's preemption (Lot 1). Burns, however, would later abandon this application [See New Document EXP000015]. According to Surveyor William Ralph's December 10, 1877 Letter, Burns abandoned
his claim because: "ln surveying these claims ... they wanted their fences run on the sa me course
as the valley, about N.E. &: S.W . When 1 would not survey them in that way John Burns
abandoned his claim as the greater part would be hills." However, Burns' abandoned claim would
be alleviated, in part, when Ralph altered the shape of Lot 1 at Fouquet's request, as previously
noted [See Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014)].
11 7
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large portion under fence and cultivation. lt is called the R.C. Mission of St.
Eugene ...

As previously noted, Ralph advised that it was intended that Fouquet's land or
Lot 1 as well as Gregoire's and Burns' lands would be held in partnership for the
Mission. 11 8
On October 11 , 1880 and August 6, 1881 , Certificates of Purchase were issued
ta Lean Fouquet for Lot 1. Fouquet paid a total of $160.00 or $1.00 per acre for
Lot 1. 11 9
On May 11 , 1881 , Crown Grant No. 2328 was granted to Lean Fouquet for the
160 acres of Lot 1, Group 1, Kootenay District. 120

Land Tenure Historv of Lot 2, Kootenay District
On March 24, 1877, Napoleon Gregoire pre-empted 320 acres (Lot 2) described
as bounded: "On the N. by the St. Mary's River. W. by L. Fouquet's and J.
Burns claims. S. and E. by waste lands" [Figure 5].121

ln a March 24, 1877 Declaration, declared before Cornelius Booth, Assistant
Commissioner of Lands and Works , Gregoire declared that these 320 acres were

118

See Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
See Document CAN000804.
120 See Document DLSC 1-A (Tab 2 - Claimant's First Supplemental LOD). For better copy of
Sketch see Document CAN000474.
121 See Documents EXP-000012; and EXP-0000 14.
122 See Document Sketch included with Application to Record (EXP-00001 4, p. 2].
11 9
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"unoccupied unsurveyed unreserved Crown land within the meaning of the 'Land
Act, 1875,m and were "not an lndian Settlement, or any portion thereof... "123
Thereafter, the Province of BC issued a "Certificate of Record of Unsurveyed
Land" to Napoleon Gregoire for his pre-emption of Lot 2, District of Kootenay,
which was noted to be 320 acres and described as bounded: " ... on the north by
the St. Mary's River - on the West by Leon Foquet [sic] and John Burns
preemption claims and on the South and East by [waste] lands of the Crown." 124
On November 14, 1879, a Certificate of lmprovement for Surveyed Land, was
issued to Gregoire for pre-empted Lot 2. This Certificate was based on evidence
from Peter McClinchey and Henry Rogers on the "value of his improvements ["to
the extent of two dollars and fifty cents an acre"] which consist of Buildings and
fencing ... "125
ln a later, further, Declaration, dated June 30, 1-880, declared before the
Commissioner of Lands and Works, Gregoire ("per" L. Fouquet) again declared
that these 360 acres were "unoccupied and unreserved Crown land" and "not an
lndian Settlement, or any portion thereof... "126
Previously, on July 19, 1877, Surveyor William Ralph had surveyed Lot 2. 127
Ralph's resulting Survey Plan titled "Plan of Lots Nmi 1, 2 and 3 on the s• Marys
River, Kootenay District" showed Lot 2 to be 280 acres. Further, Lot 2 is shown
to contain fencing as well as being crossed by the "Trail to Galbraiths" [Figure
6]. 128 Ralph's Field Notes do not specify, however, if the existing fencing or trail
were First Nations in origin. 129

See Document EXP-000012, p. 2.
See Documents SMT 11 (Tab 17- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000753; and EXP-000013.
12s See Documents EXP-000019; and CAN000786.
12& See Document CAN000793.
121 See Document CAN000494, pp. 25-30.
12a See Document CAN000498.
129 See Document CAN000494, pp. 21-24.
123
124
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Figure 6 - Lot 2 as it appears in Ralph's Survey Plan, dated 1877

Surveyor William Ralph, in a December 10, 1877 Letter to the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, provided further details on his survey of Lot
2 of the "Roman Catholic Mission lands on the St. Marys river Kootenay District."
As previously noted, Ralph advised that it was intended that Gregoire's land or
Lot 2 as well as Fouquet's and Burns ' lands would be held in partnership for the
Mission.130
On November 2, 1880, Crown Grant No. 2259 was granted to Napoleon Gregoire
for the 320 acres of Lot 2, Group 1, Kootenay District. Gregoire paid $5.00 for
Lot 2.1 31

130

See Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
See Document ND 5 (Tab 1 - Claimant's First Supplemental LOD) . For better copy of Sketch
see Document CAN000475.

131
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Land Tenure Historv of Lot 3. Kootenay District
On January 29, 1878, John Burns pre-empted 72 acres, Lot 3, situated on the St.
Mary's River in the Kootenay District. These lands were described as: "On the N.
by the St. Mary's River W. by N. Gregoire's preemption S. and E. by waste lands
of the Crown." 132
Previously, on August 7, 1877, a "Certificate of Record of YR-surveyed [sic] Land"
showed that Burns had applied for these same 72 acres. Burns' application
would however be cancelled for unknown reasons. 133
Surveyor William Ralph, in a December 10, 1877 Letter to the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, provided details on surveys completed in
1877, including the "Roman Catholic Mission lands on the St. Marys river
Kootenay District." As previously noted, it was intended that Gregoire's lands as
well as Fouquet's and Burns' would be held in partnership for the Mission. If
partnership was not possible, Fouquet was to "purchase them and ... pay for the
expenses of the survey. "134
The following year, on January 29, 1878, the Province of BC issued a "Certificate
of Record of Unsurveyed Land" to John Burns for his pre-emption of Lot 3,
District of Kootenay, which was noted to be 72 acres and described as bounded:
... on the north by the St. Marys [sic] River on the West by Napoleon Gregoire's
pre emption [sic] claim and on the South and East by [waste] lands of the Crown

[Figure 7]. 135

13 2

See
See
134 See
135 See
133

Documents EXP-000017; CAN000794.
Documents EXP-000016; CAN000763; and CAN000764.
Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 -Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
Document CAN000780.
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Figure 7 - Sketch of Burn's pre-emption of Lot 2, dated January 1878

On November 14, 1879, a Certificate of lmprovement for Surveyed Land, was
issued to John Burns for pre-empted Lot 3. This was based on evidence from
Peter McClinchey and Henry Rodgers on the "value of the improvements on his
land ["to the extent of two dollars and fifty cents an acre"] which consist of
Buildings and fencing ... " 136
ln a Declaration, sworn before a W. Fernie on June 30, 1880, John Burns "per" L.
Fouquet declared that these 72 acres were "unoccupied and unreserved Crown
land" and "not an lndian Settlement, or any portion thereof ... "137

1 6
3

131

See Documents EXP-000020; and CAN000787.
See Document CAN000795.
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Lot 3 had previously been surveyed by Surveyor William Ralph on July 24, 1877
(when he was also surveying Lots 1 and 2). 138 Ralph 's resulting Survey Plan
titled "Plan of Lots N° 5 1, 2 and 3 on the S1 Marys River, Kootenay District"
showed Lot 3 to be 72 acres and crossed by the "Trail to Galbraiths." This
Survey Plan showed an "lndian Field" adjacent to, and east of, Lot 3 (Figure
8). 139 Ralph's Field Notes further described the "lndian field" along the east
boundary of Lot 3. These Field Notes do not specify, however, if the existing trail
was First Nations in origin.14 0

Figure 8 - Lot 3 as it appears in Ralph's Survey Plan, dated 1877

Surveyor William Ralph , in a December 10, 1877 Letter to the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, provided details on his survey of Lot 3 (72
acres) of the "Roman Catholic Mission lands on the St. Marys river Kootenay
District." As previously noted, it was intended that Burns' land or Lot 3 as well
as Fouquet's and Gregoire's lands would be held in partnership for the
Mission. 141
On November 2, 1880, Crown Grant No. 2258 was granted to John Burns for the
72 acres of Lot 3, Group 1, Kootenay District. Gregoire paid $5.00 for Lot 3. 142
1 8
3

See
See
See
141 See
142
See

139
140

Document CAN000494, pp. 31-32.
Document CAN000498.
Document CAN000494 , pp. 31-32.
Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 20 14).
Document CAN000507. For better copy of Sketch see Document CAN000476.
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Land Tenure History of Lot 1063. Kootenay District
On September 13, 1890, the Province would issue a "Certificate of Pre-emption
Record" to John Burns for his pre-emption of Lot 1063, District of East Kootenay,
which was noted to be 320 acres. 143 Lot 1063 was adjacent to, and east of, Lot
3.
Prior to this, Lot 1063, had been surveyed from May 27 to 28, 1890 by Surveyor
T.T. McVittie, as comprising 208 acres [Figure 9]. 144 As previously referenced,
Ralph's 1877 Survey Plan and Field Notes showed an lndian Field" adjacent to,
and east of, Lot 3 where Lot 1063 was now located. 145 McVittie's Survey Plan
and Field Notes, however, did not show an lndian field or any other lndian
interests in May 1890. ln fact, it shows the area where the lndian field would
have been as "open prairie." 146
11

LOT

2.

143

See
See
145 See
146 See
144

Document SMT 13 (Tab 46- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
Document CAN000577 [Survey Plan located on p. 13).
Document CAN000498; CAN000494, pp. 31-32.
Document CAN000577 [Survey Plan located on p. 13).
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On April 22, 1896, Crown Grant 2388n8 was granted to John Burns for the 208
acres of Lot 1063, Group 1, Kootenay District. Burns paid $208.00 or for Lot
1063. 147
OPINIONS FORMED ON THE PRE-EMPTION HISTORY OF THE MISSION
FARMLANDS

Opinion 1: The lnadeguacy of the Pre-emption Process for First Nation Lands
A key aspect of British Columbia's pre-emption legislation in Land Acts from
1860 onward was· that it did not allow the pre-emptiori of lands being "an lndian
Reserve or Settlements." As Cail notes, however, an important limitation of this
restriction was that a formai definition of an "lndian settlement" was never
provided, in the context of the pre-emption of lands. 148
11

ln an attempt to better understand what lndian Settlemenf' might have entailed,
this Report has examined the larger policy of Douglas, who crafted the preemption laws, on Reserves. ln looking at this, it becomes clear that Governor
Douglas, had, as Cole Harris argues in Making Native Space, a liberal lndian
Reserve policy that sought to create generous reserves" for the lndians of British
Columbia. 149 There is no evidence, however, that this translated into a generous
view of lndian interests within the pre-emption process itself.
11

This is especially likely when realizing that though Douglas had "definite and
coherent views" that lands were to be generously reserved for lndians, he left his
successors with a remarkably ill-defined position." ln fact, as Harris points out,
Douglas left a frail legacy" in a colonial context that was "bent on development,
disinclined to recognize any Native rights, and more than prepared to dismiss the
Native land question altogether. "150 lt seems reasonable then that the white
settler population, the ones pre-empting lands, would also not have had a solid
understanding of what an lndian settlement" entailed.
11

11

11

Following Douglas' retirement in 1864 much of his generous lndian land policy
would be abandoned in British Columbia. During this period from 1864 until
British Columbia's entry into Confederation in 1871, the matter of lndian land
147 See Document CAN000578 [Crown Grant]; CAN000473 [Sketch]; or SMT 14 (Tab 47 Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
148 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 176, footnote 14. Note: Cail
incorrectly states that the first appearance of the clause restricting the pre-emption of "lndian
settlementsa was in 1865. ln fact, this clause appeared from the very first Colonial Proclamation
regarding pre-emption in January 1860.
149 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 34.
150 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 44.
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policy "quickly passed into the hands of local officiais, all of whom broadly
represented the aspirations and values of an incipient settler society." 151
Essentially, as Harris asserts, during this period British Columbia had "a Native
policy run by settlers" that did not recognize Aboriginal title to lands. 152
Moreover, for the white settler population pre-empting lands, the government's
rejection of Douglas' generous modal would certainly have created an
atmosphere that put settler interests above First Nation interests. lt was during
this concertedly pro-settler period that John Shaw in 1868 would pre-empt what
would become Lot 1 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands.
Furthermore, when Lots 2 and 3 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands were
pre-empted in 1877 and 1878, respectively, the province of British Columbia
continued to have a view of Reserves that was not generous (especially by the
standards of Douglas or the federal government) [this is discussed in greater
detail in the subsequent section "British Columbia's Policy regarding Lands
reserved for lndians at Confederation").
Opinion 2: The lnadequacy of the Pre-emption Process in Describing and
Sketching Lands
From the first pre-emption rules in 1860, it was required that the applicant for preemption provide a description and sketch of the desired lands. However, as
Harris notes, this was an imperfect "process launched with little more than a few
scratched lines on a slip of paper ... that, in the eyes of the settler who happened
along and of the law that backed him, created enduring property rights." 153 Even,
in 1875, with the further requirement that the pre-emptor make a Declaration
confirming, among other things, that the lands to be pre-empted were not "not an
lndian Settlement, or any portion thereof," the process continued to be
inadequate.
ln looking at the descriptions and sketches related to the pre-emptions of Lots 1,
2, and 3 it is clear that these were brief and generally vague. For instance, the
following are the descriptions and associated sketches (Figures 1, 4 and 6) for
Lots 1, 2 and 3:
Lot 1: ... [1]60 acres of Land situated about 4 % miles [from] the Kootenay Ferry
commencing at a stake [at] the mouth of Joseph's Prairie Creek on the South
[bank] of St. Mary's River and running down [said] river one mile, thence
Southerly one quarter [of] a mile, thence Westerly one mile, thence Northerly
151
152
153

See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 45.
See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 69.
See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 76.
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[one] quarter of a mile along the bank of Joseph's Prairie [Creek] and closing on
starting Point [as shown in Figure 1].154
Lot 2: "On the N. by the St. Mary's River. W. by L. Fouquet's and J. Burns
claims. S. and E. by waste lands" [as shown in Figure 4]. 155
Lot 3: "On the N. by the St. Mary's River W. by N. Gregoire's preemption S. and
E. by waste lands of the Crown" [as shown in Figure 6). 156

Opinion 3: The lnadequacy of the Pre-emption Process for First Nations Preemptors
From 1860 to 1865, British Columbia's pre-emption legislation did not deny the
right of pre-emption to the First Nations of British Columbia. lnstead, preemption was open, generally, to all British subjects and those taking the oath of
loyalty to the Crown. Such persans could "acquire unoccupied and unreserved,
and unsurveyed Crown land in British Columbia" except those, as previously
noted, "being the site of an existent or proposed town, or auriferous land
available for mining purposes, or an lndian Reserve or settlement... "157
ln 1866, however, the right of First Nations peoples to pre-empt would be
restricted as the right to pre-empt would no longer extend to uAborigines," except
with the "special permission ... of the Governor... in writing. "158
While pre-emption was seemingly fully open to First Nations until 1866 and
thereafter in a limited manner, the reality remains that it was indeed a process
that was well" out of the reach of the majority of First Nations in the nineteenth
century. As Harris argues, the requirements of pre-emption during the Douglas
era and just beyond were "arduous," as First Nations people faced:
... an eight shilling record fee, permanent occupation (allowing up to two months
away each year), purchase after survey at a price not exceeding four shillings 2
pence an acre (not exceeding 10 shillings an acre before 19 January 1861 ), and
improvements to the extent of ten shillings an acre (i.e., of f:SO on a 160-acre
pre-emption) before a certificate of improvement would be issued and a deed of
conveyance obtained. More than this, Natives taking out pre-emptions were
suddenly in a bureaucratie environment that assumed English language literacy,
paperwork, and the rudiments of Cartesian geometry. There were descriptions to
154

See Document CAN000712.
See Documents EXP-000012; EXP-000014
See Documents EXP-000017; CAN000794.
157 See Documents SCB 1, SCB 2, and SCB 3 (Tabs 1, 2 and 3 - Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014). See also EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 177-178;
and EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 36
15e See Document EXP-000005.
155
156
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write of proposed pre-emptions, rough maps to prepare, and boundaries (laid out
in straight lines oriented as closely as possible to the "cardinal points of the
compass") to indicate with marked corner posts. ln the early 1860s, this was not
a world that Native people could enter on their own, even were they prepared to
replace traditional seasonal rounds with sedentary farming ...
For most Native people, pre-emption was still an unimaginable option ... 159

Robert Cail, in his book Land, Man and Law, further asserted that First Nations
peoples in the 1870s faced significant barriers to pre-empting from the provincial
government. So while First Nations peoples were:
... also aware that under the 1870 Land Ordinance they themselves were at
liberty to pre-empt large acreages after obtaining the written permission of the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council. However, they also knew that the provincial
government was not granting such permission, and had not been since 1872,
pending location of the railway lands. Even if this had not been the case, they
had a shrewd suspicion of the probable result if the chief commissioner of lands
and works received many applications for pre-emptions from lndians. Further,
unless an lndian had money to purchase provisions and implements and to
sustain himself over a long period of time, it is doubtful that he could have fulfilled
the pre-emption residence requirements of ten months annually on the claim. ln
all likelihood, he would have found it necessary to work elsewhere to finance his
holding. But he could not arrange for another lndian to live on his claim, since
under the 1873 Land Amendment Act no one could engage an lndian to live on a
pre-emption while he himself was absent. 160

And as Cail points out, First Nations people were reportedly able to pre-empt
lands, often with the help of missionaries, "all along the Fraser River up to Hope"
in the early 1860s. Such pre-emptions would, however, not lead to concrete land
ownership as Cail was not able to locate any record of Crown Grants (full
ownership) being provided to these First Nation pre-emptors. 161
As such, there was little chance that the ?aqam people would have been able to
pre-empt the lands that would become the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands. The
pre-emption was process, as Harris and Cail assert, an inaccessible and
unattainable right in the 1860s and 1870s for First Nations peoples. Further,
even had the ?aqam successfully pre-empted, the possibility of securing a Crown
Grant to the land was equally as unlikely. Another point to consider is that those
First Nations who were able to pre-empt often did so with the assistance of
missionaries. ln the case of St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands, however, the very
159

160
161

See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 36
See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 205-206.
See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 177-179.
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missionaries who might have assisted them were the ones pre-empting their
lands.
Opinion 4: Areas of Concern regarding the Pre-emption of the Mission Farm
Lands
A number of sources including oral history recounted by Eider Mary Ann Michel,
documentation by Father Fouquet, information related to survey of the Mission
Farm Lands, and correspondence from the Department of lndian Affairs suggests
some important areas of concern regarding the pre-emption of the St. Eugene
Mission Farm Lands.
First, the oral history of Eider Maryanne Michel suggests that a white pre-emptor,
possibly Shaw, acted improperly in securing the lands that would become the
Mission Farm Lands. ln particular, Michel recounted that a white pre-emptor
burned a number of permanent houses or tepees and displaced a Ktunaxa family
off of the land. 162
Second, according to Fouquet in 1874, Shaw's claim had gone outside of his preemption boundaries. Fouquet described this deviation from the claim's
boundaries as including several barns as well some enclosed cultivated land that
did "not belong to the claim." 163
Third, Fouquet. in 1874, acknowledged the existence of lndian fields to the west
and east of Shaw's claim. 164 Later, when Surveyor William Ralph surveyed Lot 1
in 1877 he showed a 15 acre "lndianfield [sic]" adjacent to, and west of, Lot 1. ln
regard to the lndian field to the east of Shaw's claim, Ralph's survey showed an
"lndian Field" adjacent to, and east of, Lot 3. 165 However, when Lot 1063,
located adjacent to Lot 3 where this field had been, was pre-empted in 1890 by
Burns, the Survey Plan did not show an lndian field or any other lndian interests
described the area as "open prairie." 166
Fourth, Fouquet's correspondence from 1874 to 1877, suggests that Fouquet did
not understand the legal requirements of the pre-emption process as well as
whether or not he had actually acquired Shaw's pre-emption in a proper, legal
manner. 167
162
163

See Documents CAN000927; EXP-000030, pp. 4-5.
See Documents CAN-000729; CAN-000479; CAN000732; CAN000480.
164 See Documents CAN000732; CAN000480.
165 See Documents CAN000498; CAN000494, pp. 21-24, 31-32.
166
See Document CAN000577 [Survey Plan located on p. 13].
167 See Documents CAN-000729; CAN-000479; CAN000732; CAN000480; CAN000734;
CAN000482; CAN000738; CAN000487; CAN000743; CAN000493; CAN000496.
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Fifth, when Surveyor William Ralph surveyed Lot 1 in 1877, he advised that he
had altered the shape of the Shaw pre-emption from its original 20 chains by 80
chains to a newly configured 40 chains by 40 chains. This, Ralph noted, had
been done at the request of Fouquet. While this alteration maintained the
original 160 acre size of the lot, it allowed for the inclusion of "a strip of the land
abandoned by John Burns" putting "the Lot into a good shape. "168
The sixth and final area of concern, relates to questions regarding John
Galbraith's 1872 pre-emption of the area known as Joseph's Prairie (present-day
Cranbrook169 and some six miles from the Mission Farms Lands). Galbraith's
pre-emption, although not part of the Mission Farm Lands, speaks to the larger
suitability of the pre-emption process in the Kootenay region. ln a November 26,
1887 Letter from lndian Superintendent Powell to the Superintendent General of
lndian Affairs questioned as the legality of Galbraith's pre-emption, stating:
... The land on Joseph Prairie, about forty acres of medium quality, had been
occupied by Chief Joseph after whom the Prairie derives its name and as Isidore,
his successor, alleges thus descended to him. lt was, however, a few years ago,
pre-empted by John Galbraith (now deceased) who had sold it to Col. Baker, the
present owner. lsadore's story is that he did not interfere in the transaction
because Mr. Galbraith informed him that he had applied for the land to present
any other settler from taking it up, and he, lsadore, would still be the occupant,
and virtual owner.
Whatever Mr. Galbraith's intentions towards lsadore were ... but the tacts [sic] are,
that lsadore has been allowed to occupy it, without molestation, from the time he
succeeded to it, after Joseph's death until Mr. Galbraith sold the whole ranch to
Col Baker, and included with it the piece of land in question for which he held a
certificate of purchase from the Crown. Col. Baker at once applied for, and
obtained the Crown patent, so that at the time of our visit, and possibly at the
period of the Reserve Commissioners visit in 1884, the land had actually been
alienated and hence out of the question as an lndian reservation, though at the
time the Commissioner was of opinion that lsadore did not want it.

Powell further stated the following regarding the legality of Galbraith's preemption of Joseph's Prairie, noting that Chief lsadore:
... had the right of preoccupation of the land on Joseph Prairie, and it is doubtful
if, in view of a provision of the Land act, preventing the sale, or pre-emption of
land occupied by lndians, this particular piece first occupied for many years by

168 See Document SMT 6 (Tab 41 -Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014). For
a copy of Galbraith's 1872 Certificate of Pre-emption (the Sketch was not provided) see
Document CAN000726.
169 See Document EXP-000031, p. 2.
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Joseph, and then by lsadore could legally have been purchased by Mr.
Galbraith. 170

On December 14, 1887, the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs
responded to Powell's November 26th Letter, stating:
... that the Department should raise the.question of Col. Baker's legal title to this
piece of land, even supposing a Patent has been issued to him for the same,
inasmuch as the land, was unquestionably occupied and improved by the father
of Chief Isidore and by Chief Isidore himself for many years before it was deeded
to Col. Baker, and it was, therefore, under the land of British Columbia not
competent for the Government or that Province to sell the land to any White
man.111

The story of Galbraith's alleged impropriety with Joseph's Prairie raises
questions as to the suitability of the pre-emption process to protect lndian
interests in the Kootenay region. lt also lends further credibility to the story
recounted by Michel regarding the lands pre-empted under duress at the Mission
Farm Lands in the late 1860s.

110
111

See Document CAN000385.
See Document CAN000386.
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2. RESERVE CREATION HISTORY IN THE 19TH CENTURY FOR THE 1AQAM
WITHIN HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF RESERVE CREATION IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA
HISTORY OF FEDERAL JURISDICT/ON OVER "/ND/ANS AND LANDS
RESERVED FOR /ND/ANS"
Subsection 91 (24) Constitution Act. 1867
ln 1867, Canada obtained exclusive legislative jurisdiction over "lndians and
Lands reserved for lndians" pursuant to subsection 91 (24) of the Constitution
Act, 1867 (30 & 31 Viet., c. 3 (U.K.)). 112
British Columbia Terms of Union. 1871
Upon British Columbia's entry into Confederation in 1871, Article 13 of the British
Columbia Terms of Union, 1871 (Terms of Union) provided that:
The charge of the lndians, and the trusteeship and management of the lands
reserved for their use and benefit, shall be assumed by the Dominion
Government, and a policy as liberal as that hitherto pursued by the British
Columbia Government shall be continued by the Dominion Govemment after the
Union.
To carry out such policy, tracts of land of such extent as it has hitherto been the
practice of the British Columbia Government to appropriate for that purpose, shall
from time to time be conveyed by the Local Government to the Dominion
Govemment in trust for the use and benefrt of the lndians on application of the
Dominion Govemment; and in case of disagreement between the two
Governments respecting the quantity of such tracts of land to be so granted, the
matter shall be referred for decision of the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 173

172

See Document EXP-000006.
See Document SMT 46 (Tab 7 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
According to Cail, there was no mention of "lndians" in the origin~I union resolutions between
Canada and British Columbia. Article 13 would be added later in what Cail calls "a vain attempt
to effect a satisfactory division of responsibility between the two governments ... " [See Document
EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 187].
173
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HISTORY OF RESERVE ALLOTMENT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

British Columbia's Colonial Policy regarding Lands Reserved for lndians
ln 1858, Governor James Douglas outlined his policy for lands reserved for
lndians stating that they should "in all cases include their [lndians] cultivated
fields and village sites, for which from habit and association they invariably
conceive a strong attachment, and prize more, for that reason, than for the extent
or value of the land."174
ln 1859, Douglas' lndian policy on the mainland, was to provide First Nations with
"generous reserves" that were "to the extent of several hundred acres round
each village" with such land to be closed to pre-emption. 175
By 1861, Douglas instructed that "the extent of the lndian Reserves ... be defined
as they may be severally pointed out by the Natives themselves. 176
ln January 1864, Governor Douglas, when addressing the opening of the first
Legislative Council, discussed the progress made in allotting Reserves to some
of the Province's lndians, noting:
... The native lndian tribes are quiet and well disposed, the plan of forming
reserves of land, embracing village sites, cultivated fields, and favorite places of
resort of the several tribes, and thus securing them against the encroachment of
settlers, and forever removing the fertile cause of agrarian disturbances, has
been productive of the happiest effects on the minds of the natives.

Such Reserve lands were "to be held as the joint common property of the several
tribes, being intended for their exclusive use and benefit. .. " and could not be sold
or alienated by the lndians as title remained with the Crown. 177
lt should also be noted that Douglas also stated in his 1864 address that such
Reserve lands had been limited to "ten acres foreach family [sic]." 178 This
statement, seeming to go against his policy for generous Reserves, requires
further explanation. Firstly, Cole Harris argues that this was a misleading figure
perhaps meant to defend his generous practices in front of his fellow politicians
(who were notas inclined to generous Reserves). lndeed, ten years later, in a
Letter to lndian Superintendent Powell, Douglas admitted that the ten-acre per
family statistic had only been based on Reserves in the lower Fraser Valley and
174

See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 174. Cail quoting Douglas
directly.
175 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 34.
176 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 35.
177 See Document CAN000727, p. 12.
178 See Document CAN000727, p. 12.
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Vancouver Island. ln other parts of province "reserves in pastoral areas, where
Natives possessed many horses and cattle" that had been roughly traced out
were "laid out on a large scale ... ta allow sufficient space and range for their
cattle at all seasons. Douglas then in referencing a formula of ten acres per
family "made it easy ta miss or ignore the essence of Douglas's Native land
policy" - that he sought ta create generous Reserves for First Nations, and ta
treat them as equals before the law.1 79
11

ln spite of Douglas' "definite and coherent views" that lands were ta be
generously reserved for lndians, he left his successors with "a remarkably illdefined position." For example, few of Douglas' Reserves were surveyed and
none were gazetted. His instructions for laying out Reserves were often provided
verbally. This was, Cole Harris rightly points out, "a frail legacy in a colonial
context that was "bent on development, disinclined ta recognize any Native
rights, and more than prepared ta dismiss the Native land question altogether." 180
11

Following Douglas' retirement in 1864 much of Douglas' generous lndian land
policy, which was admittedly poor defined, would be abandoned in British
Columbia. Du ring this period from 1864 until British Columbia's. entry into
Confederation in 1871, the matter of lndian land policy "quickly passed into the
hands of local officiais, all of whom broadly represented the aspirations and
values of an incipient settler society." 181 Essentially, as Cole Harris asserts,
during this period British Columbia had "a Native policy run by settlers" that did
net recognize Aboriginal title to lands. 182 The face and voice of this settler
society was Joseph Trutch, who became the Chief Commissioner of Lands and
Works in April 1864.183
Within a month of Douglas' retirement the Legislative Council of British Columbia
passed a resolution that the lndian Reserves in the Okanagan were
"unnecessarily large" and "seriously interfering with the development of the
agricultural resources of the Colony." Thereafter, similar complaints were made
about Reserves in the Fraser Valley. During the subsequent years until British
Columbia's entry into Confederation, Trutch and the colonial government would
reduce a number of these "unnecessarily large" Reserves set aside by
Douglas. 184 lnterestingly, Peter O'Reilly, who later would allot the majority of
lndian Reserves in BC, including those of the Upper Kootenay, concurred that
Douglas' overly large Reserves were causing settlers "much inconvenience." 185
179

See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 43.
See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 44.
See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 45.
182 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 69.
183 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 45.
184 See Documents EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, pp. 56-58; EXP-000029, Cail,
Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 179-180.
185 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 58.
180
181
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British Columbia in the years leading up to Confederation also sought to limit
Reserves to approximately 10 acres per family. 186 ln reality, however, British
Columbia's Reserves were much smaller than this limit. ln 1871, at the end of
the colonial period, the province's 76 Reserves were "less than one acre per
lndian."187 Later, British Columbia would assert that the pre-Confederation
average for Reserve size was 6 acres per family. 188
British Columbia's Policy regarding Lands Reserved for lndians at Confederation
Following British Columbia's entry into Confederation in 1871, a dispute between
British Columbia and the faderai government emerged over the matter of how
lands were to be reserved for the lndians of the province.
As previously noted, under Article 13 of the 1871 Terms of Union, Canada
agreed to follow the "hitherto" policies and practices of the British Columbia
government without actually knowing what these policies and practices had
been. 189 The result, as Cole Harris argues, was that Confederation "had
created a new polarity." On one side was the federal government:
... prepared to exercise its custodial role over lndians, inclined to be liberal in its
treatment of them, and completely ignorant about British Columbia ...

Conversely, in the province of British Columbia there was:
... a group of men who previously had the running of lndian affairs much to
themselves and still controlled the allocation of provincial land, represented the
values and interests of settler society, and resented outside interference,
particularly when it cast aspersions on their former policies. 190

Canada, however, would soon discover that British Columbia's previous policies
and practices were not akin to its own in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories.
For example, First Nations on the Prairies had received between 160 and 640
acres per family as well as annuities from Canada. 191 ln contrast, British
Columbia repeatedly claimed that it was under no legal obligation to convey more
than ten acres per family for Reserves - claiming this as its "hitherto" practice
1se See Document EXP-000032, Hatris, Making Native Space, p. 68.
See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 190.
188 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, pp. 74-75.
189 The federal government's lack of understanding of British Columbia's pre-Confederation
lndian land policies is also discussed by Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 185-186 [EXP000029].
190 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 73.
191 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 185; 197.
187
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before Confederation. 192 As previously shown, however, British Columbia's 76
Reserves prior to Confederation were much smaller than 1O acres per family. 193
The result of the very different views of the federal and provincial governments
was a federal-provincial conflict that "tended to fossilize the Native land policies
worked out in British Columbia between Douglas's retirement and
Confederation. "194
Thereafter, in March 1873, Powell, the Dominion's Superintendent of lndian
Affairs for BC, put forth a federal Order in Council (OIC) stating that 80 acres of
average quality land be set aside for each family as Reserve lands. 195 British
Columbia responded that this was far tao large especially because it argued that
the pre-Confederation average for Reserve size was 6 acres per family. 196
Eventually, the provincial government would agree that "all future reserves for
lndians would be adjusted on the basis of twenty acres of land for each head of a
family" which the Dominion agreed to. Still to be worked out, however, were
issues of family size (which British Columbia argued should be defined as six
people per family) and whether 40 acres of land per family should be allotted in
dry, pastoral areas. Following several years of correspondence, the province
agreed that family size would not be defined and Canada agreed that twenty
acres per family would be the formula for the entire province. 197
As a side note which speaks to the attitude of the province of British Columbia
towards the idea of lndian Reserves, in 1874, the province put forth a version of
the Land Act that "made no provision for lndian reserves or lands for that
purpose." While the 1874 Land Act would be disallowed by the. federal
government, it nonetheless reflected British Columbia's earlier denial of
Aboriginal title as recognized by the Royal Proclamation (1763) in a
Memorandum, written by Joseph Trutch, dated January 29, 1870. 198
The agreement between Canada and British Columbia however was short lived
as tensions over how the new formula would apply to existing Reserves - many
which "did not contain five acres of land per head of family." 199 The result was
192

See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 73.
See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 190.
194 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 73.
195 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 194-195.
196 Cole Harris calls this "a spurious calculation made by dividing the acreage of the reserves the
province admitted had been conceded at Confederation by one-sixth of an estimate of the total
Native population in the province." [See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p.
75].
197 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 75.
198 See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, pp. 27; 182-183.
199 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 75.
193
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that from just after Confederation to the creation of the Joint lndian Reserve
Commission in 1876 "no reserves were allocated or adjusted in British
Columbia." 200
Establishment of the Joint lndian Reserve Commission (JIRCl
ln order to bring about "a settlement of the lndian Land question" in British
Columbia, the federal and provincial governments, in 1875, approved the
creation of a Joint lndian Reserve Commission (JIRC). A Memorandum attached
to a Canada OIC, dated November 10, 1875, highlighted the following
responsibilities for the JIRC:

1. That with a view to the speedy and final adjustment of the lndian Reserve
question in British Columbia on a satisfactory basis, the whole matter be
referred to three Commissioners, one to be appointed by the Govemment
of the Dominion, one by the Govemment of British Columbia, and the
third to be named by the Dominion and Local Governments jointly.
2. That the said Commissioners shall as soon as practicable after their
appointment meet at Victoria and make arrangements to visit with all
convenient speed, in such order as may be found desira~le, each lndian
Nation (meaning by Nation all lndian Tribes speaking the same language)
in British Columbia and after full inquiry on the spot into all matters
affecting the question, to fix and determine for each nation separately the
number, extent and locality of the Reserve or Reserves to be allowed to
it.
3. That in determining the extent of the Reserves to be granted to the
lndians of British Columbia, no basis of acreage be fixed for the lndians of
that Province as a whole, but that each Nation of lndians of the same
language be dealt with separately.
4. That the Commissioners shall be guided generally by the spirit of the
terms of Union between the Dominion and the Local Governments which
contemplates a Hliberal policy" being pursued towards the lndians, and in
the case of each particular nation regard shall be had to the habits, wants
and pursuits of such Nation, to the amount of territory available in the
reg ion occupied by them, and to the claims of the White settlers ... 201
ln a corresponding January 6, 1876 BC OIC the above responsibilities were
agreed to by the province of BC. 202
On August 25, 1876, the JIRC was provided with Dominion instructions for the
allotment of lndian Reserves, which stated:

200
201
202

See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 76.
See Document CAN-000363, pp. 1-8.
See Document CAN-000363, pp. 37-42
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While it appears theoretically desirable as a matter of general policy to
diminish the number of small reserves held by any lndian nation, and when
circumstances will permit to concentrate them on three or four large reserves,
thus making them more accessible to missionaries and school teachers, you
should be careful not even for this purpose to do any needless violence to
existing tribal arrangements, and especially not to disturb the lndians in the
possession of any villages, fishing stations, fur-trading posts, settlements or
clearings, which they may occupy and to which they may be specially
attached, and may be to their interest to retain. Again it would not be politic to
attempt to make any violent or sudden change in the habits of the lndians, or
that those who are now engaged in fishing,, stock-raising, or in any other
profitable branch of industry should be diverted from their present occupations
or pursuits, in order to induce them to turn their attention to agriculture. . .
Should circumstances require that the number of reserves for a particular
nation be three, or even more, from the fact of the nation being divided by
natural physical barriers, or from differences in the habits, pursuits and modes
of life of different portions of the nation or for other causes, you will in
determining the number of reserves to be assigned to any particular lndian
nation be guided rather by the special circumstances of that nation, their
habits, tastes, pursuits and physical surroundings, than by any fixed
theoretical rule. 203

Appointment of Gilbert Malcolm Sproat as lndian Reserve Commissioner
Following the dissolution of the Joint lndian Reserve Commission on February
23, 1877,204 Gilbert Malcolm Sproat was appointed the sole lndian Reserve
Commissioner on March 8, 1878, by Canada OIC 1878-0170. 205 As previously
noted, prier to Sproat's selection as the sole lndian Reserve Commissioner in
1878, he had been provided, as a member of the JIRC, with Dominion
instructions, dated August 25, 1876, for the allotment of lndian Reserves in
British Columbia. 206

Appointment of Peter O'Reilly as lndian Reserve Commissioner
On July 19, 1880, Canada OIC 1334 appointed Peter O'Reilly as lndian Reserve
Commissioner following Sproat's resignation. O'Reilly's duties at lndian Reserve
Commissioner were outlined as follows:

2oa See
204 See
2o5 See
20& See

Document EXP-000010.
Documents CAN000745; EXP-000011.
Document SCB 10 (Tab 19- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
Document EXP-000010.
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... the responsible duties connected with which consist mainly in ascertaining
accurately the requirements of the lndian Bands in that Province, to whom
lands have not been assigned by the late Commission, and allotting suitable
lands to them for tillage and grazing purposes.

Furthermore, O'Reilly was to "act on his own discretion, in furtherance of the joint
suggestions of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, representing the
provincial government, and the lndian Superintendent, representing the
Dominion government, as to the particular points to be visited, and Reserves to
be established." O'Reilly's authority to allot lands for Reserves was to require
joint approval by the provincial Commissioner of Lands and Works and the
federal lndian Superintendent for British Columbia, with any disagreement being
referred to the Lieutenant Governor of the Province, "whose decision should be
final and binding. "207
Prior to his appointment as lndian Reserve Commissioner, O'Reilly had worked
for the colonial and provincial governments in a number of capacities though
largely as a magistrate. 208 ln relation to the focus of this Report, O'Reilly was
the magistrate in the Kootenay when John Shaw pre-empted the 160 acres that
would become Lot 1 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands. ln fact, O'Reilly
signed and approved Shaw's application for pre-emption as well as his Certificate
of lmprovement. 209
ln describing O'Reilly's eighteen year tenure as lndian Reserve Commissioner,
Cole Harris describes him as "an agent of the Crown working quickly and
efficiently, interpreting his instructions and the law as he understood them,
making land decisions, and writing reports promptly." While at times, O'Reilly
was a "limited defender of Native rights" ultimately he "reflected the predominant
values of settler society" acting "as a trusted agenr of the settler focused
colonialism in which he lived and worked. Furthermore, O'Reilly "had to comply
with the provincial government's desire to allocate reserves quickly and
minimally." Such limitations were not difficult for O'Reilly to acceptas he was
prepared to grant some land, but the boundaries of his and, more basically, the
provincial government's generosity were narrow and insisted upon." 210
11

Instructions to O'Reilly, drafted by Deputy Superintendent General of lndian
Affairs Vankoughnet on August 9, 1880, advised the new Commissioner to:
... act in your discretion upon the joint suggestions of the Hon. the Chief Comr
of Lands & Works for British Columbia representing the Provincial Government

207
208
209
210

See
See
See
See

Document SCB 12 (Tab 21 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 217.
Documents CAN000712; CAN000719; CAN-000721; EXP-000008.
Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 186.
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and Mr. Powell ... lndian Supt. for that Province representing the Dominion
Government. ..
... ln allotting Reserve lands to each Band you should be guided generally by
the spirit of the terms of Union between the Dominion and local Governments
which contemplated a 1iberal policy" being pursued towards the lndians. You
should have special regard to the habits, wants and pursuits of the Band, to the
amount of territory in the Country frequented by it, as well as to the claims of
the White settlers (if any).
11

Vou should assure the lndians of the anxious desire of the Government to deal
justly and liberally with them in the settlement of their Reserves as well as in all
other matters ...
With regard to the views of the Govt [sic] on the land question. 1have the
honor to refer you to the documents in relation to this matter printed with the
Annual Report of the Dept. of the lnterior for 1875 and 1 have the honor to
request that you will act in the spirit thereof.The Government consider it of paramount importance that in the settlement of
the land question nothing should be done to militate against the maintenance of
friendly relations between the Govemment and the lndians, you should
therefore interfere as little as possible with any tribal arrangements being
specially careful not to disturb the lndians in the possession of any villages, fur
trading posts, settlements, clearings[,] burial places and fishing stations
occupied by them and to which they may be specially attached ...
...Vou should in making allotments of lands for Reserves make no attempt to
cause any violent or sudden change in the habits of the lndian Band for which
you may be setting part the Reserve land; or to divert the lndians from any
legitimate pursuits or occupations which they may be profrtably following or
engaged in, you should on the contrary encourage them in any branch of
industry in which you find them so engaged.
The claims to water privileges of Bands whose [sic] Reserves require irrigation
should be fully recognized by you and an ample provision of water should be
made for them ... 211

O'Reilly was also informed of Sproat's 1878 Report of Progress which stated that
the first requirement is to leave the lndians in the old places to which they are
attached." As well as interfering as little as was necessary for settling up the
11

11

211

See Document SMT 50 A-11: 2 (Tab 22 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014).
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country with white settlers permits, with the favourite resorts of the lndians, their
old ways, their councils and gatherings and their intertribal traffic ... "212

URGENT GALL FOR THE ALLOTMENT OF /ND/AN RESERVES IN THE
KOOTENA Y REGION
On June 30, 1880, William Fernie, the Government Agent, Kootenay District,
wrote to the Superintendent of lndian Affairs, Victoria, requesting that measures
be taken to alleviate the destitute situation faced by some lndians in the
Kootenay district with the decline of the buffalo hunt. ln response to this decline,
Fernie noted, some had turned to raising cattle and to the cultivation of the land
as their future prospects. While Fernie did not specifically request the allotment
of lndian Reserves, he did request that lndian Affairs act to "encourage and help
them [Kootenay lndians] to start small farms." Fernie also described the
Kootenay lndians as "always friendly disposed to the whites" and having
"behaved on the whole very well indeed." 213
An April 17, 1883 Letter from lndian Superintendent for BC Powell to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs discussed "the pressing urgency of
setting aside lands in Kootenay, Chilcotin, and on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island ... " Addressing this urgent need, however, was to be particularly difficult in
light of lndian Commissioner O'Reilly's leave for six months commencing May 1,
1883214 which was likely to allow two or three years to go by before these
districts would be attended to. This, the lndian Superintendent cautioned, would
result in "serious trouble ... long before the expiration of that period, if lands were
not reserved." As such, the lndian Superintendent requested "some other
arrangement. .. for reserving lndian lands during Mr. O'Reilly's absence." 215 No
evidence of another arrangement was located. O'Reilly would allot Reserves in
·
the Kootenay in 1884.
On July 14, 1883, the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works instructed A.S.
Farwell to proceed to and report on the Kootenay District so "the Government
[provincial] may be possessed of full information ... " of that area. Farwell was
also instructed to report "upon the number of lndians (if any?) who, by usage,

212

See Document EXP-000018. Cited in Kitselas First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para.
16, 142.
2 13 See Document CAN000799.
214 O'Reilly would miss the 1883 and 1885 field seasons "because of exhaustion" [See Document
EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 174). As will be noted, O'Reilly will allot the
Reserves in the Kootenay in the 1884 field season
215 See Document SMT 51 A-11: 3 (Tab 23 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014).
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may have claims for grazing or other purposes, upon the lands proposed to be
reclaimed, and generally upon lndian requirements in the locality." 216
Farwell's subsequent "Report on the Kootenay lndians," dated December 31,
1883, advised that:
On my arrivai in the Kootenay District, every white man 1conversed with, without
an exception, forcibly impressed on me the fact that the Kootenay lndians, as a
whole, were extremely dissatisfied with the unsettled stated of their land affairs ...

Farwell, considering it time sensitive, had communicated with the Kootenay
lndians in relation to their land claims and collected information as he was able.
ln regard to population figures, Farwell advised that a census of the Kootenay
lndians had not been completed "either by the lndian Department or anyone
else." Based on his unspecified sources, Farwell estimated the Kootenay lndians
to number about 800 men, women, and children with "450 British lndians
domiciled north of the international boundary, and 200 American lndians residing
in Idaho and Montana Territories; the remaining 150 lndians are migratory ... " Of
the 450 British lndians, Farwell advised that:
... 150 claim the Lower Kootenay as their country, from the boundary line, down
Kootenay river, and through Kootenay Land and its tributaries. The remaining
300 lndians consider the land along the Upper Kootenay River, from the
boundary line at Tobacco Plains northward, to the Lower Columbia Lake, as
theirs. The majority of these Upper Kootenays winter at St. Mary's Mission. This
Mission is, at present, presided over by the Rev. Father Fouquet, and is situated
on the right bank of St. Mary's River, about four miles from its confluence with
Kootenay River. ln the immediate vicinity of the church and mission buildings,
the lndians have erected fifty-five houses, which are occupied by their families
during the winter.

ln further describing the Upper Kootenay lndians, Farwell stated that they:
... now depend for their sustenance chiefly on their cattle, and the game and fish
that they can secure on the Upper Kootenay and Upper Columbia Rivers. These
lndians at present own about 400 head of cattle and some 500 horses ...
lsadore, the chief of the Upper Kootenays, resides on the right bank of the
Kootenay River, about eight miles below Galbraith's Ferry.

ln regard to the pressure for lands in the Kootenay by settler interests, Farwell
noted:
Numerous applications have also been filed for large tracts of meadow and ·
grazing land between the Kootenay and Columbia Rivers, by different parties,
21a

See Document EXP-000022.
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chiefly stock-raisers from the North-West Territory. These Indiens have been
anxiously awaiting, year after year, the arrivai of the "Commissioner," and are
particularly angry and disappointed at no action having been taken during the
past season towards defining their reserves ...
The Indien Reserve Commission will probably meet with more difficulty in
satisfactorily assigning the Upper Kootenay Reserves than has been
experienced in any other section of the Province. These lndians are in constant
communication with the aborigines south of the boundary line, and are
thoroughly acquainted with the vast extent of the American reservations ...
The Kootenay are also well acquainted with the manner of dealing with the
North-West Territory lndians, adopted by the Dominion Govemment. ..
lt is within the bounds of possibility that the undisturbed relations at present
existing, between the very few white residents of Kootenay District, and the
lndians may not be of long duration. The land complications above referred to
are daily increasing, and there is little doubt that next spring, a number of stockraisers and settlers will record land claims along the Upper Kootenay and
Columbia rivers. 1beg, therefore, to point out the grave necessity of settling the
lndian land claims in this district at the earliest possible date. lt is much to be
regretted that the proper authorities failed to take steps in this direction during the
past season, thereby permitting the difficulties, which have been known to exist
in that portion of the Province for many years past, to accumulate to a very
serious extent. 217

Former lndian Reserve Commissioner G.M. Sproat also accompanied Farwell to
the Kootenay. ln instructions from the provincial Secretary, dated July 12, 1883,
Sproat was told to proceed to the Kootenay "for the purpose of examining and
reporting upon that territory ... " so as to give the provincial government an
understanding of "value of the country for farming, grazing, mining, and other
economic purposes." Sproat was also instructed to "report upon the lndian
population, and indicate what lands (if any) may be required for the purpose of
lndian reserves." 218
ln Sproat's Report, dated January 7, 1884, he commented on a wide-range of
characteristics of the Kootenay District including the "lndian Land Question." ln
this regard, Sproat advised that "the continued neglect in adjusting the lndian
Land Question repulsed incoming capital and settlers ... " Dealing with the lndian
Land Question in 1884, Sproat stated, was necessary for the District to move
forward from a settlement perspective in 1885. However, Sproat did not consider

217

See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24-Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
21a See Document EXP-000021.
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it wise to make inquiries as to lndian Reserves because there was no one in
Kootenay to represent the Dominion Government in lndian land matters." 219
On April 10, 1884, the lndian Reserve Commission (most likely Commissioner
O'Reilly) wrote to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works recommending, in
light of his proposed visit to Kootenay for the purpose of defining the lndian
11
Reserves, that "no application to pre-empt, or purchase land in that locality
should be granted, except subject to what may be deemed necessary for the
lndians."220 By this time, however, Lots 1, 2 and 3 of the St. Eugene Mission
Farm Lands had already been pre-empted.

ALLOTMENT OF UPPER KOOTENA Y /ND/AN RESERVES- IR NO. 1
On July 7, 1884, lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly met with Chief Isidore
and 22 other members of the Kootenay lndians at Wild Horse Creek. O'Reilly
explained that the abject of his visit to allot lndian reserves and that while it was
the wish of the Government "to give the lndians all the land required for
agricultural pasture or timber purpose, 11 it was also 0 not considered advisable to
make the whole country an lndian Reserve." O'Reilly further stated that he came
"as a friend to protect lndians interests, not to take anything away from them."
Chief Isidore responded that he and his people did not want to be confined to
one Reserve due to the various lands in which they held an interest including
along the St. Mary's River where their horses ran. 221
ln regard to the above meeting, on July 9, 1884, Father Fouquet of the St.
Eugene Mission wrote to O'Reilly advising that the Kootenay lndians did not
understand the "matter" of lndian Reserves but following Fouquet's explanation
"seem[ed] to understand what was a reservation and the necessity of painting out
to you the lands they wish to be reserved for themselves." Fouquet also
estimated that the "Kootenays from St. Mary river to Columbia lake number
11
between 400 and 450 souls and had "between 300 and 400 heads of cattle and
400 or 500 horses." Fouquet expected that lsidore's tribe would continue to
increase in size. 222
On July 26, 1884, O'Reilly met again with Chief Isidore and nine of his people.
At this meeting, O'Reilly reiterated that he had corne to allot Reserve lands for
the Upper Kootenay as there were "numbers of white men coming into the
See Document EXP-000024.
See Document SMT 49 A-11 :4 (Tab 25 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014).
221 See Documents SMT 52 (Tab 26 - Claimanfs Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000364.
222 See Document SMT 53 {Tab 27 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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country, and it will soon be filled up with them ... " O'Reilly requested that Chief
Isidore "point out the best land [that] he knows of so that 1[O'Reilly] can reserve it
for you ... " But, O'Reilly cautioned, again, that Chief must not expect that O'Reilly
could give him "the whole country." Chief Isidore and O'Reilly then discussed the
matter as follows:
Chief Isidore: We have a great number of horses & cattle and we would like to
get as much land as possible. We should like it to be as close to the Mission as
possible. 1want all the country from Bull river to abt [sic] 3 miles below Wolf Ck
[sic] on both sides of the Kootenay River (Wolf ck is abt 15 miles up the river
from Galbraiths, Bull R. about 18 below Galbraith) ln the winter time we have to
pick out the best places on a [sic] account of snow. We winter our horse on
Tobacco Plains where the snow is light. We shall be glad to have our reserve
laid off soon, as we don't want too many white men near us as they do wrong
sometimes, and it is charged to us.
Commissioner O'Reilly: 20 years ago 1though the land north of St. Marys [sic]
river the most desirableplace for an lndian reservation. 1wish you had not asked
for so much for it is three or four times more than you require. 1want to ride over
the land and see what is good, where it is fit for agricultural purpose 1 propose to
give you plenty with adjoining grazing land.
Chief Isidore: 1don't think what 1have asked is tao much, it is only a small
piece. You could ride over it all this afternoon. We want no delay.
Commissioner O'Reilly: When 1was here before 1wanted and lnterpreter and
proposed Mclaughlin, Phillips Galbraith and Father Fouquet to all of which you
objected. lt is you who have delayed the settlement of your reserve 1know 1
could not examine the land you asked for in half a day.
Chief Isidore: The people of Tobacco Plains have only got a small reserve, and
you may have trouble there soon. lt will be the same here.
Commissioner O'Reilly: The Govt [sic] recognize you as Chief and so long as
you are Chief there will be no trouble.
Chief Isidore: The 1ndians are not ta blame, it is because the white men came
and crowded us out.
Commissioner O'Reilly: lt is to prevent that 1came to layout your reserves. 1
cannot tell how long by your reserve will be until 1[s]ee the land. 1know you aré
busy, it is not necessary that all your people accompany me, 1 recognize you as
the Chief, and you can act for them. 1will camp tomorrow on St. Mary's river, and
will not pledge myself to anything until 1have examined the land.
Chief Isidore: 1know all that land, it is all good. 1should like the reserve to be
defined today. You were not asked by us tô corne to lay off the reserve. We
have not seen the Queen tho [sic] you say the land belongs to her...
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Commissioner O'Reilly: How can 1tell you where your reserve will be before 1
see the land[?] The country belongs to the Queen not to individual white men or
lndians.
Chief Isidore: We did not send for the white men to corne and take our country.
Commissioner O'Reilly: The white men are here, and it is to protect you that 1
corne here. The Govt must think it of importance to you when they send me all
the way from Victoria to see you. With a view to knowing what you require, 1
want to know how many lndians you have in your tribe, and the number of cattle
and horses.
Chief Isidore: 1know all the people here, but do not know all those who are
coming to settle with us. (Meaning those over the boundary line.)

Commissioner O'Reilly: Those are provided for in their own country.
Chief Isidore: 1don't care about giving the numbers of horses and cattle 1have.
Commissioner O'Reilly: If you have not sufficient land for them you must not
blame me. 1cannot judge how much you require if 1do not know. The number is
a basis to calculate the amount required.
Chief Isidore: When you know how many cattle and horse we have, and how
many lndians there are, you will only give us a small piece of land as you did at
Tobacco Plains. 1don't know how many there are.

Commissioner O'Reilly: The Govt require a census both of white & Indiens as
that they can see if the country is improving 1think you don't wish to give it, if
there is a mistake made you will be responsible for it. 1asked you for it a fortnight
aga, and you say you are in a hurry to settle the matter. Vou told me before you
did not know how many children you had, and 1 have written it in my notes. 223

According ta Mary Ann Michel's oral history of the meeting with governmental
officiais for the allotment of Reserves, Chief lsadore specifically commented on
the Mission Farms Lands, stating:
... the fiat between, along the two cliff where those missionaries make their home,
my people have made their home for years, they even build their log houses
there which was set to fire by your people which we told the law maker and
nothing was done ... 1want that land as a Reserve too, the missionaries are
welcome to stay but 1want it as Reserve land so that my people will build their

See Documents SMT 52 (Tab 26- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000365.
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houses there again, it's one of the permanent home for my people for hundred
[sic] of years. "224

Michel's account further confirms Chief lsadore's requests for a large amount of
land as well as his assertions of sovereignty over the land in the Kootenay
reg ion. 225 Chief lsadore's request for the Mission Farm Lands was not
referenced in any other governmental records, including those of O'Reilly.
On November 19, 1884, O'Reilly forwarded, for the approval of the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, "rough sketches, and minutes of decision of
the lndian Reserves made by [O'Reilly] in the Kootenay district during this past
summer." O'Reilly also confirmed that none of the Reserves allotted had
"encroached on lands claimed by any settler. "226
O'Reilly's attached Minutes of Decision described Kootenay lndian Reserve (IR)
No. 1 for the Upper Kootenay lndians as consisting of approximately 18, 150
acres "situated at the mouth of the S! Mary's river, Kootenay district. "227 The
Sketch of IR No. 1 also shows Lots 1, 2 and 3 of St. Eugene's Mission Farm
Lands showing an "lndn [lndian] Village," as well as the "RC [Roman Catholic]
Mission," within Lot 1 [Figure 10].228

224
22s
22s

221

22a

See
See
See
See
See

Document CAN000932, pp. 29, 38.
Document CAN000932, pp. 29-42.
Document EXP-000025, p. 1.
Document EXP-000025, p. 2.
Document EXP-000025, p. 3.
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O'Reilly sent a further Letter to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works on
December 10, 1884 advising generally on his visit to the Kootenay to allot lndian
Reserves. O'Reilly advised:
You may not be aware, that prior to my visit to Kootenay, no reservations had
been defined, and but very little land occupied by white settlers; the lndian
claimed to be, and virtually were, in possession of the whole district, cultivating
such portions as they pleased, and pasturing their cattle, and horses in the most
favored spots. lt was therefore my duty as lndian Reserve Commissioner, to
define what land was necessary for them, having regard to their habits, wants,
and pursuits, and to deal liberally with them; and 1may here remark that 1had the
utmost difficulty in persuading the Kootenays to agree to the boundaries fixed on
by me, and which they look upon as meagre in the extrema, compared with the
million[s] of acres set apart by the United States Government for American
lndians, a few miles South of the line ...
That 1 have not overestimated the requirements of the lndians will be admitted by
any disinterested persan acquainted with the character of the country; and with
the number of cattle owned by the Kootenays upon which they must in future
depend in a large measure for food, the buffalo east of the mountains being now
almost extinct. The amount of cultivable land within the reserves is extremely
limited, and is found only in small patches whereas a large area is of little or no
value. Had 1included with the reserve all the scattered patches of land cultivated
by the lndians on the banks of the Kootenay River, the acreage would be largely
in excess of the returns fo1Warded to you in my letter of the 25th of November;
that return shows only the cultivable land lying within the boundaries of the
reserves. 1consider that in the interests of both the whites and the lndians, it is
well wherever practicable, to do away with isolated patches, and in lieu thereof
give an equal amount of land in blacks, where the lndians can reside
permanently and not be brought into conflict with whites. The amount of land
cultivated by the Kootenay lndians prior to my visit cannot 1submit be taken as
indicating their abilities or requirements. Much of this tribe desired to engage in
agricultural pursuits, they could not be expected to do so until their land had been
defined. 229

On December 16, 1884, O'Reilly also wrote to the Supt. General of lndian Affairs
reporting on his trip to the Kootenay and specifically his meeting with Chief
Isidore and "most of his tribe. n O'Reilly stated that he explained the nature of his
visit and "invited them to shew [sic] me what lands they most desired to have
reserved." This, however, was deferred owing to what O'Reilly deemed the
"excessive demands" of the Upper Kootenay as well as not having a "competent
interpreter.n As such, O'Reilly proceeded to Tobacco Plains and did not return to
the Upper Kootenay until July 22nd when he again met with Chief Isidore and his
people. O'Reilly described the discussions as follows:
229

See Document EXP-000026.
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The Chief stated, again and again, that he would not accept any limits to his
reservation unless they included the whole valley of the Kootenay and Columbia
rivers (from the International boundary line), and followed the base of the Rocky
Mountains to the Boat landing on the Columbia river ...
1informed the chief that 1could not accede to any such demand as that made by
him, nor could 1form any idea of what was necessary for the requirements of the
tribe, until 1 had visited the land. After a good deal of persuasion he promised to
accompany me on the following day.
This examination occupied several days, and at length 1decided upon the limits
of Reservation No 1 ...

O'Reilly then described IR No. 1 as:
... bounded by the S! Mary's and Kootenay rivers, both of which are accessible to
cattle; there are a few Alkali lakes but no running streams. lt contains 18, 150
acres; of this some 5000 acres are of small value, being partly wash gravel fiats
on the s1 Mary's river, extending the whole length of the southern boundary; and
the remainder of the ridge of rough, stoney, lightly timbered land, situated in the
center of the reserve. The principal value of this reservation is the range to the
west, containing approximately 5000 acres of excellent bunch grass; and the
swamp lands to the East, on the banks of the Kootenay, from which a good
supply of hay can be obtained. Should the reclamation scheme ... prove a
success, this low stretch of bottom land (which is overflowed during the greater
part of the summer) may become of considerable value.
On this reserve, at the time of my visit, about 16 acres were cultivated without
irrigation; the soil is poor, and gravelly, and crops are consequently light.

At this time, O'Reilly also numbered the Upper Kootenay population at 287 with
2511 herses, and 618 cattle. ln summing up his Letter to the Supt. General,
O'Reilly again reiterated that he "experienced very great difficulty in dealing with
the lndians of Kootenay country" with "their demands for large tracts of land ... "
ln spite of this, O'Reilly contended that the Upper Kootenay had in the end
"appeared satisfied with the allotments made for them, and which, 1believe, will
not materially interfere with. white settlement. "230
Several years later, in October 1886, Kootenay IR No. 1 was surveyed at 17,425
acres by Surveyor E.M. Skinner. Skinner's Field Notes would also show Lots 1,
2 and 3 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands. Lot 1 of the Mission Farm Lands
was shown to conta in a village of houses as well as a Church [Figure 11].231
230

.

See Documents SCB 13 (Tab 29- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000366.
231 See Documents SCB 16 (Tab 32- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
EXP-000027 [Sketch Plan [Figure 11] on p. 43).
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Figure 11 - Sketch showing Lots 1, 2, and 3 from
FBBC358 CLSR BC, dated October 1886

The resulting Survey Plan (ATBC55 CLSR BC) also showed Lots 1, 2, and 3 of
the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands. Once again, Lot 1 was shown to contain
houses and a Church [Figure 12]. As previously noted, these houses
represented the lndian Village on the St. Eugene's Mission Farm Lands. This
Survey Plan of IR No. 1 was signed by O'Reilly and the Chief Commissioner of
Lands and Works on June 1O, 1887. 232

232

See Document SCB 16, p. 1 (Tab 32- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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Figure 12 - Survey Plan ATBC55 CLSR BC showing
Lots 1, 2, and 3 (St. Eugene Mission, dated 1887

CORRESPONDENCE CALL/NG FOR MORE SU/TABLE RESERVES FOR THE
KOOTENA Y /ND/ANS

An October 1885 anonymous Letter to the Editor in The British Colonist stated
that while the lndians of the Kootenay had been granted Reserves, many had
settlements that were outside these Reserves. As an example, the Letter
pointed out that:
... the chief (Chief lsadore] of the tribe has over a hundred cattle and three
hundred horses, a good house, and a fenced farrn on the banks where he grows
wheat, oats, hay potatoes, etc. He also has another piece of land on "Joseph's
Prairie," which he cultivates ...

Such settlements, "cultivated and fenced for years" outside the Reserve
boundaries, were creating uncertainty as to how these lands would be dealt with
in the context of white settlers. The Letter further noted that lndians had "no one
ta direct them [how] to take possession" of their Reserves yet. 233

233

See Document CAN000823.
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lndian Commissioner O'Reilly addressed these concerns in a December 10,
1885 Letter stated that while there were "several small patches of cultivated land"
held by the Kootenay lndians, it had been "impossible to include [them] within the
reservation." Furthermore, Chief Isidore, O'Reilly noted, had "said he would not
require" his lands on the Kootenay River or at Joseph's Prairie. Lastly, O'Reilly
clarified that the "lndian village south of St. Mary's river'' was situated on the
"property of Revd. Father Fouquet of the St. Eugene Mission." 234
ln response to the claims of discontent of the Kootenay lndians as to their
reserves not includijng the "lands on which they have their houses erected and
their improvements," lndian Superintendent Powell, in a December 15, 1885
Letter, argued that these claims were exaggerated and thus unworthy of any
serious attention. Powell also discussed the need for an lndian Agent who could
direct the lndians as to their Reserve lands. 235
ln a Letter dated January 13, 1886, O'Reilly commented that the Reserves that
he set aside for the Kootenay lndians had been protested by the provincial
government as "too great [in] value, and altogether in excess of the requirements
of the lndians." O'Reilly further stated that as the Reserves had been approved
by the province the lndians could proceed to take possession of them. 236
ln an August 28, 1886 Letter, Col. Baker237 advised the lndian Commissioner for
BC on his view of the lndian Reserve situation in the Kootenay, noting that all
was not well in this regard. ln particular, Baker stated:
Taking the lndian side of the case we find that until late years the Kootenay
lndians were in practical possession of the whole land of the District [and] were
accustomed to roam at will with their herds of stock. They now find themselves
being gradually hemmed in by the white men, large tracts of lands have
consequently been set aside by the Government on a very liberal scale, as
lndian Reserves, but the lndians have not been definitely informed upon what
terms they are to occupy them ...
... they are ... jealous of his [the white man's] encroachments [and] loth to
relinquish their habituai wandering with their herds, at the various seasons, to the
choice spots of grazing grounds in numerous parts of the District. They have
been in the habit of moving from place to place at the different seasons like
flights of birds [and] of taking off the cream of the grazing at each place. ln some
places they have erected rough canais [and] fenced in small gardens (not on the
See Document CAN000826.
See Document CAN000827.
23s See Document CAN000830.
237 As will be subsequently noted, Col. Baker was a local land holder and Member of the
Provincial Parliament for the Kootenay District. ln particular, Baker's attempt to purchase 3000
acres known as Joseph's Prairie would be a source of dissatisfaction to the Upper Kootenay
lndians and influence the decision to allot further reserves for the Upper Kootenay in 1887.
234

23s
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present reserves) which they occupy for two or three months in each [and] then
move to similar settlements somewhere else.
They have now to face the probability of being confined to their Reserves, and
not liking the prospect, they wish to test the firmness of the Government. ..

Such uncertainty, Baker argued, was creating tension between settlers and
lndians of the Kootenay District, where:
With the jealous feeling in his [the settler's] mind that too large a track of land has
already been granted to the lndians as a reserve this additional right to the them
[the lndians] of grazing down the land adjoining his [the settler's] ranch produces
a feeling of profound irritation [and] antagonism. To remedy this arrogance the
white settler, perhaps, purchases the adjoining grazing land but the lndians
refuse to stop bring their herds there, on the plea that they have been
accustomed so do so from time immemorial.
When the white settler has purchased the land he can, of course, legally drive
the lndian herds away but this obliges him to go to the expense of constantly
herding his cattle and he is almost certain to lead to feuds with the lndians.
ln some cases where land, (not on the lndian Reserves) has been purchased
[and] whereon there exist rough lndian corrals [and] fences, the lndians refuse to
move.
Here there are cases which have occurred [and] are likely to occur in greater
numbers as more white settlers enter the country [and] which are certain to breed
feuds between the white settlers [and] the lndian unless some definite settlement
of the question is promptly arrived at.

Baker's solution to the matter was to first ensure that a "sufficient amount of land
has been granted to the Kootenay lndians as Reserves" and then enforce their
confinement to these Reserves. ln regard to this confinement, Baker
recommended "a considerable force" of around 250 NWMP in the region - with
50 posted at the R.C. Mission [St. Eugene Mission]. 23B
On September 21, 1886, Michael Phillipps 239 advised the lndian Commissioner
for BC on the poor nature of the relationship between settlers and lndians in the
Kootenay District. The Kootenay lndians, Phillipps noted, "lose no opportunity of
letting the settlers know that the land be longs to them [and] that the settlers only
remain by their permission." Because this current state of affairs was "simply

See Document CAN000367.
Phillipps was a local settler and would later become the lndian Agent in the Kootenay [See
Document EXP-000001].
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becoming unbearable," Phillipps requested that the lndian Commissioner "act
promptly" to address these tensions. 24 0
ln October 1886 Surveyor Skinner commenced the survey of Kootenay IR No. 1
"on St. Marys [sic] and Kootenay Rivers." Skinner described Kootenay IR No. 1
as follows in a Letter to the Superintendent General of lndian Affairs:
... This is the largest of the Kootenay Reserves and contains seventeen thousand
four hundred and twenty five (17,425) acres mostly good grazing but having
some seven hundred acres of good land for cultivation. Only about fifty have
been cultivated and but little of that last season. There are about six hundred
acres of land subject to over flow from the Kootenay and St. Marys [sic] Rivers.
An lndian cuts wild grass for hayon part ofthis. lt would be very easy to take
water from the St Marys on to the higher land which with irrigation would be very
productive.

Skinner did not reference the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands. 241
A further Letter, from Aylmer & Humphrey, Cranbrook, dated October 9, 1886,
also commented on the "unsettled state of the lndians" in the Kootenay District
advising that the lndians were asserting "that the whole country belongs to them
and that they are to dictate to the white settler." lt was opinion of Aylmer &
Humphrey that the "lndian reserve question should be promptly settled and on a
liberal scale." They also reiterated Baker's assessment that the Kootenay
lndians should be confined to Reserves and that an "exhibition of force in
sufficient numbers" should thereafter be utilized to influence them. Lastly, they
recommended the area between the Elk and Bull Rivers as "an extremely liberal
and suitable location as an lndian reserve." They even suggested that the St.
Eugene Mission could be transferred there at some point, should a Reserve be
allotted in that area. 242
ln a Letter dated November 18, 1886, lndian Commissioner for BC {at times also
referred to as the lndian Superintendent for BC) Powell reported on his visit to
the Kootenay District in August and September of 1886. The lndian
Commissioner discussed his meeting with Chief Isadora and the Upper Kootenay
at the St. Mary's River in September~ ln regard to Joseph's Prairie, Powell
described these as some 3000 acres that the late Chief Joseph had settled and
where Chief Isadora now resided and did not want to lose. This land had also
been applied for by Col. Baker which was a "bone of contention and cause of
[lsadore's] dissatisfaction." The lndian Commissioner further noted that the
Upper Kootenay people "were in unison in demanding that the whole stretch of
country from Bull River to Wolf Creek should be assigned to them." ln regard to
24 0
241
24 2

See Document CAN000368.
See Document CAN000512.
See Document CAN000369.
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the Reserve originally allotted by O'Reilly in 1884, the lndian Commissioner said
it was "not at all acceptable ... and not sufficient as there is a large quantity of the
land that is stony and useless." Powell argued, however, that this was "clearly
their [the Upper Kootenay's] own fault" as they had not provided O'Reilly with
census information or the number of their stock. The lndian Commissioner then
outlined some measures, including securing additional Reserve lands, that could
be taken address the discontent of Chief lsadore and the Upper Kootenay as well
as other Bands in the District. 243
On November 29, 1886, the Department of lndian Affairs recommended that the
province of British Columbia be contacted to request the suspension of lands for
sale to white settlers throughout the country which Isidore, Chief of the Upper
Kootenay's at St Mary's River, claims for his Band between Bull River and Wolf
Creek." This included suspending Col. Baker's purchase of the 3000 acres at
Joseph's Prairie that Chief Isidore also claimed. Further, any lands on which the
1ndians have made improvements outs ide of the limits of the Reserve allotted to
them by Mr. O'Reilly" were to be exempted from sale" until the satisfactory
resolution of the "lndians' claims." Finally, lndian Reserve Commissioner
O'Reilly along with the lndian Superintendent for BC were to go to the Kootenay
District to meet with the lndians ' to corne to some settlement about their land
claims. "244
11

11

11

1

A Letter dated March 15, 1887 from Arthur Fenwick, Wild Herse (Kootenay), to
lndian Superintendent Powell stated that Chief Isidore sought to have lands "from
the St. Mary to the Skookum Chuck on the other side of the Kootenay [river]." 245
ln a March 22, 1887 Letter from lndian Superintendent Powell to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, Powell recommended "that some
further concessions of land should be made to lsodore [sic] ... " Mr. Vowell (the
lndian Agent, Kootenay Agency 246), Powell advised, was on his way to get a
correct census of lsadore's band and ascertain their number of stock as well.
There was no doubt, conceded Powell, that the lndians consider that they are
being crowded out, and lsadore having an old claim to land preempted by Col.
Baker, personally considers himself badly used." 247
11

Col. Baker wrote to the Attorney Gene rai, British Columbia, on April 27, 1887
calling attention to the "gravity of the situation in the Upper Kootenay Valley and
to the danger in the prolonged delay in settling the lndian question ... " Baker then
243

See Document CAN000370, pp. 8-27. The lndian Commissioner's visit was also discussed in
a very similar DIA Memorandum dated December 24, 1886 (See Document CAN000372].
244 See Document CAN000371.
245 See Document CAN000373.
246 See Document EXP-000001.
241 See Document CAN000374.
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summarized events to that point including Farwell's visit in 1883, the allotment of
Kootenay IR No. 1 by O'Reilly in 1884, the increased settlement in the Kootenay
District, and the dissatisfaction of Isadora and his people with their Reserve and
the thereafter. ln regard to the latter, Baker advised that white settlers had
begun "to pour into the country [and] these pieces of land [used by the lndians for
camping, some being roughly fenced], which were outside the reserves were
taken up by pre-emption and purchase." Baker also stated that while the
govemment and settlers had believed the Reserve question dealt with by
O'Reilly's 1884 allotments, this was the "opposite view' of the lndians in the
Kootenay. ln recounting Commissioner Powell's meeting with Chief Isidore in the
autumn of 1886, Baker stated how Chief Isidore:
... said that it was for him to say what land he would grant the Queen [and] not
that she should dictate to him. He then demanded as a reserve what was
practically the greater part of the land in the whole valley.

Baker also noted that the lndians had "refused to allow white settlers to eut rails
[and] do work on their pre-emption[s] [and] are practically in command of that
portion of the district [the Upper Kootenay Valley]." 248
On July 13, 1887, lndian Superintendent Powell wrote to the Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs advising again on his meeting with Isadora in the
autumn of 1886. Powell noted that Isadora had again stated that the existing
Reserve was too small and "wholly inadequate" as already "all of the arable land
is taken up." Isadora also reiterated that he wanted his field on Joseph's Prairie.
While Powell agreed that the Reserve "appeared too small" and "inadequate for
the requirements of the band" due to the "great quantity of useless and stoney
ground," he advised that he was not authorized to deal with lndian lands. ln this
regard, Powell appointed Mr. Phillips to act as an lndian Agent and to take a
census of their population and number of stock. ln sum, Powell argued that the
land difficulties with Isadora and his people needed to be "promptly adjusted" and
if the land lsadore sought could not be acquired than it would be necessary to
buy the lands of some other settlers. 249
On July 15, 1887, lndian Superintendent Powell advised the Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs that he did not anticipate any difficulty in gaining the
consent of the province to "increasing the reserve for lsadore's Band ... " Powell
was to accompany the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, F.G. Vernon, to
the Kootenay to "act definitely and finally in adjusting the land troubles ... " in the
Kootenay District. 2so

See Document CAN000375.
See Document CAN000376.
2so See Document CAN000513.
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On July 16, 1887, Michael Phillips (lndian Agent for the Kootenay Agency 251 )
wrote to Powell, Supt. lndian Affairs, Victoria, on his meeting with Chief lsadore
and "some of the leading lndians." Phillips, summarized lsadore's complaints,
and argued that "lsadore's demands as to land were as usual altogether too
large" as he requested lands "from Skookum Chuck to a place opposite the
mount of Bull River." Particularly, Isadora sought "his ranch down the river with a
small tract of land round it for Paulius [and] his near relatives, he says Joseph
owned it before him, [and] that he is attached to the spot." Generally, Phillips
described the Upper Kootenay as "over 200 in number'' and there was "no doubt
that the present reservation [Kootenay IR No. 1] is too small." ln response,
Phillips inqùired as to the possibility of securing further lands for bath lsadore and
the Upper Kootenay, requesting:
... If it is possible to procure lsadore's lower farm from him [and] to give the others
an addition to their land on the St. Mary's river the matter can be easily settled ...
Shortly - What 1 have to recommend is this - that if possible you allow to Isadora
[and] his near relatives his lower farm on the West side of the Kootenay River
(Joseph Ranch) with a suitable amount of hay [and] grazing land for his rather
large band of horses, and cattle ...
Also that a considerable addition of land be made to the present reservation on
the St. Mary's River. From the St. Mary's River to Skookum Chuck is at all too
large for them [and] their stock. 1 need hardly add that they cannot live on the
present small reservation the greater part of which is simply waste land. Even on
the apparently large tract between the St. Mary's River [and] Skookum Chuck
here are only small spots here [and] there that can be used for farms ... 252

Phillips' Report was forwarded to the Superintendent General for lndian Affairs
by Superintendent Powell on July 28, 1887. ln doing so, Powell agreed that
Chief Isadora "should have the land upon which he resides for the reason that he
and Chief Joseph before him have lived upon it and obtained hay for their cattle
there ... " This, Powell added, would also be an easy way in which "to add to the
St. Mary's Reserve for the band generally." 253
A provincial Minute of Decision, approved August 31, 1887, affirmed the
recommendation of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works that the
adequacy of lndian Reserves set aside by O'Reilly in the Kootenay District be
investigated by the lndian Reserve Commissioner and the Chief Commissioner
of Lands and Works. This decision had been based on information from settlers,
Col. Baker and Gold Commissioner/Stipendiary Magistrate Vowell that some
Reserves set aside by O'Reilly in the Kootenay were "inadequate to the
See Document EXP-000001.
See Document CAN000379.
253 See Document CAN000514.
2s1
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requirements of the lndian population, and requesting that the said reserves may
be increased in order to establish good feeling between the whites and
natives. "254
On September 1, 1887, lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly wrote to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs on the matter of the re-adjustment of
certain Reserves in the Kootenay District that had been deemed "inadequate to
the requirements of the lndian population." O'Reilly detailed the allotments that
he made in 1884, noting that they were "the largest in area, and the most
valuable that have been allotted by me to any tribe since assuming the duties of
lndian Reserve Commissioner." Further, these Reserve had in fact been
protested by white settlers in the Kootenay as too large. ln the end, however,
these Reserves had been deemed, by local officiais and settlers, "ample for the
requirements of the lndians" but "not in excess of their just claims. O'Reilly also
advised that Chief Isidore had "expressed himself satisfied with the amount of
land 1proposed to give them; and stated they 1had been more liberal with them
than he had expected." As previously noted, and here again affirmed by O'Reilly,
the Kootenay lndians had made excessive demands for land and virtually
claimed the entire Kootenay Valley ... " ln spite of this, O'Reilly indicated that he
did not "abject in any way to the enlargement of these reserves; provided the
Provincial Government is prepared to sanction such enlargement; at the same
time 1 repeat that according to the basis upon which reserves have in the past
been defined in British Columbia, the Kootenay lndians were liberally dealt with
and at the time of the allotment of their reserves were perfectly satisfied. "255
11

11

A September 13, 1887 Department of lndians Affairs Letter advised that O'Reilly,
the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, and lndian Superintendent Powell
were on their way to the Kootenay District "with a view to the settlement of the
land difficulty with the lndians. 2ss
11

See Document CAN000518.
See Document CAN000381.
256 See Document CAN000524.
254
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ALLOTMENT OF FURTHER UPPER KOOTENA Y RESERVES- IR NOS. 4, 5
AND6
Thereafter, on September 27, 1887, lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly
allotted the following additional three Reserves to the Upper Kootenay lndians:
•
•

•

IR No. 4 (680 acres) "situated near the right bank of the Kootenay river, about
eight miles South of Galbraiths Ferry, and known as lsidores ranche [sic];
IR No. 5 (160 acres) "situated on the trail between Josephs Prairie and
Tobacco Plains, about nine miles South of the former, and nearly opposite
the mouth of the Bull River"; and
IR No. 6 (198 acres) "situated [on] Burnmers Flat, on the left bank of the
Kootenay river, opposite Reserve No. 1, and about three miles above the
mouth of the St. Marys River."257

O'Reilly, in writing to the Superintendent-General of lndian Affairs on October 15,
1887, advised that these three new had been allotted following a "thorough
examination of the lndian lands" by himself as well as the Chief Commissioner of
Lands and Works and Superintendent Powell. Problematically, O'Reilly admitted
that these new Reserves had been allotted without actually conferring with Chief
Isidore or the majority of his Band as they were away purchasing winter
provisions. As a result, the decision of the Commission regarding the three
additional Reserves was to be declared to Chief Isidore by Superintendent
Powell (later to be completed by Major Steele of the NWMP). The allotment of
the three new Reserves totaling 1,038 acres had been done, O'Reilly stated,
"with a view to allaying all feeling of dissatisfaction on the part of the lndians ... "258
The Decision regarding these new reserves was outlined in a Letter from O'Reilly
and Powell to "Chief Isadora, and the Kooteriai lndians at St. Mary's Reserve,"
which was attached to a Letter dated October 10, 1887. 259 This Latter, which
was read to Chief Isadora by Major Steele of the NWMP, advised that O'Reilly,
Powell and F.G. Vernon (the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works) had
visited lsadore's Reserves and increased them "to what we consider ample for
your requirements." The Latter then outlined the original allotment in 1884 as
well as the new 1887 allotments, noting:
... Vou know that white men corne into this country, and take up land according to
its laws. There is a good deal of land the lndians do not use, and do not require.
lt is the same in Kootenai as in other places where there are lndians.
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The Government was anxious that the lndians should have what land they could
use, before it could be taken up by white men, so Mr. O'Reilly came up four
years ago. He enquired of you what lands you particularly valued and the
number of cattle and horses you owned. Vou would not tell him. Vou wanted
nearly the whole country which you know you could not use.
He then reserved all the land he thought necessary and as muchas he thought
you could use for your stock. He asked lsadore at Joseph's Prairie if he were
satisfied at the reservations, or whether he should return and reserve another
piece on lsadore's lower ranch on the Kootenai River lsadore had been given
more land than they expected and that there was no occasion to reserve any
more land.
Messrs. John and Robert Galbraith and Mr. Green were present and heard him
say this.
Sorne time [sic] after Mr. O'Reilly left, lsadore changed his mind and said he
wanted his place on the Kootenai River. Why did he not tell Mr. O'Reilly so that it
could have been reserved at the proper time[?]
Dr. Powell came here this Spring and the lndians said their reserves are too
small. lsadore told Dr. Powell that all the arable land on the Reserve had been
taken up by his people, and that there were many who could not get any land to
work ...
We have now spent many days here, and have been all over the Reserve, and
seen much good lan~ that is not used. There is a good deal of hay that could be
eut, but is going to waste.
If you want to save your cattle in the winter why do you not eut the hay.
Vou have abundance of range on the hills for your horses, you have plenty of
land on which to raise potatoes and other roots and vegetables, why do you not
grow them? Why do you not try to use the land you have before asking for more,
you have hundreds of horses running wild, and we are told they are increasing in
number[?] They only tend to destroy the ranges and are of little value to you.
Vou cannot expect the Govt [sic] to give you more land to raise useless horses.
The Government are desirous that you should have all the land you can utilize,
but they will not give you more than your wants justify.
We have now decided to allow you a piece of land on what is known as lsadore's
lower farm, so as to cover all the improvements and all the hay land in the
immediate vicinity. We have also reserved a valuable meadow some distance
away, where some of you have been accustomed to cutting hay, as well as a
piece of Bummer's Flat, where you have been accustomed to camp during some
portions of the Summer. These Reserves are all that will be made and will with
those previously laid off contain all the land you can possibly want for yourselves
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and your stock, and much more than has been allotted to lndians in some other
places. This is a final conclusion and will not be altered.
Mr. Phillips, the Agent appointed by Dr. Powell will show you the lands and how
to improve them. The land on Joseph's Prairie does not belong to you and will
have to be vacated immediately. Vou will be paid a fair value for the fencing you
have put there ... 260

Major Steele of the NWMP advised Powell that he had met with Chief lsadore
and his men, on November 7, 1887, to read the above Letter to him. ln regard to
the land in dispute with Col. Baker, Steele advised:
The Chief was much against giving up land at Col. Baker's, saying that he was
justly entitled toit, having been here ten years before Mr. J. Galbraith came. He
is most anxious to meet [Messrs.] Galbraith [and] Baker face to face, but 1told
him the matter had to be decided at once, there being no appeal from the
decision of the Commissioners, and that he must leave as soon as Col. Baker
should pay whatever price is agree upon for the improvements. After
considerable parley he consented to leave, on the payment of one Thousand
Dollars by the Colonel for his improvements. This, 1imagine is tao high ... [and]
presume it must be left to arbitration.
During the interview the Chief stated that Mr. O'Reilly was mistaken in supposing
that when the Reserves were laid out before he was satisfied ... 261

On November 8, 1887, a Letter from T.W. [Thomas White, Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs] to O'Reilly requested to know why Chief Isidore was
required to give up "the twenty acres which were occupied by [the] late Chief
Joseph and are now occupied by lsidore." 262 White also wrote to Superintendent
Powell on that same day expressing regret that Powell had not remain "to see
Chief Isidore and have the matter settled with him. "263
ln a Telegram from O'Reilly to the Superintendent General of lndian Affairs,
dated November 9, 1887, O'Reilly stated that the land on Joseph's Prairie had
been "only occasionally occupied by Chief Joseph and since by lsadore" and
"was not deemed desirable" as a Reserve as it was of little value and some
distance from the main Reserve. 264
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ln a November 16, 1887 Letter from lndian Superintendent Powell to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, Powell defended his decision to leave
and have the NWMP deliver the Commission's decision. Powell also advised
that before he left he had met with Chief lsadore, discussed Joseph's Prairie, and
explained that the government could not provide it:
... [because] it had been taken up by Mr. Galbraith who sold it to Col. Baker and
that it had been alienated, and a Crown Grant given for it before the Commission
could deal with it, otherwise, possibly, it might have been given to him.

However, this loss had been compensated with new additional Reserves that had
been allotted. Powell noted .that lsadore was "greatly pleased with ... " these new
Reserves and had vacated his lands on Joseph's Prairie. 265 Powell's explanation
was accepted by the Superintendent General in a November 24, 1887 Letter. 266
ln a Letter from lndian Superintendent Powell to the Superintendent General of
lndian Affairs, dated November 26, 1887, Powell discussed his visit to the
Kootenays and in particular his meeting with Chief lsadore, regarding lsadore's
complaints that the original Reserve was insufficie~t and his request for
additional pieces of land - including Joseph Prairie. ln regard to these
complaints, Powell advised:
... The land on Joseph Prairie, about forty acres of medium quality, had been
occupied by Chief Joseph after whom the Prairie derives its name and as Isidore,
his successor, alleges thus descended to him. lt was, however, a few years ago,
pre-empted by John Galbraith (now deceased) who had sold it to Col. Baker, the
present owner. lsadore's story is that he did not interfere in the transaction
because Mr. Galbraith informed him that he had applied for the land to prevent
any other settler from taking it up, and he, Isadora, would still be the occupant,
and virtual owner.
Whatever Mr. Galbraith's intentions towards Isadora were ... but the facts [sic] are,
that Isadora has been allowed to occupy it, without molestation, from the time he
succeeded to it, after Joseph's death until Mr. Galbraith sold the whole ranch to
Col Baker, and included with it the piece of land in question for which he held a
certificate of purchase from the Crown. Col. Baker at once applied for, and
obtained the Crown patent, so that at the time of our visit, and possibly at the
period of the Reserve Commissioners visit in 1884, the land had actually been
alienated and hence out of the question as an lndian reservation, though at the
time the Commissioner was of opinion that Isadora did not want it.
The other [sic] piece of land on Kootenay River had also been occupied by Chief
Joseph, and his widow lives there now. lsadore uses it as a winter run for his
cattle, and as it includes several good hay meadows, though of small
2ss See Document CAN000541.
266 See Document CAN000542.
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dimensions, the Chief and several members of the band are accustomed to eut
hay there. At the time of our visit, there were upon it a log hut, sheds, fences,
and old corrals.
Mr. O'Reilly, at this first visit, had offered to reserve this land but Isadora
expressed himself satisfied and he did not do so on the other hand, Isadora,
when making his complain tome, said that Mr. O'Reilly had misunderstood himthat he had never been satisfied and certainly desired this land, on which the
lndians had improvements already. Last year, the land not being included in any
reserve Col. Baker applied to the Government to purchase it, as he was deficient
of hay land, and wanted the winter run very much, in fact it was, as he said a
"desired key to his ranch."

Powell stated that he later interviewed lsadore regarding the additional Reserves,
which were to make up for the insufficiencies of the Reserve originally allotted by
O'Reilly, noting:
... Like most men of whatever color or nationality, Isadora wants all he can get.
He had the right of preoccupation of the land on Joseph Prairie, and it is doubtful
if, in view of a provision of the Land act, preventing the sale, or pre-emption of
land occupied by lndians, this particular piece first occupied for many years by
Joseph, and then by lsadore could legally have been purchased by Mr. Galbraith.
ln other respects, it is not desirable that it should be an lndian Reserve, as it is a
small piece of land in the middle of Col. Baker's ranch, by itself of little value, and
would always be a source of serious trouble ...
ln setting aside for lsadore, better and more extensive lands on the Kootenay
which he values very much, the Commission felt that they were dealing both
justly and generously with him, a.nd at the same time an addition was made to
the hay meadows which the lndians needed ...
He [Isadora) did not want however to give up Joseph Prairie land, for the reason
mentioned, and after 1 had told him that his improvements, not nothing more
would be paid for, and that he would be compelled to abandon it, he left me "to
think over it. n
[Lateras noted by Steele) ... lsadore ... has promised to give up the Joseph Prairie
land on receiving compensation for his improvements (fences) thereon.

ln light of the above, Powell considered the matter "settled in a very simple
manner. "267
ln a December 12, 1887 Memorandum {written on NWMP Letterhead), Chief
lsadore signed {with his mark) the following statement:

2a1

See Document CAN000385.
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Received from Superintendent S.B. Steel, N.W.M.Police, acting on behalf of the
lndian Commissioners of the Province of British Columbia, the Sum of Four
hundred and ninety Dollars ($490.00) in full of all demands for my improvements
on the land situated on Joseph's Prairie, Kootenay District, in the Province
aforesaid, and owned by Col. Baker M.P.P. and 1now vacate the said land and
premises. 268

.Chief lsadore's above agreement to $490.00 in compensation for his land on
Joseph's Prairie was also communicated from lndian Agent Phillipps to
Superintendent Powell in a December 15, 1887 Letter. This settlement, Phillipps
advised, came only after "Major Steele spoke to him [Chief lsadore]
severely ... "269
On December 14, 1887, the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs
responded to Powell's November 25th Letter disagreeing that the matter had
been dealt with satisfactorily as lsadore's demand for $1000.00 in compensation
of Joseph Prairie was not attainable (he was apparently unaware of the
aforementioned agreement by Chief lsadore to $490.00 in compensation). The
Deputy Superintendent also expressed regret that Powell had not remained in
person to determine lsadore's final views on the matter. As such, the Deputy
Superintendent recommended that either a price of compensation agreeable to
both Isadora and Baker be negotiated or:
... that the Department should raise the question of Col. Baker's legal title to this
piece of land, even supposing a Patent has been issued to him for the same,
inasmuch as the land, was unquestionably occupied and improved by the father
of Chief Isidore and by Chief Isidore himself for many years before it was deeded
to Col. Baker, and it was, therefore, under the land of British Columbia not
competent for the Government or that Province to sell the land to any White man.

ln closing, the Deputy Superintendent instructed Superintendent Powell to return
to the Kootenay District in order to bring about the "final determination of this
matter... "270
On December 28, 1887, lndian Superintendent Powell responded to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs again defending his actions with Chief
lsadore. Powell also provided an update that lsadore had signed a release and
vacated the property at Joseph's Prairie. 271
ln an extract from an NWMP Monthly Report by Steele for January 1888 it was
reported that Father Cocola [sic], R.C. Missionary [St. Eugene Mission], believed
See
See
210 See
21 1 See
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it "necessary to survey the lndian Reserves before the [NWMP] Division is
removed from the District, as the lndians are certain to cause trouble at that
time." Steele concurred with Cocola's opinion. 272 ln a Letter from the NWMP to
the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, the NWMP requested, in
light of Cocola's opinion, "that a survey of the lndian Reserves" in the Kootenay
District "be made before the Police are removed from the District." 273
ln a January 9, 1888 Letter from Col. Baker ta the Superintendent General of
lndian Affairs, Baker complained that he had to pay compensation to Chief
Isidore for lands he believed he had attained properly and legally and under the
understanding the reserve question had been resolved in the District. Baker
noted that follawing his purchase of the lands on Joseph's Prairie he had learnt
that some key bottom land had been "granted to Isidore who possessed about
1200 head of stock" and wintered there. 274
ln March 1888, in response to a request from the Superintendent General of
lndian Reserves to, "with the least possible delay," survey IR Nos. 4, 5, and 6 of
the Upper Koatenay, Ashdown Green, Surveyar for the lndian Reserve
Commission, advised that O'Reilly had, the previous October, secured surveyors
to complete the surveys. At that time, IR Nos. 4 and 6 had already been
surveyed and IR No. 5 was to "be undertaken without delay." ln regard to the
Superintendent's request that the surveyor's also "procure the signature of Chief
lsadore ... accepting the Reserve lands allotted, and relinquishing all claims ta any
other lands for Reserves in that District," it was suggested that the local lndian ·
Agent [Michael Phillipps] complete this task. 275
ln a March 20, 1888 Letter from the Secretary's Branch [lndian Affairs Branch],
lndian Agent Phillipps was instructed to obtain the signature of Chief lsadore
accepting the additianal Reserve lands as surveyed "in final settlement of all my
[lsadore's] claims to land in the Koatenay District." 276
ln a further March 20, 1888 Letter from the NWMP to the Deputy Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs, the NWMP advised that while Chief lsadore was
"contented," he nonetheless requested that the "baundaries of the Reserve [be]
pointed out to the lndians as they are anxious to get to work and do not know
exactly where their land is." As such, NWMP again requested that lndian Affairs
have the boundaries of the additional Reserves defined. 277
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On April 16, 1888, lndian Agent Michael Phillipps advised the Deputy
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs that he would go to Chief lsadore in
order to get his "signature" accepting IR Nos. 4, 5 and 6 "in settlement of all
claims to land in the Kootenay District." 278
On April 20, 1888, Col. Baker wrote again to the Superintendent of lndian Affairs,
Ottawa, in regard to the injustice of him having to provide compensation to
lsadore for the land on Joseph's Prairie as well as the loss of the lands on the
Kootenay River which had been also granted as a Reserve. ln regard to the
latter, Baker complained that following O'Reilly's original 1884 allotments settlers
had been "informed that all lands outside that Reserve were open to settlement."
Based on this understanding, Baker had invested great resources in the area.
Three years later, however, "the whole lndian Reserve question [was] reopened"
and consequently the value of his astate had been reduced by one half. ln
regard to compensation, Baker advised of his willingness to pay only $150.00 for
the land on Joseph's Prairie (Chief Isadora had indicated his willingness to
accept $490.00). ln regard to any future further Reserve adjustments, Baker
noted:
... several lndians, the Chief Isidore amongst them, are dotted about the country
on small holdings [and] in positions which are certain to be attractive to white
settlers in the near future. The moment white settlers take up the lands adjoining
these small lndian holdings the latter people will rebel.
The lndians do not clearly understand that they are the owners of the small
holdings only [and] no more [and] that white settlers can take up all the
neighbouring land [and] if they please, fence it in ... 279

On May 4, 1888, Baker was instructed that lndian Affairs held that he was
committed to pay the fully agreed to compensation to Chief lsadore and not the
$150.00 suggested by Baker. While this Letters notes the full compensation to
be $1000.00, previous documentation shows that Chief lsadore had agree to
accept $490.00. 280
On May 8, 1888, lndian Superintendent Powell wrote to the Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs in response to the latter's Latter of January 18, 1888
regarding "lndian matters in the Kootenay District." Powell stated that Chief
lsadore's land demands were "excessive" including "the whole settled country
from Bull River to a point a few miles below Wolf Creek, on both sides of the
Kootenay river, a distance of about thirty five miles, which includes the most
See Document CAN000388.
See Document CAN000389.
2so See Document CAN000571.
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settled and valuable portion of the whole district." ln regard to the originally
allotted Reserve by O'Reilly, Powell acknowledged lsadore's disappointment with
it but also argued that, when juxtaposed against the rest of the Province, it was
fair if not exceptional. As for the way in which O'Reilly allotted the Reserve in
1884, it and others had only been reluctantly approved by the provincial
government. While it would have been desirable when Powell, O'Reilly, and
Vernon visited the previous fall ' to provide land for lsadore, in lieu of that claimed
by him on Joseph Prairie" nonetheless "very important additions were however
made by us to the reserve and Isadora was allowed as much land on the
Kootenay as the agreement between the local Governmenf' allowed "to be
reserved for lndian purposes." Chief Isadora was noted to be much better off
and satisfied with the new allotments. 281
1

A Statement, dated May 8, 1888, and marked with an "X" by Chief Isadora,
stated:
1Chief Isadora, on behalf of myself and people hereby accept the reserves
numbered 4, 5, and 6, which have been allotted to the Band which 1represent
and have been conveyed, in final settlement of all my claims to land in the
Kootenay District. 282

A Transcript of lndian Agent Phillipps conversation with Chief Isadora on May 8,
1888 stated:
lndian Agent-Vou are then satisfied and content to sign the paper from the chief
at Ottawa.
Isadora - 1told you that 1wanted from "Skookum Chuck" down to Bull River, but
as you say the matter is settled for ever; it is no use my saying anything more.
We have large bands of horse and cattle, they will starve on such a small
country.
Agent - You already know that the Crown land is open to you in the same way as
to whites.
Isadora - The ditch 1was promised has never been made. My crop will dry up.
Agent - Whatever has been promised by the Government will be carried out. Of
that you may be assured.
lsadore-1 am satisfied ... 283
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A Letter dated May 28, 1888 from Superintendent Powell to the Superintendent
11
General of lndian Affairs discussed $300.00 provided by DIA for the purpose of
constructing a drain and improving the St. Mary's reserve ... " 284
ln 1888 Survey Plan ATBC51 was completed for Upper Kootenay IR Nos. 4, 5,
and 6. This Plan does not show the St. Eugene's Mission Farm Lands. 285

OPINIONS FORMED ON RESERVE CREATION HISTORY IN THE 19TH
CENTURY FOR THE ?AQAM WITHIN HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF RESERVE
CREATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Opinion 1: Impact of Delay in Allotting lndian Reserves in the Kootenay District
The delay in allotting lndian Reserves in the Kootenay District impacted the
availability of lands for the Kootenay peoples in 1884 when the lndian Reserve
Commission, as represented by its sole Commissioner O'Reilly, finally arrived to
allot Reserves. During this delay, a number of lands were pre-empted in the
Kootenay District in the 1860s and 1870s, including in the area where the
Mission Farm Lands (St. Mary's River area) would be.
Examples include, in 1868, when Shaw pre-empted the 160 acres that would
become Lot 1 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands286 as well as five other
known pre-emptions along the St. Mary's River in 1868 alone. 287 Later, in 1877
and 1878, Lots 2 and 3 would be pre-empted by Gregoire and Burns,
respectively, for the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands.
Furthermore, according to the 1871 Terms of Union, lndian Reserves were to be
"reserved" for the "use and benefir of British Columbia's First Nations,
presumably in a timely manner. 288 lnstead, the federal and provincial·
governments engaged in a dispute largely over the definition of lndian
Reserves. 289 The result was a five year delay, following British Columbia's entry
into Confederation, where "no reserves were allocated or adjusted in British
Columbia." 290 lt was during this period of dispute, as shown within governmental

See Document CAN000572.
See Document SCB 23 (Tab 42 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
286 See Documents EXP-000008; CAN000712; CAN000719.
287 See Documents CAN000714 to CAN000718.
288 See Document SMT 46 (Tab 7 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
289 Please refer to section "British Columbia's Policy regarding Lands Reserved for lndians at
Confederation" for further details.
29o See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 76. The JIRC would commence
its work in 1876.
284
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and Oblate records, where we see multiple calls to address the land question in
regard to Reserves in the Kootenay District.
As early as 1873, one year before the establishment of the Mission, lndian
Commissioner Powell discussed his visit to the Kootenay to assess the
"complaints of lndian difficulties." ln particular, Powell met with Chief Joseph
who stated that " ... he was anxious that land should be reserved for their familias,
and encouragement given them to depend more upon what they could produce
themselves ... "291
11

ln 1874 and 1875, Fouquet, noted that the issue of the land issue was a very
sensitive topic" to the Kootenay as they were very aware that "the lndians of the
other side of the Rocky Mountains" were "liberally treated by the Dominion and
local Government, as well as their intercourse with those of the United States
who have reservations said to be nearly one hundred miles long ... " Fouquet
suggested that such knowledge reinforced to the Kootenay that were "right,"
presumably in their land demands. As such, Fouquet suggested that the land
question be settled as soon as possible. 292
A "Report of the State of the Militia of the Dominion of Canada for the year 1875,"
referenced claims that lndians in the Kootenay were "said to be growing insolent
and claiming territorial rights of property."293
ln April 1883, the lndian Superintendent for BC advised the Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs on "the pressing urgency of setting aside lands in
Kootenay, Chilcotin, and on the West Coast of Vancouver Island ... " Addressing
this urgent need, however, was to be particularly difficult in light of lndian
Commissioner O'Reilly's leave for six months commencing May 1, 1883 which
was likely to create a significant delay in allotting Reserves in these areas. Such
a delay, the lndiari Superintendent cautioned, would result in "serious
trouble ... long before the expiration of that period, if lands were not reserved."
While the lndian Superintendent requested "some other arrangement. .. for
reserving lndian lands during Mr. O'Reilly's absence," 294 it would be O'Reilly who
would allot Reserves in the Kootenay in 1884. lnterestingly, O'Reilly would miss
the 1883 and 1885 field seasons, the seasons dir~ctly before and after his
allotment Kootenay Reserves, due to "exhaustion. "295
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Opinion 2: 0 Reilly does not address the Village at the St. Eugene Mission
Following the establishment of the St. Eugene Mission in 1874, an lndian Village
was established at the Mission. According to settler and governmental records,
this village would contain numerous homes and a sizable population as early as
1883. ln 1884, O'Reilly described it as the "principal village of the Kootenays,
consisting of 47 houses."296 ·For further details on the village at the Mission
please refer to the section titled, "History of First Nation Use of History of
Ktunaxa and ?aqam use of the Mission Farm Lands following the establishment
of the Mission."
ln spite of the above, none of O'Reilly's correspondance or his Minutes of
Decision indicated any discussions regarding the Mission Farm Lands, the
village's status in relation to the larger Mission or the implications of such a large
village site being on Mission Farm Lands and off the allotted Reserve lands. ln
contrast, according to the oral history of the meeting with governmental officiais
for the allotment of Reserves, recounted by Mary Ann Michel, Chief lsadore is
noted ta have requested the Mission Farms Lands, which would have included
the Village, as part of the Reserve lands of the Upper Kootenay. 297
When O'Reilly returned ta the Kootenays in 1887 ta allot further Reserve lands,
he aise did net address the village on the Mission Farm Lands. 298 This in spite of
the fact that in November 1886 lndian Commissioner Powell noted that the
village had a population of about 200. 299
Lastly, the existence of such a prominent lndian Village at the Mission at the time
Reserves were being allotted raises questions as ta whether or not such a village
represents a "cognizable interest" at the time of reserve allotment, as envisioned
by the Kitselas decision. 300

Opinion 3: O'Reilly's 1884 Reserves did not meet the needs of the Kootenay
lndians
As is well established in the section titled, "Correspondence calling for more
Suitable Reserves for the lndians," an assortment of settlers and government
296 See Documents SCB 13, p. 7-8 (Tab 29- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014); CAN000366, p. 3.
291 See Document CAN000932, pp. 29, 38.
298 See Documents SCB 19 and 20 (Tabs 37 and 38- Claimant's Amended List of Documents,
July 24, 2014); CAN000532.
299 See Document CAN000370. Powell's report on the St. Eugene Mission is also stated in a
December 24, 1886 DIA Memorandum (See Document CAN000372].
30 For more on the relevance of the Kitse/as decision please refer ta the section of this Report
titled, "Understanding Habituai Use and Occupation."
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officiais viewed O'Reilly's 1884 Reserves as unsuitable to the needs of the
Kootenay lndians. 301 Furthermore, a number of settlers and other informants in
the Kootenay District advised that in spite of the allotment of Reserves in 1884,
there were many lndian settlements that fell outside the boundaries of the
Reserves. 302
This reality was fully admitted by O'Reilly, who, in December 1884 noted that the
Kootenay lndians cultivated areas throughout the district as they pleased,
"pasturing their cattle and horses in the most favored spots." And had he
"included with the reserve all the scattered patches of land cultivated by the
lndians on the banks of the Kootenay River" the Reserves would have been
larger than those he allotted. 303 The following year in a December 1885 Letter
O'Reilly again confirmed that there were several small patches of cultivated
land" held by the Kootenay lndians, it had been impossible to include [them]
within the reservation."304
11

11

ln 1887, O'Reilly would allot three additional Reserves to the Upper Kootenay to
address these noted insufficiencies with the original Reserve. As previously
noted, these Reserves did not include the Village at the St. Eugene Mission or
any of the Mission Farm Lands. 305
Opinion 4: O'Reilly was a proponent of British Columbia's settler society
Prier to his appointment as lndian Reserve Commissioner, O'Reilly had worked
for the colonial and provincial governments in a number of capacities though
largely as a magistrate. 306 lndeed, O'Reilly was the magistrate in the Kootenay
when John Shaw pre-empted the 160 acres that would become Lot 1 of the
Mission Farm Lands. O'Reilly signed and approved Shaw's application for preemption as well as his Certificate of lmprovement. 307
As Reserves were being reduced in the Trutch era before Confederation, O'Reilly
agreed with these reductions noting that Douglas' overly large Reserves were
causing settlers "much inconvenience." 308

301 See Documents CAN000370, pp. 8-27; CAN000372; CAN000376; CAN000379; CAN000823;
CAN000367; CAN000368; CAN000375.
302 See Documents CAN000823; CAN000367; CAN000375; CAN000370, pp. 8-27; CAN000376.
303 See Document EXP-000026.
304 See Document CAN000826.
305 See Document SCB 19 (Tab 37 -Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
306
See Document EXP-000029, Cail, Land, Man, and the Law, p. 217.
307 See Documents CAN000712; CAN000719; CAN-000721; EXP-000008.
308 See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 58.
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Lastly, in describing O'Reilly's eighteen year tenure as lndian Reserve
Commissioner, Cole Harris describes him as "an agent of the Crown working
quickly and efficiently, interpreting his instructions and the law as he understood
them, making land decisions, and writing reports promptly." While at times,
O'Reilly was a "limited defender of Native rights" ultimately he "reflected the
predominant values of settler society" acting "as a trusted agent" of the settler
focused colonialism in which he lived and worked. Furthermore, O'Reilly "had ta
comply with the provincial government's desire to allocate reserves quickly and
minimally." Such limitations were not difficult for O'Reilly to acceptas he "was
prepared to grant some land, but the boundaries of his and, more basically, the
provincial government's generosity were narrow and insisted upon." 309

3. WHETHER ?AQAM HABITUALLY USED AND OCCUPIED THE MISSION
FARM LANDS PRIOR TO AND DURING THE RESERVE CREATION
PROCESS
UNDERSTANDING HABITUAL USE AND OCCUPATION
ln 2014, the Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) ruled on the Specific Claims
Tribunal's (SCT) 2013 decision in relation to the Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada
[Kitse/as]. 310 The FCA upheld the decision of SCT that Canada had a fiduciary
duty to First Nations at the research allotment stage. The SCT and FCA
decisions also affirmed that during the reserve allotment process the Crown had
been required ta consider the "habituai use of the land ... " of First Nations. 311
This decision therefore provides some guidelines to frame an understanding of
the ?aqam habituai use and occupation of the Mission Farm Lands.
The SCT's Kitse/as decision found that the Kitselas people had a "cognizable
lridian interest" in the land that lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly excluded
from their lndian Reserves in 1891. As such, the SCT found "that the lndian
Nations had, at a minimum, a substantial practical interest in the land they
habitually used." 312 Or as stated by the FCA, the Crown was "clearly required" to
"take into account and to have regard to the actual land uses of the various
aboriginal nations for which the reserves were being created" [emphasis
added]. 313 ln establishing that the Kitselas had a "cognizable" interest in the
See Document EXP-000032, Harris, Making Native Space, p. 186.
See Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, Specific Claims Tribunal; Canada v.
Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, Federal Court of Appeal.
311 See Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, p. 3; Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014
FCA 150, para. 16.
312 See Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 143 and 144; Canada v. Kitselas
First Nati9n, 2014 FCA 150, para. 16.
313 See Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 52.
309

310
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lands excluded from their Reserves, the SCT decision also utilized a combination
of archaeological, oral historical, as well as documentary evidence to support its
decision. These forms of evidence will also be used to demonstrate the ?aqam
habituai use and occupation of the Mission Farm Lands in the forthcoming
sections.
The basis of the Kitselas' cognizable interest was Article 13 of the Terrns of
Union and the subsequent instructions for the creation of lndian Reserves in the
province of BC. As noted previously, the 1871 Terrns of Union "provided for the
appropriation of tracts of land to be conveyed from the provincial government to
the federal government in trust for the use and benefit of the various aboriginal
populations of the province." 314 Thereafter, when Canada and BC would
establish the Joint lndian Reserve Commission (JIRC), various instructions would
establish that the Commission:
... was to visit each aboriginal nation in British Columbia to inquire into reserve
allotments and to fix and determine separately for each nation the number, extent
and locality of reserves taking into account their habits, wants, pursuits, and the
amount of territory available. ln the reg ion occupied by them, as well as the
claims of the White settlers. 315

A further Memorandum attached to a Canada OIC, dated November 10, 1875,
stated that the JIRC was to take into account, "the case of each particular
nation, n including the "habits, wants and pursuits of such Nation, to the amount of
territory available in the region occupied by them, and to the claims of the White
settlers. n 316 Later, when Gilbert M.. Sproat was appointed the sole Commissioner
in 1878, he was instructed to continue With the "same policy which has hitherto
guided the Commission in dealing with their Reserves ... be continued in the
future. n 317
ln 1880, Peter O'Reilly was àppointed the sole lndian Reserve Commissioner
and his instructions for allotting lndian Reserves from the Department of lndian
Affairs similarly stated that he was to "have special regard to the habits, wants
and pursuits of the Band, to the amount of territory in the Country frequented by
it, as well as to the claims of the White settlers (if any). n Further, O'Reilly was to:

314
See Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 6; Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada,
2013 SCTC 1, para. 9, 135;
315 See Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 7.
316
See Document CAN-000363, pp. 1-8. Cited in Kitselas First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1,
para. 10, 136.
317
See Document SCB 10 (Tab 19- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
Cited in Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 12.
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... interfere as little as possible with any tribal arrangements being specially
careful not to disturb the lndians in the possession of any villages, fur trading
posts, settlements, clearings[,] burial places and fishing stations occupied by
them and to which they may be specially attached ...
... Vou should in making allotments of lands for Reserves make no attempt to
cause any violent or sudden change in the habits of the lndian Band for which
you may be setting part the Reserve land; or to divert the lndians from any
legitimate pursuits or occupations which they may be profitably following or
engaged in, you should on the contrary encourage them in any branch of industry
in which you find them so engaged ... 318

O'Reilly was also informed of Sproat's 1878 Report of Progress which stated that
the "first requirement is to leave the Indiens in the old places to which they are
attached." As well as interfering as little as was necessary "for settling up the
country with white settlers permits, with the favourite resorts of the lndians, their
old ways, their councils and gatherings and their intertribal traffic ... '1319
The Kitselas decision also confirmed a broad understanding of what cognizable
interest entails, noting:
... it is not necessary that the Kitselas First Nation base its claim to a cognizable
interest on proof of "pre-existing distinct and complete legal entitlemenr to the
land in question.

Rather, it was necessary to establish an interest as contemplated by Article 13 of
the Terms of Union and the ensuing instructions i.e. "actual land uses." 320 ·
This broad understanding of cognizable interest also affirmed the importance of
the aboriginal perspective on its use and occupation of a place, noting that while
the Kitselas village excluded from their Reserve "would not have been perceived
by lndian Commissioner O'Reilly as a village," from the First Nation perspective it
would not have been considered "abandoned" as it was a site "of significance to
the identity of the Kitselas people." 321
ln total then, the Kitselas decision and its subsequent confirmation by the FCA
provides several useful guidelines for the habituai use and occupation of the
Ktunaxa peoples of the Kootenay, which includes the ?aqam.

318

See
2014).
319 See
320
See
321 See
Nation,

Document SMT 50 A-11: 2 (Tab 22- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
Cited in First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 15, 141.
Document EXP-000018. Cited in First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 16, 142.
Kitselas First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 125.
Kitselas First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 81-86; Canada v. Kitselas First
2014 FCA 150, para. 14.
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The Kitse/as decision affirms that Article 13 of the Terms of Union and the
subsequent instructions for the creation of lndian Reserves in the province of BC
should be considered when understanding and defining habituai use and
occupation and cognizable interest. ln doing so, the Crown was "clearly
required" to "take into account and to have regard to the actual land uses of the
various aboriginal nations for which the reserves were being created" [emphasis
added]. 322 ln regard to the Ktunaxa and ?aqam, these "actual land uses" are
documented to include:
•

•
•
•

The Semi-nomadic use of various portions of the Kootenay region, which
includes the area of the Mission Farm Lands, for hunting, fishing, agriculture,
settlements, and other pursuits;
Agricultural practices throughout the Kootenay Region, which includes the
area of the Mission Farm Lands.
Repeated and concerted assertions of sovereignty over the lands of the
Kootenay region, which included the Mission Farm Lands.
Specific evidence that the Mission Farm Lands were used by the Ktunaxa
and ?aqam historically; at and around the time the Mission was established;
and at the time Reserves were created by Commissioner O'Reilly (in the form
of an lndian Village).

These will be demonstrated in the following section of this Report using oral
history, archaeological evidence, and a wide-range of documentation from
settlers and government officiais.

THE GENERAL HABITUAL USE AND OCCUPATION OF LANDS IN THE
KOOTENA YS BY THE KTUNAXA
lnttoduction
The Ktunaxa people, which includes the ?aqam (formerly the St. Mary's lndian
Band) "... have occupied the lands adjacent to the Kootenay and Columbia Rivers
and the Arrow Lakes for more than 10,000 years." Ktunaxa traditional territory
" ... covers approximately 70,000 square kilometres (27,000 square miles) within
the Kootenay region of south-eastern British Columbia and historically included
parts of Alberta, Montana, Washington and ldaho." 323
Archaeologist Wayne Choquette states that there exists a record of human
habitation in the Rocky Mountain Trench, in which the traditional lands of the
Ktunaxa are located, back to "at least 9,000 years ago." Further, the "grassy
basin that was later to become known as Joseph's Prairie (present-day
322
323

See Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 52.
See Document EXP-000037.
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Cranbrook) and which was near the future Mission Farm Lands 324 was probably
already supporting seasonal game herds, and hunting camps were established
nearby which would be occupied for the next 8,000 years." 325
11

The Semi-Nomadic Nature of the Ktunaxa
The semi-nomadic nature of the Ktunaxa, which includes the ?aqam, highlights
that the Kootenay region, which was largely claimed by the Ktunaxa and includes
the Mission Farm Lands, was used for a range of pursuits including hunting,
fishing, and agriculture as part of their seasonal rounds.
Archaeologist Choquette states that the Ktunaxa, in particular the Upper
Kootenay, were a semi-nomadic326 people, following:
... a nomadic seasonal round determined by the location and scheduling of
abundance and ripening of a broad range of animal and plant resources. There is
no information in the ethnographie literature regarding the hunting of resident
bison but other large game animais, particularly deer and elk, were hunted singly
with bows and with traps. Less frequent communal hunts were most important in
the spring and fall, the latter providing the bulk of the meat that was dried and
stored for winter consumption. From late spring through early fall, game, fish,
waterfowl, and plant foods such as roots and berries were acquired by task
groups, for example, a group of women picking berries accompanied by a few
men who undertook casual hunting at the same time or several families
journeying to the headwaters of the Columbia River to take salmon. After
obtaining herses around A.D. 1730, the Ktunaxa began making thrice yearly
treks to the bison grounds east of the Rockies.
Choquette further notes that Joseph's and St. Mary's prairies "were probably fall
and spring hunting areas'' that were part of the Seasonal rounds of the
Ktunaxa. 327 The semi-nomadic nature of the Ktunaxa is also highlighted in Mary
Ann Michel's oral history. 328
The semi-nomadic nature of Ktunaxa was also reported in a wide-range of
documentation from government officiais, settlers and the Oblates from 1859
onward.

324

The habituai use and occupation of the Mission Farm Lands are dealt with in the forthcoming
section titled, "Ktunaxa Use and Occupation of the Mission Farm Lands up to the Establishment
of the Mission."
325
See Document, p. 2.
326 Although some documents will note the nomadic nature of the Ktunaxa, it is asserted that the
term "semi-nomadic" is more appropriate considering that the Kootenay region was a continuous
home base for the Ktunaxa as well as their various pursuits and settlements in the region.
321 See Document, pp. 2-3.
32a See Document CAN000932, pp. 2, 16, 19, 25.
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During Captain Palliser's 1859 Expedition to British North America he met the
Kootonays [sic] lndians who were described as regularly making excursions
across the Rocky Mountains "in the spring and fall for the purpose of killing
buffalo ... for their own subsistance and trade ... 11329
ln the 1870s and 1880s, a crucial period in the Kootenay region for the allotment
of lands to bath First Nations and settlers, the Ktunaxa continued to live a seminomadic way of life. For instance, official Reports by the Department of lndian
Affairs (1872 and 1873) advised that the First Nations of the Kootenay,
numbering 300-400 in population, lived "by the chase and hunt the buffalo" taking
them away from the Kootenay District for long time periods. 330 An August 26,
1872 Letter by Jesuit missionary P. Tosi, who ministered in the Kootenays,
stated that Kootenay lndians were dispersed "during the different seasons of the
year."331
A November 3, 1873 Report by the lndian Commissioner for BC discussed his
visit to the Kootenay region to assess "corn plaints of lndian difficulties. 11 ln
particular, Powell described the Upper Kootenay lndians as "exclusively
horsemen - living entirely by the chase ... 11 with their food consisting "principally
of Buffalo meat which they regularly cross the mountains to obtain ... 11 ln
numbering the Kootenay lndians, Powell estimated their population at 400 to 500
with the ability to "send at any time one hundred and fifty horsemen to the
hunting grounds. 11332
ln October 1874, Father Fouquet, who founded the St. Eugene Mission that
same year, noted that there were only a few Kootenay lndians there as the
majority were away on the buffalo hunt. 333 Just a few months later, Fouquet
stated that the majority of the Kootenay lndians had left for the buffalo and
marten hunts and would not return until Easter. 334 Again in July 1875, Fouquet
stated that the majority of the Kootenay lndians were "all gone. "335
A "Report of the State of the Militia of the Dominion of Canada for the year 1875,
indicated that the Kootenay lndians were semi-nomadic, relying on "hunting
buffalo on the prairies of the North West Territories, as well as cariboo, elk, bear,
deer, &c, and trapping fur-bearing animais in the woods and valleys adjacent. 11336

329

See
See
33 1 See
332
See
2014).
333 See
334
See
33s See
336
See
330

Documents CAN000707, p. 53; CAN000704, p. 17.
Documents CAN000362; CAN000727.
Document CAN000942.
Document SCB 8, p. 6-13 (Tab 10- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
Documents CAN000729; CAN000479.
Documents CAN000733; CAN000481.
Documents CAN000738; CAN000487.
Document CAN000740, p. 11.
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Fouquet in further correspondence, dated January 28, 1877, stated that the
Kootenay lndians continued to rely upon the buffalo hunt for their survival
beginning their hunting trips following the planting of crops in the. spring and fall
which ensured they have food for winter. 337
Farwell's 1883 "Report on the Kootenay lndians," advised that the Kootenay
11
lndians had 1ived almost entirely on the products of the chase, and annually
crossed to the eastern side of the mountains in quest of buffalo, their staple
article of food." 338
Col. Baker, writing to the Attorney General, British Columbia, on April 27, 1887,
described the Kootenay lndians generally as "nomadic in their habits":
... seldom remain[ing] more than a few months on one spot; they camp here at
one season [and] there at another but usually return to the same locality at the
same season of the year.
There were several of these camping places outside the Reserves [and]
scattered over the valley for a distance of over one hundred miles, where the
lndians had been in the habit of camping with their herds [and] in two or three of
these places they had roughly fenced from four to five acres of land. 339

ln September 1887, when the lndian Reserve Commission arrived in the
Kootenay to allot additional Reserves, Chief Isidore had been away securing
supplies for the winter. 340

The Agricultural Patterns of the Ktunaxa
The Ktunaxa, though semi~nomadic, were also an agricultural people with
interests throughout the Kootenay region, which includes the Mission Farm
Lands. These agricultural patterns would be reported in various documentation
from the Oblates, government officiais and settlers from 1859 onward.
During Captain Palliser's 1859 Expedition he met the Kootanie [sic] lndians who
were described as having made "a few attempts at agriculture," and possessing
large herds of horses and several cows and oxen. 341

See Documents CAN000744; CAN000495.
See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24- Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
339 See Document CAN000375.
340 See Document CAN000385.
341 See Document CAN000704, p. 17.

337
338
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Official Reports by the Department of lndian Affairs (1872 and 1873) stated that
the First Nations of the Kootenay cultivated "small patches of land, "growing of
potatoes and other vegetables," and having 300-400 head of cattle and 2500
horses. 342
A Report, dated November 3, 1873, by the lndian Commissioner for BC l.W.
Powell, discussed Powell's visit to the Kootenay's to assess "complaints of lndian
difficulties." ln regard to cultivation, Powell noted that they were:
... fond of agriculture but possess no implements, and no facilities for obtaining
Seeds. They cultivate altogether some two hundred acres of land situate on
Tobacco Plains, and St Mary's river Prairie ...
.. . 1visited their farming district on St Mary's River, and also on Kootenay River
and am of opinion that in the former place [St Mary's River], a good reserve of
land may be set apart for them which will be satisfactory ...
.. . 1 had a meeting with the head Chief of the Tribe Joseph or Ka-Ka-Kilth ... He
cultivates some five acres of land, has eut [illegible] grass land this year some 40
tons of hay, has 22 cattle 100 Horses ...

As for stock, Powell estimated that the Kootenay lndians "possess[ed] about 1OO
head of cattle and from 2500 to 3000 horses ... "343
When Fouquet arrived in the Kootenay in 1874 and purchased Shaw's farm (Lot
1) Fouquet noted the existence of the savage's field" that was to the west of
Shaw's pre-emption. Fouquet further noted that the lndians had also "chosen to
take the plain east of Shaw's claim." This plain east of Shaw's claim was said to
include 40 to 60 acres of "good land. "344 When Surveyor William Ralph
surveyed Lots 1, 2, and 3 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands in 1877, his
Plan and Field Notes showed lndian fields adjacent to, and west of, Lot 1 as well
as adjacent to, and east of, Lot 3. 345
11

Father Fouquet, writing in February 1875, advised that the Kootenay lndians
would continue to "cultivate more patches of land" throughout the entire "country
as long as there is no regulation on the matter." Fouquet further noted that it was
the same for pastures." 346
11
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2014).
344
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345
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Document CAN000362; CAN000727.
Document SCB 8, p. 6-13 (Tab 10- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
Document CAN000732; CAN000480.
Document CAN000498; CAN000494, pp. 21-32.
Document CAN000483.
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Father Fouquet in a Letter dated January 28, 1877 stated that the Kootenay
lndians began their hunting trips following the planting of crops in the spring and
fall. 347
Farwell's "Report on the Kootenay lndians," dated December 31, 1883, advised
that the Kootenay lndians had, since the loss of the buffalo hunt, shifted to
raising cattle which they depended upon, along with hunting and fishing, for their
sustenance. 348
ln July 1884, when lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly visited the Kootenay
District to allot Reserves he commented that Chief Isidore had stated that he did
not want to be confined to one Reserve due to the various lands in which they
held an interest including along the St. Mary's River where their herses ran. 349
Generally Isidore aise reiterated that his people had "a great number of herse &
cattle" requiring as much land as possible. 350
ln a later December 1884 Letter, O'Reilly noted that the Kootenay lndians
cultivated areas throughout the district as they pleased, "pasturing their cattle
and herses in the most favored spots." Furthermore, O'Reilly stated that if he
had "included with the reserve all the scattered patches of land cultivated by the
lndians on the banks of the Kootenay River," Reserves would have been much
larger t~an those he allotted. 351
An October 1885 anonymous Letter to the Editer in The British Colonist stated
that many settlements of the Kootenay lndians were outside the Reserves
allotted by O'Reilly. As an example, the Letter pointed out that:
... the chief [Chief lsadore] of the tri be has over a hundred cattle and three
hundred horses, a good house, and a fenced farm on the bankswhere he grows
wheat, oats, hay potatoes, etc. He also has another piece of land on "Joseph's
Prairie, which he cultivates ...
1
'

Such settlements, "cultivated and fenced for years" and outside the Reserve
boundaries, were creating uncertainty as to how these lands would be dealt with
in the context of white settlers. 352

347

See Documents CAN000744; CAN000495.
See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24 - Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
349 See Document SMT 52 (Tab 26-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000364.
350 See Document SMT 52 (Tab 26 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
348

CAN000365~
351
352

See Document EXP-000026.
See Document CAN000823.
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lndian Commissioner O'Reilly addressed the above concerns in a December 10,
1885 Letter advising that while there were several small patches of cultivated
land" held by the Kootenay lndians, it had been 11 impossible to include [them]
within the reservation[s]."353
0

Col. Baker, writing to the Attorney General, British Columbia, on April 27, 1887,
noted that the Kootenay lndians had in a few places:
... roughly fenced from four to five acres of land. On Joseph's Prairie Isidore the
Chief had fenced about twenty acres of which he has ploughed two acres.
White settlers began to pour into the country [and] these pieces of land, which
were outside the reserves were taken up by pre-emption and purchase. 354

Following the allotment of additional Reserves to the Upper Kootenay, the
October 1887 Letter of Decision regarding these new reserves confirmed the
stock raising and cultivating practices of the Upper Kootenay lndians, noting:
We have now decided to allow you [the Upper Kootenay] a piece of land on what
is known as lsadore's lower farm, so as to cover all the improvements and all the
hay land in the immediate vicinity. We have also reserved a valuable meadow
some distance away, where some of you have been accustomed to cutting hay,
as well as a piece of Bummer's Flat, where you have been accustomed to camp
during some portions of the Summer. These Reserves are all that will be made
and will with those previously laid off contain all the land you can possibly want
for yourselves and your stock ... 355

Assertions of Sovereignty over the Land by. and for. the Ktunaxa
As is noted previously in this Report, Reserves were allotted to the Upper
Kootenay in 1884 and 1887 by lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly. Prier to,
and leading up to these allotments, various settler and government accounts
confirm that the Ktunaxa, including the Upper Kootenay and Chief lsadore,
continually and repeatedly asserted their sovereignty over the lands of the
region, which included the Mission Farm Lands.
lndian Commissioner Powell's November 1873 Report discussed his meeting
with Chief Joseph (also known as Ka-Ka-Kilth) of the Upper Kootenay Tribe who
advised that his people wanted land reserved. ln doing so, Chief Joseph
expressed his view that the:
See Document CAN000826.
See Document CAN000375.
355 See Documents SCB 21 (Tab 39- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000360.
353
354
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... country had been the land of his ancestors long before the white people saw it
and therefore belonged to them, and he wished, now that a Chief was appointed
solely for themselves ... [to] see they had justice and their homes secured to
them. 356

Father Fouquet, writing in February 1875, noted that the issue of the land was a
"very sensitive tapie" to the Kootenay as they were very aware that "the lndians
of the other side of the Rocky Mountains" were "liberally treated by the Dominion
and local Government, as well as their intercourse with those of the United
States who have reservations said to be nearly one hundred miles long ... Such
knowledge reinforced to the Kootenay that "they are right." ln light of this,
Fouquet suggested that the land matter be settled as soon as possible. If not the
Kootenay lndians would continue to "cultivate more patches of land, [and] those
patches will be over the all country as long as there is no regulation on the
matter; it is the same for pastures. 357
11

11

A later "Report of the State of the Militia of the Dominion of Canada for the year
1875," referenced claims that lndians in the Kootenay were "said to be growing
insolent and claiming territorial rights of property." ln response to their potential
threat of quarrel between lndians and settlers, the Report recommended that a
force of the NWMP was "required at Joseph's Prairie or Wild Horse Creek," in
order to settle the Kootenay region. 358
ln July 1884, when lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly visited the Kootenay
to allot Reserves he commented that the Kootenay lndians, prior to his visit:
... claimed to be, and virtually were, in possession of the whole district, cultivating
such portions as they please, and pasturing their cattle, and horses in the most
favored spots .
. . . 1 had the utmost difficulty in persuading the Kootenays to agree to the
boundaries fixed on by me, and which they look upon as meagre in the extrema,
compared with the million[s] of acres set apart by the United States Government
for American lndians, a few miles South of the line ... 359

ln specific regard to Chief Isidore of the Upper Kootenay, O'Reilly advised that:
The Chief stated, again and again, that he would not accept any limits to his
reservation unless they included the whole valley of the Kootenay and Columbia
356

See Document SCB 8, p. 6-13 (Tab 10- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014).
357 See Document CAN000483. Fouquet's observations were provided to lndian Commissioner
Lenihan, Victoria, on March 23, 1875 [See Document CAN000484].
358 See Document CAN000740, pp. 30-31.
359 See Document EXP-000026, pp. 1-2.
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rivers (from the International boundary line), and followed the base of the Rocky
Mountains to the Boat landing on the Columbia river ... 360

Several years later, calls emerged from the Kootenay lndians, including the
Upper Kootenay, to either enlarge the existing Reserves laid out by O'Reilly or
allot new Reserves. These calls, which were also echoed in the correspondence
of various settlers. and government officiais, also conveyed repeated assertions
of sovereignty by Kootenay lndians, including Chief Isidore and the Upper
Kootenay.
ln August 1886, Col. Baker, who was attempting to purchase lands on Joseph's
Prairie that would become a source of significant tension with Chief Isidore,
stated:
... until late years the Kootenay lndians were in practical possession of the whole
land of the District (and] were accustomed to roam at will with their herds of
stock. They now find themselves being gradually hemmed in by the white men,
large tracts of lands have consequently been set aside by the Government on a
very liberal scale, as lndian Reserves, but the lndians have not been definitely
informed upon what terms they are to occupy them ...
... they are ... jealous of his [the white man's] encroachments [and] loth to
relinquish their habituai wandering with their herds, at the various seasons, to the
choice spots of grazing grounds in numerous parts of the District. They have
been in the habit of moving from place to place at the different seasons like
flights of birds [and] of taking off the cream of the grazing at each place. ln some
places they have erected rough canais [and] fenced in small gardens (not on the
present reserves) which they occupy for two or three months in each (and] then
move to similar settlements somewhere else ...

Baker also advised that the Kootenay lndians were accustomed to using certain
grazing lands "from time immemorial."361
On September 21, 1886, Michael Phillipps advised the lndian Commissioner for
BC that the Kootenay lndians "lose no opportunity of letting the settlers know that
the land belongs to them [and] that the settlers only remain by their
permission. "362

360

See Document SCB 13, p. 5 {Tab 29 - Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014); CAN000366, p. 2.
361 See Document CAN000367.
62
3
See Document CAN000368.
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A Letter, dated October 9, 1886, from Aylmer & Humphrey, Cranbrook, stated
that lndians of the Kootenay District were asserting "that the whole country
belongs to them and that they are to dictate to the white settler. "363
ln a Letter dated November 18, 1886, the lndian Commissioner for BC reported
on his visit to the Kootenay District in August and September of 1886 confirming
that Chief Isadora and the Upper Kootenay '. were in unison in demanding that the
whole stretch of country from Bull River to Wolf Creek should be assigned to
them." 364
1

A Letter dated March 15, 1887 from Arthur Fenwick, Wild Horse (Kootenay), to
lndian Superintendent Powell stated that Chief Isidore sought to have lands from
the St. Mary to the Skookum Chuck on the other side of the Kootenay [river]." 365
Col. Baker, writing to the Attorney General, British Columbia in April 1887, drew
attention to the gravity of the situation in the Upper Kootenay Valley and to the
danger in the prolonged delay in settling the lndian question ... " Baker advised
that while the government and settlers had believed the Reserve question dealt
with by O'Reilly's 1884 allotments, this was the opposite view" of the lndians in
the Kootenay. ln recounting Commissioner Powell's meeting with Chief Isidore in
the autumn of 1886, Baker stated how Chief Isidore:
11

11

11

... said that it was for him to say what land he would grant the Queen [and] not
that she should dictate to him. He then demanded as a reserve what was
practically the greater part of the land in the whole valley.

Baker further noted that the lndians had "refused to allow white settlers to eut
rails [and] do work on their pre-emption[s] [and] are practically in command of
that portion of the district [the Upper Kootenay Valley]. "366
On July 16, 1887, lndian Agent Michael Phillips advised Superintendent Powell
that "lsadore's demands as to land were as usual altogether too large" as he had
requested lands "from Skookum Chuck to a place opposite the mount of Bull
River." 367
On September 1, 1887, lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly wrote to the
Superintendent General of lndian Affairs on the matter of the re-adjustment of
certain Reserves in the Kootenay District that had been deemed inadequate to
the requirements of the lndian population." ln regard to 1884, O'Reilly reiterated
11

363
364
365
366
367

See
See
See
See
See

Document CAN000369.
Document CAN000370
Document CAN000373.
Document CAN000375.
Document CAN000379.
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that the Kootenay lndians had "made excessive demands for land and virtually
claimed the entire Kootenay Valley ... "368
ln April 1888, Col. Baker, writing to the Superintendent of lndian Affairs
confirmed that Kootenay lndians, including Chief Isidore, were "dotted about the
country on small holdings in positons which are certain to be attractive to white
settlers in the future." Baker, cautioned that the Kootenay lndians did "not clearly
understand that they are the owners of the small holdings only [and] no
more ... "369
On May 8, 1888, lndian Superintendent Powell wrote to the Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs advising that Chief lsadore's land demands were
"excessive" including "the whole settled country from Bull River to a point a few
miles below Wolf Creek, on both sides of the Kootenay river, a distance of about
thirty five miles, which includes the most settled and valuable portion of the whole
district. "370
That same day, in spite of the allotment of IR Nos. 4, 5, and 6, Chief Isadora
again reminded lndian Affairs that he had wanted a much greater land area "from
Skookum Chuck' down to Bull River... "371
1

KTUNAXA USE AND OCCUPATION OF THE MISSION FARM LANDS UP TO,
AND AT, THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MISSION

As previously shown, the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands were first established
in 1874 with land (Lot 1) acquired from pre-emptor John Shaw. Overtime, further
lands (Lots 2, 3, and 1063) would be added to the Mission Farm Lands. Prior to,
and at, the establishment of the Mission, however, archaeological, oral historical
and Oblate records suggest that the Ktunaxa and the ?aqam used and occupied
the Mission Farm Lands.
According to Archaeologist Wayne Choquette's 1992 Report titled, "The Heritage
Resource Base of the St. Eugene Mission Site, Southeastern British Columbia,
the Mission Farm Lands were the site of "a large pre-contact camp" that was
situated at the confluence of Joseph's Creek with the St. Mary's River, in what
was the "hay field behind the mission buildings." This site, which contained
artifacts of tourmalinite, was, Choquette notes, about 3000 to 5000 years old.
Choquette further highlights the existence of a second archaeological site about
2000 to 3000 years old that is "situated beside Joseph's Creek and Mission Road
11

See
See
310 See
371
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Document CAN000381.
Document CAN000389.
Document CAN000390.
Documents CAN000391; CAN000573, p. 1.
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about 1 km [sic] south of the Mission Farm lands." Ali in all, the Mission Farm
Lands were situated centrally with respect to a number of other significant
archaeological sites in the surrounding area, including sites at Joseph's Prairie,
St. Mary's Prairie and Kimberley. 11372 Choquette further states that St. Mary's
prairie, which includes the Mission Farm Lands, was likely part of the fall and
spring hunting rounds of the Ktunaxa. 373
11

Oral historical evidence also confirms the importance of the Mission Farm Lands
to the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam. According to Mary Ann Michel of the St.
Mary's Band, a number of familias lived on the Mission Farm Lands - described
as "on the south side of the St. Mary's River' on the "land the missionaries have
claimed." Michel recounted how they used to live on the Mission Farm Lands
"from one of the fiat to the other end, some of them right by Joseph's Creek,"
"long before the white people ever laid their eyes." Further, as previously noted
in this Report, Michel told how there were permanent log houses on the Mission
Farms Lands that were destroyed by a white settler or pre-emptor, possibly
Shaw. 374 Michel, in recounting Chief lsadore's meeting with governmental
officiais for the allotment of Reserves, stated that Chief lsadore described the
Mission Farm Lands as where "my people have made their home for years" and
as "one of the permanent home for my people for hundred [sic] of years. "375
Michel also stated that the Mission was established where it was
[Kamukuwu'uku] because the missionaries "knew... that this is where the people
lived." 376 Lastly, according to Naomi Miller's Fort Steele: Gold Rush to Boom
Town Fouquet's location for the Mission was already the traditional winter
campground for one band of the Upper Kootenay lndians. "377
11

The Ktunaxa and ?aqam interest in the Mission Farm Lands prior to the
establishment of the Mission is also recounted in governmental and Oblate
documents.
A November 3, 1873 Report by the lndian Commissioner for BC Powell
discussed Powell's visit to the Kootenay region to assess complaints of lndian
difficulties." ln particular, Powell described the Upper Kootenay lndian presence
at the St. Mary's River as a "farming districf' that would make a good reserve
site." 378 As is noted below, in 1874 when the Mission was founded, there was a
First Nation presence on the fields bath west and east of the Mission. This
11

See
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374 See
375 See
376 See
m See
378 See
2014).
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Document EXP-000031, pp. 5-6.
Document EXP-000031, pp. 2-3.
Document EXP-000030, pp. 4-5.
Document CAN000932, pp. 29, 38.
Document CAN000927.
Document EXP-000033, p. 40.
Document SCB 8, p. 6-13 (Tab 10- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
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suggests that the St. Mary's "farming district" noted by Powell in all likelihood
included lands which became, or were in the vicinity of, the Mission Farm Lands.
When Fouquet arrived in the Kootenay in October 1874 and purchased Shaw's
farm (Lot 1) he advised that he "found only the Chief, two old people and a few
women, a few Kootenay, Shuswap, Coeur d'Alene, Spokane, Kalispel and
Calville waiting for the Kootenay to return from a buffalo hunt." ln ail there had
been "40 ta 50 savages in the field."379
Fouquet, writing in November 1874, stated that he might have ta take "the
savage's field" that was to the west of Shaw's pre-emption in order to acquire
additional lands for the mission. Fouquet further noted that the lndians had also
"chosen to take the plain east of Shaw's claim" which included "40 to 60 acres of
good land."380 A further Note by Fouquet, also from November 1874, stated, in
referring to the lands in the area of the Mission: "The savages have their land,
and the priest must have his" 381
The presence of lndian fields in and around the Mission Farms Lands, as noted
by Fouquet, was confirmed by Surveyor William Ralph's survey of Lots 1, 2, and
3 of the St. Eugene Mission Farm Lands in 1877. Ralph's Plan and Field Notes
showed lndian fields adjacent to, and west of, Lot 1 as well as adjacent to, and
east of, Lot 3. 382
Fouquet also indicated, on several occasions in 1874 and 1875 that lndians were
continuing to use the Mission Farm Lands for picking potatoes and grazing their
numerous horses. 383 ln July 1875, Fouquet expressed concern that if the
Mission Farm Lands were not properly defined the lndians would "settle in as
they see fit. "384
HISTORY OF KTUNAXA AND ?AQAM USE OF THE MISSION FARM LANDS
FOLLOWING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MISSION

Documentary evidence from a variety of sources including the Oblates, settlers,
and government officiais describe the emergence of permanent homes, in the
context of an lndian Village, on Mission Farm Lands following the establishment
of the St. Eugene Mission in 1874.
379

See Documents CAN000729;
See Documents CAN000732;
381 See Documents CAN000732;
382 See Documents CAN000498;
383 See Documents CAN000729;
CAN000487.
384 See Documents CAN000738;
380

CAN000479.
CAN000480.
CAN000480.
CAN000494, pp. 21-32.
CAN000479; CAN000732; CAN000480; CAN000738;
CAN000487.
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ln a July 10, 1875 Letter, Fouquet advised that he had:
... left land for the savages to camp or even build on. These houses (which we
can later use as service buildings if we wish) will be on the same side as the barn
and around our house ... 385

As of June 1879 it was reported that there was only one lndian living at the
Mission. The rest were said to "all or almost all [be] camped 5 or 6 miles from"
the Mission. 386
By 1883, however, there was a sizable lndian population at the Mission. ln
Farwell's 1883 "Report on the Kootenay lndians" he stated that:
... The majority of these Upper Kootenays winter at St. Mary's Mission. This
Mission is, at present, presided over by the Rev. Father Fouquet, and is situated
on the right bank of St. Mary's River, about four miles from its confluence with
Kootenay River. ln the immediate vicinity of the church and mission buildings,
the lndians have erected fifty-five houses, which are occupied by their familias
during the winter. 387

ln July 1884, when lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly came to set aside
Reserves in the Kootenay, there was a village at the St. Eugene Mission that he
described as the "principal village of the Kootenays, consisting of 47 houses."
This village, O'Reilly specified, was:
... situated on the south bank of the si Mary's river and on the property of the
Re\f-1 Father Fouquet; the •st Eugene Mission' has been established by the
Roman Catholics at this place; and here the lndians congregate during the winter
months. 388

O'Reilly in a December 10, 1885 Letter stated that the lndian village south of St.
Mary's river" was situated on the "property of Revd. Father Fouquet of the St.
Eugene Mission. "389
11

ln October 1886, when Kootenay IR No. 1 was surveyed, Surveyor Skinner's
Survey Plan and Field Notes would also show Lots 1, 2 and 3 of the St. Eugene
385

See Documents CAN000738; CAN000487.
See Documents CAN000947; CAN000502.
See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24 - Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
388 See Documents SCB 13 (Tab 29- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000366.
3ag See Document CAN000826.
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Mission. Lot 1 of the Mission Farm Lands was shown to contain a village with
houses as well as a Church. 3so
ln a Letter dated November 18, 1886, lndian Commissioner Powell reported that
the "lndian Village" at the Roman Catholic Mission at St. Mary's River had a
population of about 200. This Village, the lndian Commissioner stated, was " ... a
collection of forty or fifty log huts" where "most of the Kootenays spend the winter
their numbers being considerably augmented at Xmas [sic] time, and Easter by
neighboring lndians who, corne to take part in devotionals exercises. " 391
Four years later, in a Letter dated February 10, 1890, the Deputy Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs, following his visit to the St. Eugene Mission, described
the village as an "lndian Winter Village":
... consisting of probably between 30 and 40 cottages ... These houses are very
close to one another and 1could not but feel that they were too close to be
healthful. The lndians who inhabit these domiciles spend many months in them
during the Winter and 1assume that they have been induced to congregate there
for the convenience of the Missionaries, in order to save them the trouble and
expense of visiting them on the Reserves. 392

390

See Documents EXP-000027, p. 43; SCB 16, p. 1 (Tab 32- Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
391
See Document CAN000370, p. 8. Powell's report on the St. Eugene Mission is also stated in
a December 24, 1886 DIA Memorandum [See Document CAN000372].
392
See Document SMT 17 (Tab 45-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
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OPINIONS FORMED ON ?AQAM HABITUAL USE AND OCCUPATION OF THE
MISSION FARM LANDS PR/OR TO AND DUR/NG THE RESERVE CREATION
PROCESS

Opinion 1: The General Habituai Use and Occupation of Lands by the Ktunaxa
ln considering habituai use and occupation, this Report has utilized the decision
of the Specific Claims Tribunal in relation to the Kitselas First Nation v. Canada,
2013 SCTC 1 as well as its affirmation in 2014 by the Federal Court of Appeal in
Canada v. Kitse/as First Nation (2014 FCA 150), to define and understand these
terms. This has helped to frame an understanding of the habituai use and
occupation of the Mission Farm Lands by the Ktunaxa and ?aqam.
ln particular, the Kitse/as decision affirms that Article 13 of the Terms of Union
and the subsequent instructions for the creation of lndian Reserves in the
province of BC should be considered when understanding and defining habituai
use and occupation. Doing so, shows that the Crown was "clearly required" to
"take into account and to have regard to the actua/ land uses of the various
aboriginal nations for which the reserves were being created" [emphasis
added]. 393
ln regard to the Ktunaxa peoples of the Kootenay, which includes the ?aqam,
these general "actual land uses" included:
•

•
•

The Semi-nomadic use of various portions of the Kootenay reg ion, which
includes the area of the Mission Farm Lands, for hunting, fishing, agriculture,
settlements, and other pursuits;
Agricultural practices throughout the Kootenay Region, which includes the
area of the Mission Farm Lands.
Repeated and concerted assertions of sovereignty over the lands of the
Kootenay region, which included the Mission Farm Lands.

Such understandings of the Ktunaxa peoples are supported by oral history,
archaeological evidence, and a wide-range of documentation from settlers and
government officiais [as is noted in the section, "The General Habituai Use and
Occupation of Lands in the Kootenays by the Ktun~xa"]
First, the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam, were historically a semi-nomadic people
whose home base and interests were in the Kootenay region, which includes the
Mission Farm Lands. Notably, this was the case during the 1860s and 1870s
when lands in the Kootenay, including the Mission Farm Lands, were being preempted. This also includes the 1880s when Reserves would be allotted by
lndian Reserve Commissioner O'Reilly.
393

See Canada v. Kitselas First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 52.
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Second, the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam, were historically, in addition to their
semi-nomadic pursuits, an agricultural 394 people cultivating patches of land and
grazing horses and cattle throughout the Kootenay region, which includes the
Mission Farm Lands. Such .agricultural patterns certainly existed in the 1860s
and 1870s when lands in the Kootenay, including the Mission Farm Lands, were
being pre-empted. These agricultural patterns were aise ongoing in the 1880s
when Reserves would be allotted by O'Reilly.
Third, the Ktunaxa, including ?aqam and Chief Isidore, repeatedly and
consistently asserted their sovereignty over the lands of the Kootenay Region,
which included the Mission Farm Lands, during the 1860s and 1870s when lands
in the Kootenay were being pre-empted; as well as in the 1880s when Reserves
would be allotted by O'Reilly.
Opinion 2: Ktunaxa Use and Occupation of St. Eugene's Mission Farms Lands
prier to the Establishment of the Mission
The Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam, used and occupied lands at the St. Eugene
Mission in a historical sense as well as in the years prior to, during, and after, the
establishment of the Mission. This is supported by archaeological evidence, oral
history, and Oblate documentation [as is noted in the section, "Ktunaxa Use and
Occupation of the Mission Farm Lands up to and at the establishment of the
Mission"].
Archeological evidence shows that the Mission Farm Lands were the site of "a
large pre-contact camp" including sites that go back 3000 to 5000 years, and
2000 to 3000 years, respectively. 39s
Oral historical evidence from Mary Ann Michel of the St. Mary's Band affirms the
importance of the Mission Farm Lands to the Ktunaxa, including the ?aqam.
According to Michet a number of familias lived on the Mission Farm Lands long
before the white people ever laid their eyes." 396 Michel stated that Chief Isadora
described the Mission Farm Lands as where "my people have made their home
for years" and as "one of the permanent home for my people for hundred [sic] of
11

394

While the Ktunaxa agricultural pursuits cannot be classified as extensive by settler standards,
they nonetheless existed throughout the Kootenay region, including at the site of the St Eugene
Mission. As Cole Harris cautions however settlers and govemment officiais believed that land
that was "unsettled and unused - or used slightly ... deserved to be replaced by more intensive,
modem land uses." This was based on the idea that First Nations "were wanderers, primitive
people who did not know how to use the land effectively" (See Document EXP-000032, Harris,
Making Native Space, p. 46).
395 See Document EXP-000031, pp. 5-6.
3
96 See Document EXP-000030, pp. 4-5.
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years. 11397 Michel also recounted the existence of permanent houses at the
Mission Farms Lands that were destroyed by a white settler/pre-emptor (possibly
John Shaw). 398 Lastly, Michel stated that the Mission was established where it
was because the missionaries "knew... that this is where the people lived. 11399
Father Fouquet's account also indicates the existence of lndian fields to the west
and east of Shaw's claim in 1874 when Fouquet purchased Shaw's farm. 400
These fields would still be in place as late as 1877 when the Lots 1, 2, and 3 of
the Mission Farm Lands were surveyed. lt was also in 1877 that Lot 2 was preempted by Gregoire. 401 Fouquet also stated, on several occasions in 1874 and
1875 that First Nations were continuing to use Mission Farm Lands for picking
potatoes and grazing their numerous horses. 402

Opinion 3: Ktunaxa Use and Occupation of St. Eugene's Mission Farms Lands
Following the Establishment of the Mission
Following the establishment of the St. Eugene Mission in 1874, settler, Oblate,
and governmental documentation details the existence of an lndian Village on ·
the Mission Farms Lands.
·
According to Fouquet, the village originated from land that he provided from Lot 1
"for the savages to camp or even build on." 403 While it is not clear when the first
houses were constructed, Farwell, in 1883, described it as a winter village with
55 ho uses used by the majority of the Upper Kootenay peoples. 404 When
O'Reilly allotted Reserves in 1884 he described the village as the "principal
[emphasis added] village of the Kootenays, consisting of 47 houses.'1405
ln November 1886, the "lndian Village" at the Roman Catholic Mission at St.
Mary's River was noted to have a population of about 200. This Village, the
lndian Commissioner stated, was " ... a collection of forty or fifty log huts" where
"most of the Kootenays spend the winter their numbers being considerably

See Document CAN000932, pp. 29, 38.
See Document CAN000927.
399 See Document CAN000927.
400 See Documents CAN000732; CAN000480.
401 See Documents CAN000498; CAN000494, pp. 21-32.
402 See Documents CAN000729; CAN000479; CAN000732; CAN000480; CAN000738;
CAN000487.
40 3 See Documents CAN000738; CAN000487.
404 See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24 - Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
405 See Documents SCB 13, p. 5 (Tab 29- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24,
2014); CAN000366, p. 2.
397
398
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augmented at Xmas [sic] time, and Easter by neighboring lndians who, corne to
take part in devotionals exercises."406
Four years later, in February 1890, the Deputy Superintendent General of lndian
Affairs, following a visit to the Mission, described the village as an "lndian Winter
Village ... consisting of probably between 30 and 40 cottages ... 407
CONCLUD/NG OPINION ON WHETHER ?AQAM HABITUALL Y USED AND
OCCUPIED THE MISSION FARM LANDS PR/OR TO AND DUR/NG THE
RESERVE CREATION PROCESS

ln sum, it is the opinion of this Expert Report that the Ktunaxa, which include the
?aqam, used and occupied the Mission Farms Lands and surrounding areas prier
to and during the Reserve Creation process.
This view is based upon the parameters laid out by the Kitselas decision which
stated that the Crown, when determining cognizable interest, was "clearly
required" to "take into account and to have regard to the actual land uses of the
various aboriginal nations for which the reserves were being created" [emphasis
added]. 408 Furthermore, such understandings need not be narrowly defined
making it unnecessary to prove a "pre-existing distinct and complete legal
entitlemenr to the land in question.409 ln other words, a broad understanding of
"actual land uses" can be applied to the understanding of habituai use and
occupation as well as cognizable interest.
As such, in the case of the Ktunaxa and ?aqam, such general "actual land uses"
included:
•

•
•

The Semi-nomadic use of various portions of the Kootenay region, which
includes the area of the Mission Farm Lands, for hunting, fishing, agriculture,
settlements, and other pursuits;
Agricultural practices throughout the Kootenày Region, which includes the
area of the Mission Farm Lands.
Repeated and concerted assertions of sovereignty over the lands of the
Kootenay region, which included the Mission Farm Lands.

406

See Document CAN000370, p. 8. Powell's report on the St. Eugene Mission is also stated in
a December 24, 1886 DIA Memorandum [See Document CAN000372].
407 See Document SMT 17 (Tab 45- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
408 See Canada v. Kitse/as First Nation, 2014 FCA 150, para. 52.
409 See Kitse/as First Nation v. Canada, 2013 SCTC 1, para. 125.
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These understandings of the Ktunaxa peoples are supported by oral history,
archaeological evidence, and a wide-range of documentation from settlers and
government officiais.
More specifically, however, historical evidence also shows that the Mission Farm
Lands were used and occupied by the Ktunaxa and ?aqam prior to and during
the Reserve Creation process. This includes:
•
•
•

•

Archeological evidence showing that the Mission Farm Lands were the site of
"a large pre-contact camp" including sites that go back 3000 to 5000 years,
and 2000 to 3000 years, respectively. 410
Oral historical evidence stating that the Mission Farm Lands contained
permanent homes prier to the arrivai of white settlers. 411
Oblates records, in particular those of Father Fouquet, indicating the
existence of lndian fields to the west and east of Shaw's claim (Lot 1) in 1·574
when Fouquet purchased Shaw's farm. 412 These fields would still be in place
as late as 1877 when the Lots 1, 2, and 3 of the Mission Farm Lands were
surveyed. 413 Fouquet aise stated, on several occasions in 1874 and 1875
that First Nations were continuing to use Mission Farm Lands for picking
potatoes and grazing their numerous hor$es.414
Following the establishment of the Mission, an lndian Village on the Mission
Farm Lands emerged that was described 1883, as a winter village used by
the majority of the Upper Kootenay peoples. 415 When Peter O'Reilly visited to
allot Reserves for the Upper Kootenay he described the lndian Village on the
Mission Farm Lands as the "principal [emphasis added] village of the
Kootenays, consisting of 47 houses."416 As late as 1890, the village would
described as a winter village with 30 to 40 cottages. 417 ln spite of this,
O'Reilly would not include the lndian Village on the Mission in the Reserves
of the Upper Kootenay or ?aqam.

See Document EXP-000031, pp. 5-6.
See Documents EXP-000030, pp. 4-5; CAN000932, pp. 29, 38; CAN000927.
412 See Documents CAN000732; CAN000480.
413 See Documents CAN000498; CAN000494, pp. 21-24.
414 See Documents CAN000729; CAN000479; CAN000732; CAN000480; CAN000738;
CAN000487.
415 See Documents EXP-000023; SMT 45 C-1: 3 (Tab 24 - Claimant's Amended List of
Documents, July 24, 2014).
416 See Documents SCB 13 (Tab 29-Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014);
CAN000366.
417 See Document SMT 17 (Tab 45- Claimant's Amended List of Documents, July 24, 2014).
410
411
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APPENDIX A - CURRICULUM VITAE

RYAN BLAAK
1488 Sonora Place,
Comox, BC, V9M 3A2
e: rvan@historvnow.ca
p: 250. 792.2294

Summary of Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•

Committed to excellence and integrity in all areas of work and life.
Proficient in historical and contemporary research related to First Nations issues
and communities as well as the larger context of Canadian history.
Considerable Project Management experience in a wide range of research
projects.
Experience conferring with various groups including First Nations, Law Firms and
different levels of government (municipal, provincial and federal).
Excellent interpersonal, verbal and written communication skills.

Professional Experience
Historical Research Specialist (Aboriginal Issues)
lndependent Consultant
January 2014-Present
• Historical Research Specialist with extensive experience in Aboriginal research
(both historical and contemporary) including those areas related to numerous
land issues (lndian Reserves, rights-of-way [roads, railways, transmission lines,
pipelines, etc.], leasing, timber extraction, flood and water control, environmental
issues, reserve allotments [colonial and post-confederation BC], and treaty
entitlements), the history of lndian Residential Schools, the history of the
Department of lndian Affairs and providing helpful historical context to the current
issues affecting Aboriginal peoples today. Specific services provided include:
• Helping clients to find, know and understand their histories.
• Providing historical and contemporary context and knowledge for
organizations working with and for First Nations.
• Finding the documents that clients need.
• Accessing a wide range of records including archivai (i.e. Library and
Archives Canada, British Columbia Archives), municipal, provincial,
federal (i.e. Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada),
cartographie, ethnographie, and Aboriginal oral traditions and histories.
• Managing historical and contemporary records including copying,
scanning, organizing (archiving/filing), coding and database management.
• Developing written deliverables w~ich clearly, concisely and effectively
reflect the history of an issue or event.
• Context Building Seminars on historical and contemporary Aboriginal
issues.
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lnstructor: Canadian History, Pre• and Post-Confederation
North Island College, Courtenay, BC
September 2016- present
September 2015 - April 2016
• Coordinated and delivered ail lectures; Coordinated and led ail discussion
classes.
• Maintained online venue for course (Blackboard Learn) which included Course
schedule, weekly lectures and readings, class announcements, and opportunities
for discussion and assessment.
• Marked ail student assignments, maintained student records, entered final
grades in University's online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: History of Canada, Pre- and Post-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2014- December 2014
September 2013-April 2014
• Researched, coordinated, and delivered ail lectures; Coordinated and led ail
discussion classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials;
• Maintained online venue for course (MyCourses) which included Course
schedule, weekly lectures and readings, class announcements, and opportunities
for discussion and assessment.
• Marked ail student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University's online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: Special Topics - History of the Department of lndian Affairs
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2014 -April 2014
• lnstructed on key issues related to the Department of lndian Affairs (today's
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada) and its historical and
contemporary legacies. This included issues like: the lndian Act, the lndian
Reserve, the lndian Agent, Treaties (both historical and contemporary), lndian
Residential Schools, the White Paper, Specific Claims, Comprehensive Claims,
and Contemporary Issues.
• Developed course concept, syllabus, format and assembled course readings;
Coordinated guest speakers from First Nation and Federal Government
perspectives; Researched, coordinated, and delivered ail lectures; Coordinated
and led ail in-class discussions.
• Maintained online venue for course (MyCourses) which included Course
schedule, weekly lectures and readings, class announcements, and opportunities
for discussion and assessment.
• Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University's online grade management system.

Research Manager
The History Group lnc., Maple Ridge, BC
February 2006 - December 2013
• Worked with numerous First Nations and Bands in British Columbia as well as
their legal representation in regard to Specific Claims and other land matters.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Worked on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada as well as the
Resolution Sector, lndian and Northern Affairs Canada (Project: Historical
Research Regarding Residential School Claims) in regard to the histories and
legacies of Canada's lndian Residential Schools.
Manager of historical research projects, budgets and personnel with primary
emphasis on Specific Claims Research.
Extensive experience planning, researching, documenting and writing about a
wide range of Aboriginal issues.
Manager of business development projects; Assisted in the development of
corporate website and other online resources.
Coordinated and worked with university students completing The History Group's
Practicum Program.
Successfully worked remotely with colleagues and clients via email, virtuel
workplace, and phone.

Part-time lnstructor: History Practicum
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May 2008 - December 2008
• Facilitated students engaged in the History Practicum program at Trinity Western
and through The History Group, lnc.
• Provided guidance, insight, and editing for students developing practicum
Historical Profiles.
• Worked remotely with practicum students via email, internet, and phone.

Part-time lnstructor: History of Canada, Post-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2008 - April 2008
January 2007 - April 2007
January 2005 - April 2005
• Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all
discussion classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials.
• Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
• · Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University's online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: History in Practice
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2008 - April 2008
• lnstructed course for third and fourth year students on the various manifestations
of the practice of history in the public sphere. Exposed students to the way
history is practiced in the public sphere including the ways in which communities,
ragions, nations, and others polities collect, manage, create, present and
understand their histories, pasts, and staries.
• Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all
discussion classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials
• Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule; Marked all
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student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered final grades
in University online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: History of the United States of America
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2007-December 2007
• Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all
discussion classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials.
• Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
• Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University's online grade management system.

Course Developer
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
July 2007 - August 2007
• Developed Public History course, History in Practice, for third and fourth year
history students.
• Researched and documented existing Public History courses and programs
throughout Canada and the United States.
• Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
• Selected Course Reading Materials.

Advancement Research Assistant
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
October 2004 - April 2006
• Provided in-depth, creative research support for Advancement team working.
• Utilized numerous advanced on-line databases, in-house files, library references,
and other sources to build information base.
• Produced concise, accurate and informative written deliverables.

Co-lnstructor: History of Canada, Pre-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May - June 2004
• Co-instructed an online introductory Pre-Confederation Canadian history course
with Dr. Bruce Shelvey.
• Monitored student's on-line discussion forum in order to guide and facilitate
discussion topics.
• Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: History of the United States of America
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2003 - April 2004
• Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led
discussion classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials.
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•
•

Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered
final grades in University online grade management system.

Teaching Assistant, History Department (History of Canada, Pre-and PostConfederation)
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2000 - April 2002
• Designed exams, marked exams and assignments.
• Substituted for professer and managed classroom.
• Utilized database in Excel to manage student grades.

Research Assistant
Dr. Bruce Shelvey, Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May 2001 - December 2001
• Developed and prepared bibliography on Canadian environmental history using
Internet and database research methods.
• Citations organized into bibliography based upon various categories.

Education
Master of Arts, History
University of British Columbia
November 2003

Bachelor of Arts, Honours History (Major), Human Kinetics (Minor)
Trinity Western University
September 2002

Volunteer
Judge, Fraser Valley Regional Heritage Fair
April 2014
Judged student Heritage Fair exhibits.

Abbotsford Arts and Heritage Advisory Committee
September 2010- February 2011
Member of Abbotsford Arts and Heritage Advisory Committee which was responsible for
advising on arts and heritage matters for the benefit and advancement of the arts and
heritage for the City of Abbotsford.
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Computer Skills
Proficient in:
• Microsoft Office software including Ward, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Publisher,
and Outlook
• Working remotely via online resources such as Citrix, Email, and Virtual
Workplaces.
• Various Databases including Summation, SADRE, Jenzabar, Microsoft Access,
Microsoft Excel, America: History and Life, Academic Search Premier, Canadian
MAS Full Text Elite, Canadian NewsDisc, and the Canadian Periodical Index.
• Adobe Acrobat Pro.
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APPENDIX B- CERTIFICATE CONCERNING CODE OF CONUCT FOR
EXPERT WITNESSES
1, Ryan Blaak, having been named as an expert witness by the Claimant, certify that 1
have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses set out in the schedule to the
Federal Courts Rules and agree to be bound by it.
Dated: ___s
__e-..;0...-te.....m...b....e....r.-2~2.._.2__0....1....s _

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ryan Blaak
1488 Sonora Place,
Comox, BC
V9M 3A2
rvan@historvnow.ca

250-792-2294
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Summary of Qualifications
Cl Committed to excellence and integrity in ail areas of work and life.
Cl Proficient in historical and contemporary research related to First Nations issues and
communities as well as the larger context of Canadian history.
Cl Considerable Project Management experience in a wide range of research projects.
Cl Experience conferring with various groups including First Nations, Law Firms and
different levels of government (municipal, provincial and federal).
Cl Excellent interpersonal, verbal and written communication skills.

Professional Experience
Historical Research Specialist (Aboriginal Issues)
lndependent Consultant
January 2014 - Present
Research Manager, T.H.G. The History Group /ne., Maple Ridge, BC
February 2006 - December 2013

Over the past decade, 1 have worked as a Historical Research Specialist within the context of
various Aboriginal issues. From 2006 to 2013, 1 worked as a Research Manager for The History
Grou p lnc. - one of Canada's leading historical research firms. Since January 2014, 1 have
successfully continued to work as an independent Historical Research Specialist. As a result, 1
have extensive experience in both historical and contemporary Aboriginal research and in
particular those areas related to land issues, primarily within the context of Specific Claims.
Additionally, 1 have broad experience working on issues related to the history of the lndian
Residential Schools including work on the lndian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement
and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Si nce 2008 , 1 have worked on and managed countless Specific Claim research projects that
have dealt with complex and varied issues. Such work, on behalf of more than fifty Bands and
First Nations in British Columbia, entailed comprehensive project management and research
planning which included:
Cl Reviewing and analysing thousands of documents and files from various repositories
like:
o

Library and Arch ives Canada (LAC) (primarily RG 10 records) ;

o

lndigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) BC Region, Yukon, and Headquarters;

o

lndian and First Nation Lands Registry Systems;
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o
o

Natural Resourœs Canada (NRCAN);
BC Archives;

o

BC Land and Title Survey Authority;

o
o

Province of BC (i.e. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure);
Municipal archives, and;

o

Band/First Nation document collections.

a

Accessing and analysing cartographie, ethnographie, and Aboriginal oral traditions and
histories.
Cl Managing tens of thousands of historical and contemporary records including copying,
scanning, organizing (archiving/filing), document coding, and database management.
Cl Developing countless Reports and other written deliverables which clearly, concisely and
effectively reflect the history of an issue or event.

Such experience has given me very unique experience and skills in relation not only to Specific
Claim research but also the larger history of lndian Reserves in BC. ln particular, my Specific
Claim experience has dealt with, on multiple occasions, the following matters:
a lndian Reserve allotments in British Columbia, bath colonial and post-confederation,
including a thorough understanding and knowledge of the colonial reserves, the Joint
lndian Reserve Commission, the lndian Reserve Commission, the McKenna-McBride
Commission and beyond.
a Decisions by the McKenna-McBride Commission including Reserve eut-offs or
reductions (including Ditchbum-Clark), new Reserves, Reserve confirmations, Additional
Land Applications, testimony presented to the Commission, etc.
a Lands wrongfully excluded from Reserve boundaries;
Cl Non-Aboriginal acquisition of lands in British Columbia (pre-emptions, Crown Grants,
Homesteads, etc.);
a Reserve lands improperly surveyed;
Cl Reserve boundaries and related disputes;
a Encroachments upon lndian Reserves in British Columbia related to:
o
o

Road/Highway rights-of-ways;
Access road rights-of-ways (i.e. mining);

o

Airstrips;

o

Railway rights-of-ways;

o

Transmission Une rights-of-ways;

o
o
o
o
o

Pipeline rights-of-ways;
Leasing and permits (i.e. sawmill, subdivisions, DND rifle or artillery ranges, etc.);
Timber extraction (surrenders, permits, licences, Scale and Royalty reports, etc.);
Flood and water contrai (i.e. dykes, erosion contrai, etc.);
Hydroelectric projects (i.e. BC Hydre, ALCAN)

a

Certificates of Possession, lndividual Land Holdings, etc. on Reserve lands;
Q Lands set aside as Federal Crown lands for First Nations;
a The Veterans Land Act and lands provided to veterans from Reserve lands;
Cl Reserve Access issues;
a Environmental issues related to Reserve lands;
a Treaty 8 entitlements related to Reserve lands;
2

Trap line rights of First Nations;
Q Band amalgamations/de-amalgamations.
Q

ln working on the lndian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (through Resolution Sector
INAC) and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 1also completed a wide-range of tasks,
including:
a Acting as a Primary School Researcher responsible for document collections, reports,
and other deliverables related to several lndian Residential Schools in the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut.
Q Preparing School Narratives for Northwest Territories and Nunavut Residential Schools
which included the review and analysis of primary documents, determining relevant
information and writing/updating the narrative or historical report.
a Regularly reviewing and summarizing documents from the Crown (RG 10), the
Northwest Territories, and related religious groups.
Q Preparing Alternative Dispute (ADR) and lndependent Assessment Process (IAP)
Reports, including Claimant, Persan of lnterest, and Witness Reports.
Q Responding to Access to Information and Privacy Legislation Informai Requests.
a Being specially selected to complete Quality Contrai for various research and reporting
processes.
a Seing tasked to work on some of the most challenging claims submitted to the lndian
Residential Schools Settlement Agreement.
Lastly, as a Research Manager 1have:
a Managed business development projects; Assisted in the development of corporate
website and other online resources.
a Coordinated and worked with university students completing The History Group's
Practicum Program.
lnstructor: Canadian History, Pre- and Post-Confederation
North Island College, Courtenay, BC
September 2015 - Present
a Teach Pre- and Post-Confederation Canadian history at North Island College. A key
aspect of this course includes exploring the history of Canada and its Aboriginal peoples.
This includes issues like:
o

a
a

Pre-contad First Nation cultures; contad with European societies including religious
groups; economic and military alliances; the Royal Proclamation; treaties {i.e. Robinson
Treaties, Numbered Treaties); the Métis; the fur trade; the British North America Act; the
lndian Ad; the 1982 Constitution Ad.

Coordinate and deliver ail lectures and coordinate and lead ail discussion classes on
various tapies related to Canada's Aboriginal peoples, as noted above.
Administer the course as a whole including the online portal, assessment, student
records, etc.
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Part-time lnstructor: History of Canada, Pre- and Post-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2014- December 2014
September 2013- April 2014
a Taught Pre- and Post-Confederation Canadian history which included key aspects in
regard ta the history of Canada and its Aboriginal peoples. This included issues like:
o

a

a
a
a

Pre-contact First Nation cultures; contact with European societies including religious
groups; economic and military alliances; the Royal Proclamation; treaties (i.e. Robinson
Treaties, Numbered Treaties); the Métis; the fur trade; the British North America Act; the
lndian Act; the 1982 Constitution Act.

Researched, coordinated, and delivered ail lectures; Coordinated and led all discussion
classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials;
Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered final
grades in University's onllne grade management system.
Provided overall administration of course (online portal, assessment, student records,
etc.)

Part-time lnstructor: Special Topics - History of the Department of lndian Affairs
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2014-April 2014
a Developed and instructed upper level course on key issues related ta the Department of
lndian Affairs and its historical and contemporary legacies. This included the following
issues:
o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

a
a
a
a

Aboriginal policies developed during Canada's colonial period (pre-confederation);
The development and evolution of the lndian Act;
lndian Reserves in Canada;
lndian Reserves in British Columbia, including lndian Reserve Research Workshop
whereby students learned about issues like Reserve Allotment, Survey Plans, lndian Affairs
Annual Reports, the Royal Commission on lndian Affairs for the Province of BC
[McKenna-McBride Commission], Reserve Encroachments, archivai resources, etc.
The lndian Agent;
Treaties, bath historical (i.e. Robinson Treaties, Numbered Treaties) and contemporary;
lndian Residential Schools and lndigenous education;
The Wlite Paper and the future of the lndian Act;
Specific Claims;
Comprehensive Claims; and
Contemporary Issues (Aboriginal Affairs Today, the Oka Crisis, the Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples).

Developed course· concept, syllabus, format and assembled course readings;
Coordinated guest speakers from First Nation and Federal Government perspectives;
Facilitated and assessed key assignment titled "Reserve Research Project" in which
students, through my guidance, explored the history of an lndian Reserve in British
Columbia.
Researched, coordinated, and delivered ail lectures;
Coordinated and led ail in-class discussions in which readings, bath primary and
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a

secondary, were analysed and assessed.
Facilitated and assessed student Research Papers, on topics related to the history of the
Department of lndian Affairs. Such Research Papers utilized both primary and
secondary sources.
Provided overall administration of course (online portal, assessment, student records,
etc.)

Research Manager
The History Group lnc., Maple Ridge, BC
February 2006 - December 2013
a Worked with numerous First Nations and Bands in British Columbia as well as their legal
representation in regard to Specific Claims and other land matters.
a Worked on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada as well as the
Resolution Sector, lndian and Northern Affairs Canada (Project: Historical Research
Regarding Residential School Claims) in regard to the histories and legacies of
Canada's lndian Residential Schools.
a Manager of historical research projects, budgets and personnel with primary emphasis
on Specific Claims Research.
a Extensive experience planning, researching, documenting and writing about a wide
range of Aboriginal issues.
a Manager of business development projects; Assisted in the development of corporate
website and other online resources.
a Coordinated and worked with university students completing The History Group's
Practicum Program.
a Successfully worked remotely with colleagues and clients via email, virtual workplace,
and phone.
Part-time lnstructor: History Practicum
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May 2008 - December 2008
a Facilitated students engaged in the History Practicum program at Trinity Western and
through The History Group, lnc.
a Provided guidance, insight, and editing for students developing practicum Historical
Profiles.
Part-time lnstructor: History of Canada, Post-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2008 - April 2008
January 2007 - April 2007
January 2005 - April 2005
a Taught Post-Confederation Canadian history which included key aspects in regard to the
history of Canada and its Aboriginal peoples. This included issues like:
o

a

Treaties (i.e. Robinson Treaties, Numbered Treaties); the Métis; the fur trade; the British
North America Act; the lndian Act; the 1982 Constitution Act.

Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all discussion
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a

a
a

classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials;
Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered final
grades in University's online grade management system.
Provided overall administration of course (online portal, assessment, student records,
etc.)

Part-time lnstructor: History in Practice
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
January 2008 - April 2008
a Developed Course (July 2007 - August 2007) including Syllabus, Course Description,
Objectives, Modes of Assessment, Assignments, Schedule, and Readings
a lnstructed course for third and fourth year students on the various manifestations of the
practice of history in the public sphere. Exposed students to the way history is practiced
in the public sphere including the ways in which communities, regions, nations, and
others polities collect, manage, create, present and understand their histories, pasts, and
staries.
a ln regard to Aboriginal issues, the course examined:

a
a

o

Understanding Aboriginal Grievances - Residential Schools

o

Law and History (Aboriginal Rights -Treaties and Land Claims)

Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all discussion
classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials
Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule; administered the course as a whole
including the online portal, assessment, student records, etc.

Part-time lnstructor: History of the United States of America
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2007-December 2007
a Lectured on numerous issues related to the Native peoples of the United States;
a Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led all discussion
classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials.
a Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
a Administered the course as a whole including the student assessment, student records,
etc.
Course Developer
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
July 2007 - August 2007
a Developed Public History course, History in Practice, for third and fourth year history
students.
a Researched and documented existing Public History courses and programs throughout
Canada and the United States.
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Cl Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
Cl Selected Course Reading Materials.

Advancement Research Assistant
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
October 2004 - April 2006
Cl Provided in-depth, creative research support for Advancement team working on
fundraising initiatives.
Cl Utilized numerous advanced on-line databases, in-house files, library references, and
other sources to build information base.
Cl Produced concise, accurate and informative written deliverables.

Co-lnstructor: History of Canada, Pre-Confederation
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May - June 2004
Cl Co-instructed an online introductory Pre-Confederation Canadian history course with Dr.
Bruce Shelvey.
Cl Monitored studenfs on-line discussion forum in order to guide and facilitate discussion
tapies.
Cl Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered final
grades in University online grade management system.

Part-time lnstructor: History of the United States of America
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2003 - April 2004
Cl Researched, coordinated, and delivered all lectures; Coordinated and led discussion
classes; Selected Course Text and Discussion Reading Materials.
Cl Developed Course Syllabus which clearly laid out Course Description, Objectives,
Modes of Assessment, Assignments, and Schedule.
Cl Marked all student assignments, maintained student records in Excel, entered final
grades in University online grade management system.

Teaching Assistant, History Department (History of Canada, Pre- and
Post-Confederation)
Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
September 2000 - April 2002
Q Designed exams, marked exams and assignments.
a Substituted for professor and managed classroom.
a Utilized database in Excel to manage student grades.

Research Assistant
Dr. Bruce Shelvey, Trinity Western University, Langley, BC
May 2001 - December 2001
Q Developed and prepared bibliography on Canadian environmental history using Internet
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and database research methods.
0 Citations organized into bibJiography based upon various categories.

Education
Master of Arts, History
University of British Columbia
November 2003
MA Thesis: "The Voice of Women: Gendering the New Canadian Nationalism," September 2003.

Bachelor of Arts, Honours History (Major), Human Kinetics (Minor)
Trinity Western University
September 2002

Volunteer
Judge, Fraser Valley Regional Heritage Fair
April 2014
Judged student Heritage Fair exhibits.

Abbotsford Arts and Heritage Advisory Committee
September 2010- February 2011
Member of Abbotsford Arts and Heritage Advisory Committee which was responsible for
advising on arts and heritage matters for the benefit and advancement of the arts and heritage
for the City of Abbotsford.

Computer Skills
Proficient in:
a Microsoft Office software including Ward, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Publisher, and
Outlook
a Working remotely via online resources such as Citrix, Email, and Virtual Workplaces.
a Various Databases including Summation, SADRE, Jenzabar, Microsoft Access,
Microsoft Excel, America:History and Life, Academic Search Premier, Canadian MAS
Full Text Elite, Canadian NewsDisc, and the Canadian Periodical Index.
a Adobe Acrobat Pro.
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